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·APOLOG Y . 
. : I :: 

THIS third edition of Gltjarat and tlte 

Gujaratis was promised nearly five years 

ago; but owing to pressing engagements, 

especially in connection' with Social Reform, 

the publication had to be deferred month after 

month. 

The author sincerely regrets this delay, 

and begs to apologize if<> subscribers in India 

and elsewhere, no~ a few of whom have 

probably forgotten the very title of this erratic 

little volume. 

Bombay, September 1889, 
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INTRODUCTION. 

PERMIT me, gentle r~ader, to briefly explain 
the genesis of 'this little book. Starting on 
life's pilgrimage in the too -early twilight of 
youth, I have often stumbled into dry nullahs* 
-very dry and dismal, and with very steep 
sides. And in groping my way to. reach. the 
other side, I have scratched and cut myself 
badly. But i.~ is matter for thankfulness to be 
able to say that in none of my stumbles have 
I broken any bones. However bad the fall, I 
have always managed to pick myself up; and. 
with the rope thrown down: by friendly hands, 
have struggled up the stony hill-side. These 
roughs and tumbles of life have. become a 
part of my nature, and I have often felt a 
vague sort of conviction that -life woul!I be 
scarcely worth living without some prospect of 
having to rough it. 

A POOR BEGINNING. 

I began life aii twelve, giving private lessons. 
One scarcely feels at ease in coaching his elders. 

. • Empty water.oouraes. 
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It was a poor beginning. At sixteen I became 
a regular teacher. I had seen enough of the 
world before this~the world of Surat, that is. 
I entered upon my new duties, therefore, with 
hearty interest. The work did not feel a drud
gery for some time; but two or three years 
after, my migratory instincts again asserted 
themselves. I felt that I wanted a change. I 
had taught and studied children long enough, 

. and I thoughtTmust now study" children of 
a larger growth." 

A TEMPTING OFFER. 

A t this time I was offered the joint-editor
ship of a local (English) weekly. I jumped at 
the offer, and submitted it to a few friends 
whom I used to consult on matters beyond my 
management. These gentlemen, each and all, 
scouted the idea, and strongly advised me to 
keep where I was. 

MY TROUBLES. 

Here began my troubles. I had already been 
. favourably known as a versifier; and· with the 
overweening confidence of youth" thought I 
had the right and th~ pow~r, too, to enlighten 
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the public on political and other topics . of the 
·day. There was nothing for it, however, .but 
to bow to friends' decision, once having sought 
their advice. During the next two years.Ihad 
the most miserable time of it. They made me 
.a morose, disconsolate verse-monger. I scrib
bled English verses by the yard; and after 
-destroying the bulk of them, ventured to pub
lish a few pieces. But no end of verse-writing 
could compensate for the glorious chance I.had 
missed of becoming a journalist and 'public' cen'": 
·sor. How~ver, I received fresh overtures soon 
after. 

STRUGGLES. OF A. CHEA.PNEWSPA.PER. 

It was a cheap weekly, hitherto owned by. 
two partners, cousins, one who had given· it 
money, the other brains. Two more partners 
were added, my friend N. bringing money, and 
I supposed as supplying brains. The work was 

. fairly divided-the first proprietor, D., a small 
clerk, undertook business management. N.was 
to help D., and also to make himself useful . to 

. us~my friend P. and myself-in the literary 
business. For a week or two all went. on 
s:noothly; but we soon felt ·the. necessij;yof 
dlScussing our position. N. was a man of te.m-
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per, and among other things "compositors,r 
did not take kindly to him. I received fre
quent complaints as to his harshness; but 
knowing he had brought us the sinews of war 
I could do nothing more than appeal to his 
good sense. On Saturday night Mr. N. was 
given a ., proof" to read. He corrected it; 
but instead of entering corrections on the mar
gins, poked his pen into the body of the" com
posed matter." The compositor, of course, 
could not follow such corrections, and the paper 
was delayed next morning. On Sunday, when 
we four proprietors met, I gently asked Mr. N. 
to be good enough to enter corrections, in 
future, on the margins of the proof-sheet. N. 
glared at me for what he took to be an insult, 
and replied that he had paid Rs. 1,000 to be 
his own master-that he would do just what 
he liked, and would not be bullied by people 
who had not contributed. a pie. . This sneer 
was passed over by me; but the ccKlditol' 
winced under it, and replied hotly to No's 
insinuation. What threatened to be a bad 
quarrel was, however, soon made up; and we 
all adjourned to an adjoining hotel to discuss. 
the future of the .pa,per and a substantial 
breakfast provided for the occasion, I forget 
by whom. 
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EDITORIAL VAGARIES. 

But by-and-bye we two editors could not 
quite agree between ourselves. I was for treat
ment of social questions chiefly ; my friend P. 
affected politics. We settled this difference by 
confining each to his own/orle. Our ignorance, 
.even in this, was as boundless as was our arr~ 
gance., But was it not glorious to criticise and 
ridicule leading men in the country 1 What a 
privilege for too-early-emancipated'school-boys I 
Nothing could be easier· than my share . of the 
literary work: I turned into prose, every week, 
two of my versified social essays; of which I 
had a large supply at ~ome. Did poet ever 
sacrifice his substance as I did, in those days, 
in the public interests 1 My sweet sonorous 
hexameters surrendered bodily to themanipu
lations of the dirty P. D.! No martyr could 
do more. :My friend P. wrote political essays. 
He was decidedly better-read than I. Besides 
he took pains with his essays; but how could a 
young man ofless than twenty overtake topics 
which baffle the grasp of veterans 1 One day, 
writing, I believe, of the battle of Plevna," P. 
asked me what waS meant by "the Porte." 
I explained tI the Porte" might be .the Sultan 
of Turkey's principal wife. P. thought it was 
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only the European title of the Khedive of 
Egypt. We often thought and wrote in that 
curious way. 

EDITORIAL AMENITIES. 

This could' not last; and one evening P. . 
suggested, in council, that our capitalist part
ners should get a few reference-books for the 
editor's table~ Mr. N. refused to pay for our 
"extravagance." I submitted, as chairman" 
that we were neither of us extravagant, ana 
that Mr. N. was wrong. Hereupon he brought 
defiIiite charges against us. P. replied to the 
accusations and N. ret9rted, winding up rather
suddenly with a demand for his money.' P. was 
dum-foundered; but he soon found courage to 
ask N. if he meant really to be sole perfidious.'t 
N. replied, with equal ferocity, "Return 'my 
money this minute." " Very well," coolly said 
P., taking up N.'s new turban and throwing it 
out of the window, desiring its owner -to leave, 
instantly, on pain of being sent after the tur
ban by the same means of exit. But N.' did 
nothing of the sort. He took P. by the throat 
and demanded the satisfaction of throwing,out ! 
Ids turba.n. "It is, my right, give me my 
right," he shrieked, 'e and then I'll leave,'''' 
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Here they closed. They tugged and lugged; 
tore each other's clothes, and mauled each other 
very prettily. It was with the utmost difficulty 
that the . young Tartars could be separated. 
And the two-once intimate friends and college 
chums-have never since been oil speaking· 
terms. That evening, in the presence of ser- . 
vants and neighbours, who had come up on 
hearing of the fracas, the chairman sobbed au- . 
dibly in his editorial· and presidential chair, 
at all his hopes of fame and fortune having 
vanished so suddenly. One could put up with 
light inconvenience, such as of working as COlli

positor, reader, printer, distributor, manager" 
editor and so forth, all offices rolled into one. 
But this exposure-oh it was too, too cruel ! 

But crushing as the disappointment was, it 
enabled me to cast about for some equally 
powerful distraction. I had long cherished the 
hope of visiting Gujarat and Kathiawar with 
some definite business views, and having, at 
this Jq.ncture. received an offer from a. friend, 
I accepted it thankfully •. 

A POOR PROGRAMME. 

This personal explanation has been . gh"en. 
reader, to warn you against expecting too much 
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from my book. Now that you know me, I 
know you will not be too exacting. If you are 
curious .to revel in the luxury of deep and 
learned research, I must frankly refer you to 
Oriental Memoirs; to Forbes, Briggs, Ferishta, 
and such others, with whom my acquaintance 
is of the slightest, barely sufficient to make me 
know my place. If you want to refresh. and 
at the same time to enlighten your .mind, you 
had better turn to the picturesque details of the 
gifted padre" Heber. Should you wish to have 
COrrect statistics and authenticated accounts 
of this Presidency~ I could safely recommend 
you to pore over Mr. J. M. Campbell's Bom
bay Gazetteers. In these prodigious results of 
editorial labour you will find a forest of facts 
and figures which you can traverse leisurely, 
till you become another Huuter,t a prince of 
particulars, a very king of quotations. But if 
you care to have a fresh account of, perhaps, 
the least known but most Interesting parts of 
Her Majesty's Indian Empire, of the inner life 
of an important people, their habits, customs, 
manners, the moral and social forces at work 

,. Applied, in India.. t.o Christian missionaries, preachers 
01' priests. 

t Tho Hon. Sir W. W. Hunter, formo1'Iy Member of the 
Governor-General's COllncil, Director-General of Statistics 
to the Government of India, &c" &c. 
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among them, then you are welcome to these 
pages, such as they are. You will have to 
be content with rough, hasty sketches, but 
generally taken on the spot-sketches from real 
life. I would not promise you much 'of system 
and order-because, you see~ this is not an 
Official Report. A' number of these sketches 
appeared, at the time, in the Bombay Review, 
and are all the better for having received touch
es here and there from the accomplished editor. 
Not a few of them were, indeed, undertaken at 
the suggestion of that veteran journalist. * 
These sketches, and a few more contributed to 
other papers, are here put into shape, intermix
ed with extracts from letters to friends and. 
the contents of a rough diary-all strung to
gether on a rather slender narrative thread. 

I do not mind confessing, reader, that this is 
a poor sort of programme. But it is, perhaps, 
as well it is so. I may also prepare you for a' 
little exaggerated expression, wherever the 
.writer is Ie intense." But you will not find 
cause to question my bond-jides. In spite of 
occasional levity, no writer ever meant to be 
more serious. If you follow my sketchings in 

• MI'. W. Martin W.,od, formerly Editor of the Times 
of I'ldia, and of the Bombay Bev-itn? 
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the·spirit and the letter, if you read between: 
the lines, you will not find them all mere 
caricatures. 

The first edition of GuJarat and the (}ltja1'(Ui$ 
was brought out under serious disadvantages. 
The MS. had to be sent off to London unrevised, 
and revision of proofs was out of the question. 
An attempt was made in the second edition to 
correct misprints, supply omissions, and to check 
the tendency of some of the observations to 
appear too sweeping. The glare of paint which 
disfigured one or two of the " pictures" has now 
made room for sober tint~ But though the 
form has been in some instances modified. the 
matter is substantially the same. For what 
defects still remain the critic would do well not 
to condemn the workman for the poverty of 
his materials. 

Several new chapters have been added to 
this third edition to suit different tastes. These 
chapters could be easily elaborated for a larger 
volume. The rough illustrations niightsel've 
as (I aid" to readers who have never been to 
India. These are the best that could be obtain
ed on the spo~_not,however, withoutmanytriaIs 
by friends in, ~e profession. The experiments 
so far did not j,\tify a more seriouseffol't. 
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In conclusion, the" author may be allowed to
say that, though his book is intended to. deal 
with Gujarat only, many of the larger descrip
tions and general observations apply equally 
well to other parts of the country. 

TKA VEL AND ° STUDY. 

I am now and then asked by Europeanfriends-o 
how often I have been to England, and how 
long I have stayed there altogether. And when 
I protest that I have never been out of India,o 
my friends shake their heads knowingly. The
fact ~s, I have my own ideas of travel, as more
or less of everything else. The first tour I re
member having made was, of course, round 
grandmother's kitchen parlour. Thence I trans
ferred my attentions to the front-yard ° of the 
house, thence to the street,· the neighbouring 
street, the whole suburb of N anpura and the 
surrounding suburbs; next the Camp and the 
villages beyond. The climbirig· of trees and 
roofs, in search of papero kites, was another 
round of useful tours. Next to climbing of 
trees and roofs, swimming or fording the Tapti, 
and running over· to Bhatha~ Rander, Adajan 
and other gaums*· was also a means of touriIig • 

.. Outlying villages. 
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:My early local tours were often extended to 
U dna, famous for toddy. My last long tour 
from Surat was a walking match to N owsari. 
From Surat and its districts I have passed on 
to Gujarat generally, and froIn Gujarat onto 
Kathiawar and Kutch. I have seen much of 
India during the 'last seven years, but Gujarat 
and Kathiawar I know best. Much of these 
two provinces I have done on foot, and with my 
eyes open. And a good deal of my experience 
is the result of hard tramping. I hope one day 
to finish India from end to end; and then, who 
knows that I may not go to Europe, America 
and the rest 1 Less likely things have happened. 

But whether I go on the grand tour or not, 
I will never give up my habit. In study, as in 
travel, it is best to begin at the very. beginning 
and to proceed by slow stages, gaining some
thing at every stage, and that something such 
as to be of immediate practical use on the next 
stage. This is the only way of travelling and 
studying. Your globe-trotter will laugh at my 
.antiquated method, but he cannot deny its 
.advantages. When you travel or study by de
.grees, every fresh step or item of knowledge is 
.a keen enjoyment. You are prepared to receive 
it, and thus received, your knowledge will frue--
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tify. But when know ledge is thrust. UPQn yo.u 
without previous disciplin.e~ that is,. withoutyoUl: 
being made fit for· it,. iii. will. lie inert, aac:ill1tl
lea.vened. What is the we of' TisitiJlg f-oreign 
countries when you knoW' nothing of l'Qut: own.! 
When you go to, Europe,. ignorant of yoUl awn 
national life, you will miss those: thousand 
points of comparison and con.trast,. those thou.
sand shades Qf difference, those thousand beauties. 
and blemishes that modern European civiliza.
tion presents. At the best, you will loolc at 
things, not see or see tltroug16 them. Know
ledge is best acquired, take my word for it, by 
the comparative method. And what will you 
compare your new acquirements with when 
there are not half a dozen home ideas in that 
empty head of yours ~ You go to seethe Windsor 
Palace and are lost in admiration at the sight. 
Have you seen Agra 1 Hadyou seen some of the 
architectural glories O.f yO.ur own country, you 
might, at any rate, have controlled your faculty 
for admiration. You might have been quite 
at liberty to' admire the structure, but at the 
same time, yO.U CQuld -have seen what beauty 
it has which the palaces of India do not possess, 
and vice versd. The same is the case with 
study. If you learn Greek after learning Sans
krit, Persian Qr Arabic, you will enjoy the 
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process, recognise the advantage. of one over 
:another; and though you may admire the 
European classic as much as you like, you will 
have no reason to be· ashamed of your own. 
I honour you for your desire to examine the 
arts, sciences and philosophies of the West, but 
you cannot do this with advantage to yourself 
and the world unless you have already made 
yourself familiar with the national systems. 
The worst result of this method of travel and 
study that I am complaining of is,that it gives 
a man poor ideas of everything in his country in 
proportion to the exaggerated notions he imbibes 
about other countries. This is a charge from 
which. very few of our England-returned men 
can escape. It makes one sick to hear a man 

. rave about this thing or that 10,000 miles away, 
when a much better, perhaps the original, thing 
is lying unnoticed at his very door! 



I 

GUJA.RAT 
AND 

I 

THE G U J ARA TIS. 

SURAT: 

ITs FABLED ORIGIN. 

'WE left Bombay for Surat-I and myoId 
servant Rasul-on the 13th of March.IS7S. 
Rasul's services were lent to me by my esteem
ed friend, lIre D. F. Cama, with whom he had 
spent many years in pleasant traveJling ... Surat 
is as good as my native. land, I having. lived 
there from two to fifteen years of age. Its 
genus loci has been hallowed to me by. associa
tion. The bones of a. hundred. ancestors . are 
this day bleaching in the awful chasms of the 
Towers of Silence. Memory is besieged by the 
shadows. of a thousand incidents. when I find 
myself in the midst of old haUDt~1 where, for an 
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hour or a day's pleasure, I have passed months 
or years of bitter privations. I know Surat 
intimately, from end to end. and, notwithstand
ing the utmost ingenuity of patriotic bards and 
encomiasts, and the good-natured credulity of 
European savants, I do not think we can give 
Surat a fabled origin, linking her name with 
the glorious Sourashtra of old and making her 
one of the territorial galaxy which shed lustre 
on the arms of the valiant Rajput who swayed 
the destinies of, perhaps~ twenty million human 
beings scattered over an area of more than fifty 
thousand square miles, and who traced his des
cent to the early Aryan fathers, the first dis
contented wanderers from the cradle-land of our 
race. Vanity and self-love seek to indentify 
this town of Surat with the far-famed Sourash
tra which has been in existence time out of mind, 
and which embraced, perhaps, a hundred times 
the area of Surat. By some curious trickery of 
nomenclature, that which was known as Soura
shtra is JlOW come to be known as the Peninsula 
of Kathiawar, whilst others say that it is Soura
shtra on the side of which now stands Jun:tghar, 
the capital of the Babi Mahomedans. Surat 
may be a feeble and corrupt imitation of Sour'. 
shtra. Taking it any way, Surat was nowhere 
before the thirteenth century A. D. 
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STRANGE VIClSSITtrDES. 

It seems to ha.ve been built under Mahome
dan auspices. It derived its former importance 
from its maritime situation, which afforded 
peculiar facilities, not only for a'vast sea-borne 
trade, but for hordes of well-to-do Mahomedan 
pilgrims sailing for Mecca. Surat has a curious 
a.nd touching history; but this is not the time to 
call up visions of its past glory. Its career 
reads like that of the beautiful Eastern slave, 
whom Chance leads from one enamoured mas
ter to another, till the lovely captive has well- . 
nigh lost her power to please. From the 
Ahmedabad Mahomedans, probably its first own
ers, it passed into the hands of Akbar, tt first in 
war, first in peace, first in the hearts of his: 
countrymen." But the deputies of the' Grand 
Uogul could not retain the prize long; it passed 
successively into the hands of the -mercenary 
Dutch, the fiery Lusitanian,the marauding 
Mahratta, till the same Chance placed it in the 
hands of masters who, hailing from the land of 
the free, claim freedom and justice as the 
objects or their mission to the East. 

StrUT OF TO-DAY. 

Sura.t was a right jolly place a century ago-',. 
though even then ii was in the afternoon of its. 

2 
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glory. But" something ails it now." Its rapid 
ruin since can be traced to disastrous fires and 
Hoods, to the drying up of the Tapti, and to the 
rise and prosperity of the island town of Bom-· 
bay. Surat of to-day is a shadow of its old self, 
its stout commercial spirit gone, the well-to-do 
of its citizens grovelling in indolence or pleasure, 
its social status decayed and still decaying. 
The British are doing much to infuse new life 
into this prostrate capital of their original pos
sessions in the Western Presidency. Enligh
tened and equitable adininistration of justice, 
well-worked medical and educational agencies, 
wise schemes of municipal improvement; these 
are all tangible reforms, and have a leavening 
tendency on the almost deadened national con
science. But the instincts of the people seek 
repose: it is incompatible with a true Surti* 
nature to keep pace with the march of progress. 
The labouring and agricultural classes have 
ample security of person and property; but I 
doubt if they enjoy that progressive prosperity 
which is the true criterion of a settled and 
enlightened rule. The fact seems to be that 
the English are dosing India with too much law ~ 
The laws are too many and too fine to be 
equitable in a community of mutually antago-

. .. Native ofSurat. 
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nistic classes and conflicting interests, unused 
to a. complex machinery. And worse than the 
laws themselves is the working of them. Except 
in this, I do not think the people have any real 
'cause for grumbling; and I am, sure they 
seldom grumble, my poor, primitive, peace
loving Surtis. 

A FEW ,HONEST GROWLS. 

Coming to a. class higher, I mean the middle 
class, what strikes the observer most is this: 
the rising generation are, given every facility 
and inducement for acquirement of a fairly 
liberal education. Such education naturally 
widens their vision and gives play to their innate 
aspirations. But when they attempt to assert 
their position as politically and socially the 
equals of the ruling class, they are often ridi
culed for their presumption I Not only are our 
educated men so many political pariahs, * but in 
ordinary social matters they are made to feel 
their inferiority. Those thousand little ,'social 
charities, which might reconcile them to stand
ing political disabilities, are withheld from them 

, as a matter of course. In public, as well as, in 
private, the best of natives must know his place, 

• Degraded homeless outcasts. 
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when in the presence of the white Saheb. It 
is the old. old story of might being the better 
of right. It may be allowed that some distinc
tion of the sort is inevitable. But really,. it is· 
neither necessary nor expedient to keep up this· 
spirit of exclusiveness. I am painfully aware 
of the evil effect of Caste; but beyond a bare 
suspicion one does not see what Caste has to do 
directly with the absence of cordiality between 
natives and Europeans. English society. let us· 
by the way bear in mind. is not free from Caste 
prejudices. I am in full accord with writers. 
who trace part of the present state of things to 
the backwardness of female education among 
natives. I think too much has been made of 
the progress of this branch of education in the 
country-in reality it is not much to speak of. 
Is it not a mockery to speak of femall3. educa
tion in a country suffering from the curse of 
infant marriages ~ But though it'is devoutly 
to be wished that woman in India soon 
came up to the level of man, I despair of any 
improvement in the relations between the two 
races from mere social causes. An approach 
to friendliness is barely possible under social 
conditions when the native becomes more liberal 
and the Englishman less exclusive, especially if 
the latter makes the advance. But even when 
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that happens, the benefit will'be skin-deep. For 
rea.l and lasting good we must look to the poli
tical advancement of the people of India. 'The 
Englishman will never care for the Hindu unless 
he knows him. to be his equaL Nothing can 
bring about brotherly regard so well as this 
sense of equality. As it is, the native is looked 
down upon as an inferior. No wonder, then, that 
on the social platform, too, the European resents 
difference of opinion on the part of the native, 
discounts candour, and lays a premium on servi
lity. Under the circumstances I ask if there is: 
any reasonable ground for improvement of reIa.-' 
tions! With his sense of political superiority the 
Englishman may be excused for declining to' 
meet the native socially on a footing of equality. 
As in other matters, so in this, our friends have' 
tried to keep up appearances by expedients. 
These may serve the purpose for a. time--con
certs and dinners and cricket . look well enough 
in their way. But there is an end to all such 
ma.keshifts; and when the end comes, the races 
:are left; perhaps, further apart than they were ... 
Let the truth be recognised that we are both 
:subjects of the same Sovereign, amenable to the 
-same law and recipients of the same graCe. Let 
this identity of interest be admitted, and equa
Hty a.nd friendship will come of'themselves. . I 
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am convinced that the question under discussion 
is more for the statesman than the sentiment
alist. . 

One more growl whilst I am in this stern 
preaching mood (it is seldom that I preach) at 
the levelling policy of our officials. No doubt, 
there must be one law for rich and poor. This 
policy is unexceptionable in the abstract and 
the higher sphere of affairs. But in practice, in 
the minor details of life, where the rich can feel 
and the poor cannot, it would be obvious injus
tice to make no distinction between the high
born and the low-born. This proposition may 
shock the philosopher; but as the world goes, 
I am afraid it holds good as much in Europe as 
in India. If it is the interest of a wise ruler to 
see the poor rise, it i~ equally his interest to see 
the rich do not fall. Here in Gujarat we know 
of hundreds of young men of rank and talent who 
are treated by the officials with studied indiffer
ence. And what is the result? The :Hower ·of 
the generation, finding no scope for their talent 
and no respect for their birth, degenerate, by· 
degrees, into profligates and malcontents. In a 
country where rank and title are the prizes of 
life, those who claim a titled ancestry are gener
ally worshipped by the masses. The ·people. 
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themsel V'es are loyal to the core, though much 
puzzled by sudden and new-fangled administra-
tive changes; but the number of the educated 
high-born, who feel they are neglected or des~ 
pised, is on the increase. Let our Collectors 
and Judges seeto this. I do not wish to meddle 
with politics here; but this particular complaint 
is so widespread in Gujarat, and indeed through
out British India, that a mention of it could 
not well be avoided. A word to the wise. 

LOOAL CELEBRITIES. 

I made a very briefstay this time at Surat, 
and saw only a few of the' local magnates. The 
most important amongst these may be consider
ed the N awab of Bela and Meer Gulam Baba 
Khan. or as they are popularly called, Bad, tbig) 
Saheb and Chota (little) Saheb. I made the 
latter's acquaintance under somewhat painful 
circumstances. Travelling together one day, 
I learnt by accident that my companion. was 
l\Ieer GulliIIl Baba. There were four of us in 
the compartment-Meer Gula.m, his secretary. 
a European. and mysel£ Now, it so happened 
that the European, not knowing Meer Gulam, 
went .to sleep with his boots in Meer Gulam's 
lap. The Meer, unwilling to provoke a quarrel, 
quietly moved further from under the insulting 
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encumbrance. The European hereupon accused 
him of having disturbed his rest, and fired off a 
volley of ear-splitting abuses. The poor Meer 
held his tongue, though I could IEee from the 
working of his face that his blood was up. 
But the European, thus emboldened, took the 
Meer by the arm and attempted to push him 
out of the carriage. Here I interfered, and 
after a good deal of explanation, I got the 
European to desist from annoying the nobleman. 
The. man went to bed again, muttering" I 
don't care a hang who he is." I hinted to the 
Meer that he might have met the bully with 
more spirit; but he mildly replied in Hindustani, 
"We have had our day; these people have 
their day now, you see!" After this philoso
phic remark, we dropped the unpleasant subject 
and became good friends for the day. We ex
changed some fine oriental compliments at part
ing, but have never met since. The Meer has 
been a Municipal Commissioner for years and 
is now (1888) President of the Municipality. 
They say he does not know English; that is 
not the worst drawback in a civic father at 
Surat. 

The other Meer, a rival, I never got to know 
except as a curiosity. He is said to be a good 
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Datured, pleasant spoken gentleman, much given 
to what may be called pleasures of the palate. 

Amongst Parsi celebrities of Burat is Khan 
Bah4dur Burjorji Merwanji Fraser,- a worthy 
old gentleman, who has run through a fortUDe 
in a very fashionable way, but not without 
bebaving handsomely in ma.king gifts to his 
na.tive city, as is duly described in Murray's 
new Handbook of India (Bombay), and other 
records of the time. Shett Burjorji is a Khan 
BaMdur. 

There is another Parsi Khan BaMdur at ' 
Surat, who has made himself as famous as 
mortal man could be. Khan Bahadur, Mody 
Davar Rustomji Khorshedji. Esquire, Justice of 
the' Peace, Honorary Magistrate, and the rest, 
seems to be a character in his way. His one 
ambition in life is to be known as the supreme 
head of the Parsis throughout India and Persia. 
With this view he will wait upon the new Col~ 
lector or Judge with musty old documents 
proving him the direct descendant of Yezde~ 
~d, the last Zoroastrian king of Persia, and by 
Inference, of course, of Zoroaster, Jamshid and 
others. All this. is harmless enough, and 

• Since deceased. 
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European officials generally pass a pleasant 
hour in humoring the amiable Mody Saheb. 
:But his enemies, the bulk of the Parsi com~ 
munity, spoil the fun by defining the word 
i'Mody" as a grain~supplier. This is cruel; 
but ~hough the dictionaries are on the side of 
the enemies, the Mody Saheb knows he has 
the officials on his side, all except the Hon'ble 
Mr. Hope, (now Sir T. Hope) who appears to 
have declined all odes, addresses and pious bene~ 
dictions from our representative of Zoroaster and 
J amshid. Personally, I think. the Mody of 
Surat isa worthy soul, and as for his love to 
trace his family to Zoroaster, that is nothing to 
my friend Moonshi Lutfullah's genealogy pre~ 
pared by himself, modestly taking up his race, 
by twenty steps, from Lutfullah, Moses, Abra~ 
ham, up to Adam himself! The only difference 
is that Moonshi Lutfullah has concocted his pe~ 
digree to tickle his European readers. while Mr. 
Modyreligiously believes the story handed down 
from his fathers. His family name, I believe, i~ 
Davar, though he belongs to a younger branch 
of the Mody family at :Bomba.y. He is as 
amiable, as he is well informed. So is his 
brother, Mr. Edalji who is blessed with a' 
family of most intelligent sons. 
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Notable amongst the Hindus is my friend 
ruo Balutdur J ugjiwandas KhusMldas. AS. 
Full-Power Magistrate he showed himself sturdy 
and plain-spoken, and a terror to evil-doers. 
Mr. Jugjiwandas rendered valuable service to 
the public of Surat during the recent flood. He 
was amongst the first to organise relief works, 
and the Central Committee owed much of their 
success to his guidance. Mr. Jugjiwandas 
enjoys the confidence generally of the Govern
ment and the people alike. I should not, also, 
forget the Surat editors, well-known through
out India for their connection with the great 
(License-tax) Riots Case. They appear to· be 
the very embodiment of the "mild Hindu" 
type, but conceal a good deal of energy and 
determination under a rather unpromising 
exterior. The late Mr. Kikabhai Prabhudas 
was, perhaps, as notable a man as was J\:fr. 
Joshi of Poona. 

But my best friends at Surat are the Irish 
Presbyterian missionaries, Dixon, Wallace,. 
Montgomery, Taylor---alas, they no longer are! 
William Dixon, ~y' own revered master, died: 
a young man. One could see at first sight that
he was a scholar and 'a martyr. He effected 
much good at Surat; and· though death too 
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soon cut short a career of brilliant promise, his 
influence is felt even now to be at work. 

William Wallace was our Bible teacher-a 
man of great benevolence and learning. I have 
never seen a man so gentle in spirit and so 
unruffled under provocation. His life was a 
blessed example to us aU. 

Much differing from lrr. 'Vallace, but actuat
ed by the same motive, was the Rev~ Robert 
Montgomery'. Mr. Montgomery was, :r believe, 
the oldest Ptesbyterian missionary to Gtijarat, 
and spent the best days or his life there. He 
died at horne, iIi the {uine-ss of time, at the 
patriarchal age o{ three score and ten, leaving 
behind the memory of a virtuous and well-spent 
life to be cheri'shed by three generations of men. 
The deceased was a most successful preacher of 
the Gospel. He hated all underhand and 
dubious means; and rather than fire up the 
imagination of his audience by the glitter of 
false hopes and impossible promises, he prefer
red to reach their conscience by making Chris
tianity a necessity of man's fallen nature. His 
Christianity was of a; peculiar character, like 
himself," pleasant, practical and conciliatory .. 
'Wherever he could, he cheerfully fell in with 
the views of his opponent; where he could not, 
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h~ would not mind pullingSataIi himself by the· 
beard, keeping hh.nSelf and the' adversary ail 
the while in the best ktlIl1GUr. Anecdotes are 
current in Gujara~ of h@w the good old man 
would sally forth ofa Sabba.th morning, enter
an unknown village, preaeh agajnst the" stoIie
gods, set upon by the mob' and inc~reera.ted 
for his audacity: how he would hold forth 
from his prison-now in muscular Hindustani. 
reminding the populace of their unlawful con;. 
duct and its consequences; now' in' suasive Guja;. 
rati, laughing at their despicable tactics; and 
then suddenly asking for a drink of water, and 
directly going off to take his forty winks; fall
ing to the recital of some quaint but touching 
prayer on awaking"'; till at last he would win 
the hearts of the people, issue forth, all smiles 
and bows, snap his fingers at the heath~n priest 
who had. instigated the rabble, and set out for 
home, often after a supper of warm milk and 
bread, escorted by the very men who had, a 
few hours ago, put him into the cow-shed 
prison! Such was Robert Montgomery, the 
missionary. 

Yet one more. The Rev. Van Someten 
Taylor. This very day, 27th June list, as :r 
am sitting dowij. W re.cPfd ply ~ense of his 
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worth, I hear of his sudden death at Edinburgh. 
I had not the honour of being one of his pupils. 
But :Mr. Taylor did that for me which he 
scarcely could have had the opportunity of doing 
for many others. To him I am indebted for my 
success as a Gujarati writer. He was my first 
literary guide and friend. He was the first to 
approve what had been neglected by many 
others; and but for his encouragement, I am not 
sure if I could at all have ventured to publish 
my works in the face of general discouragement. 

:Mr. Taylor was essentially a missionary, a 
devoted a.nd indefatigable worker, a genuine 
scholar and a genial friend. I believe that the 
success of the little colony of Christian converts 
at Borsad* is mainly due to Mr. Taylor's exer
tions and influence; at any rate, he is acknow
ledged its most faithful friend. To his many 
other acquirements Mr. Taylor a.dded a very 
intimate knowledge of the Gujarati vernacular. 
His Gujarati grammar is the best for students 
. of all classes, an.d is, I believe, a standard work. 
He wrote excellent Gujarati verses, and has 
published one or two volumes. Besides the fine 
Christian sentiment running through them, his 
lines are remarkable f01:' purity, warmth, .and 

.. A littlo town near Ahmedabad. 
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simplicity. Many ot them I have heard sung 
with very good effect. In his work as a mis
sionary and a citizen, he won confidence and 
sympathy wherever he went; and though very 
quiet and retiring by nature, he was ever ready 
to advance, by word and by deed, . the cause of 
education and enlightenment. In the case of 
many a struggling young man, Mr. Taylor's 
kindly encouragement has been actually the 
making of a life of usefulness. 

Another Gujarat missionary of much promise 
was the Rev. Mr., Wells, who also died at a 
comparatively early age.. He, too, was a good 
Gujarati .scholar, and has written several 
works in that vernacular, which !tr6 not only 
popular, but are recognised as first-rate Bchool
books. Mr. Wells was a very zealous, active 
man, and known for his rough practical bene~ 
volence. 

Of European officials, the best remembered 
by men of this generation are Mr. (now Sir) T 
C. Hope.*' the Collector par exce1lenclJ,and Mr •• 
H.lf. Birdwood..:..tke'judge. Surat is greatly 
indebted to Mr. Hope· for numerous practical 

• Pllblic Works Minister and Member of the Governor-
General's Council. . . . . . 
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reforms. Stern and almost overbearing' in his 
official relations, he despised false popularity, 

,and though sometimes carried ~way by over
zeal, his honesty of purpose has never been 
questioned. .'1'hough smarting under some of 
his hasty measures, the Surtis readily acknow
ledge that " Hope Saheb" has been the second 
founder of the city. 

Mr. Birdwood- is popularly known as a 
model judge. He is no less a favourite with 
the official circle than with the public. He is 
" as good as a native, one 'oj U8," the people 
explain. 'I know of no greater compliment that 
could be paid to an official. And this praise is 
amply justified by }fr. Birdwood's love for the 
people, and his readiness to identify himself with 
every movement, private or pubJic, for their . 
advancement. ' 

I must not forget two other popular officials 
-a Judge and a Collector again. The former" 
a native, Mr. Satyendranath Tagore, is one of 
t,he ablest civilian judges, whose decisions are 
often remarkable for their soundness and 
acumen. Coming of a race of reformers and 

• Now Mr. Justice Birdwood of the High Court at 
Bombay. . 
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benefactors, Mr.'Tagore very well sustains the 
traditions of his family. Wherever lie goes, he 
devotes his best endeavours to the enlighten",:' 
ment Qf Lis countrymen. He is the idol of the 
Gujarati people. In private life -,1>.e ,is simple 
and modest, quite a SddhU,'" as "a/ friend de~ 
scribes him. Mr. Tagore is, I belie'Ve, the first 
native Civilian who passed the competitiveexa-:
mination in England. 

Another official is Mr. A. Borradaile. A 
great deal of energy alld good sense has charac~, 
terised his ~dministration 'of.Gujarat. Mr~ 
BorradaiJe has read the native character pretty 
accurately, and he seems to knoW' equally well 
how to apply his knowledge. The firs~ thing 
almost that he had to attend to ou his arrival 
at Surat was a fOfJllidable conspiracy?f the 
grain-dealers to run up prices. It :was a. sight 
to see the Collector walk up to the grain-market" . 
button-hole the leading dailils,t and lecture 
them out of their unholy league. Nothing 
s~onger passed between them thalf friendly 
remonstrance, but it had its effect ; though the 
more forward of the brokers quoted, Bentham, 
Mill, and other advocates of Free-Trade. Mr: 
Borradaile is .anout-and-ou~ Anglo-Indian, aiJ 

• An aScetic. t Brokers. 
3 
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was his learned and highly respected father, 
Harry, of that ilk, who compiled a valuable 
work on the castes of this· province. 

Let me not omit here Sayed Edroos* of Surat~ 
'\Yho is an Ronourable and a. C.S.L This 
Moslem of many titles was in the Governor's 
Council for some til?e, but his legislative career 
was blank as a sheet of blotting-paper-or at 
best imprinted with the impressions of others. 
He ·col.lld hardly discuss any subject· (I) . 
because he is ignorant of English, and (2) 
because his ideas of his duty are so very original. 
He thinks he serves his country best by nodding 
assent to whatever falls from the Saheb's 
lips. Is it strange, then, that the Saheb. 
should love him dearly? Is it strange, then, 
that the Collector should try ~o give Sayed 
Edroos another lease o£ life as Councillor to Sir 
.James Fergusson? But this sort of happy
family arrangement will not do in our days. 
'The Sayed Saheb is an exploded myth. He 
has ceased to believe in himself, and even his 
.existence has become a matter of doubt. The 
Gujarat people, -therefore,will ha\e nOne of 
him; The Presidency protests against the con
templated jobbery of a second term for the 

., ,. Since deceased. 
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Sayed. They say "Let us have anybodyelse,-. 
Mr. Caron Sulliman,· or even Ismal Khan, but-. 
ler to the Collector of Cobb lea bad ; but no 
Sayed Edroos"-they have had enough of his 
name in official reports of cc Members present:; , ... . 

As worthy a man as the Sayed ist a certain 
}fohla:j: of this province. The MohIaj( or 
Mullaji is at present in hot water. He is the 
head of a Mahomedan sect very numerous in 
d'ujarat and Bombay, and is. t~erefore kept in 
good condition. E'or a long time he was con .. 
sidcred the safest and most liberal banker' at 
Surat; and people of all classes deemed it a. 

. privilege to leave money with the Mohlaji . 
. Many a poor widow disposed of a house or other 
property, and entrusted the assets to the 
MohIa. Abo~t ~n years ago something was 
found wrong . with the Mohla's affairs, and 
creditors flocked to his holiness to withdraw 
their money from under the trust. But this 
was no easy work. The Mohla begge4 for a. 
reprieve. After a good deal of bickering, ahd 
yielding to threats of exposure, some of th~ 
Mohla's friends undertook to wipe· off the debt 

. .... 

. • A wealthy and enterprising upholsteret', and a good 
friend to impecunious subalterns. . 

t Written six years ago. . 
- t A MQssQlma~ leadel'and priest. 
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by eight annual instalments. But the creditors 
allege they have not yet been paid back any
thing to speak of. The Mohlaji again asks for 
time; but the creditors are indignant and 
threaten to " proceed}' Poor old Mohla! He 
is so much married t And that, too, on a set 
purpose. They say he marries young ladies of 
fortune, so that he may be enabled to meet his 
hea.vy and long accumulating liabilities. But 
somehow or other the money seldo.m reacbjls 
the creditors. In the meantime, his Reverence 
keeps up his personal establishment in grand 
style, though he has just issued orders for 
shutting up a religious academy hitherto work
ing under his auspices. This is false economy, 
to be sure; but what can you expect of a poor 
financier like the MohIa, when the Imperial 
British Government practises, sometimes, a 
similar method of retrenchment? The Mohlaji 
is looking up and about; and, with the help of 
a few friends from Bombay, may again tide 
over. But there is little chance of the creditors 
b~ing paid in fuli. The Mohlaji and his family 
are too civilised for any such folly. His Holi
ness, now about eighty, is reported to have 
married another " wife" -a buxom widow with 
thirty-five thousand rupees. I forget" if this 
is the MohIa's eleventh or twelfth wife. But 
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what matters it 1 So long as there is money; 
the 9ry will be, " still they come." 

Only one more good Surti, my dear and 
honoured friend, Moonsh~ LutfulIah Khan. * 
1'0 my acquaintance with him and his lowe 
much of my affectionate regard for the 
Mahomedan character. Moonshi Lutfulhih is 

oil a noticeable man. with large grey eyes." As 
scholar, linguist and author, Mr. Lutfullah is 
well-known in these parts, and even in Eng
land. t To the latter country he accompanied 
the late Meer Jaffer Ali Khan of Sur at. Over 
twelve years ago I used to be almost an inmate. 
now and then, of the Lutfullah family, thanks 
to an intimacy with his son, Fazal. I have 
.enjoyed some of the happiest hours of my life 
,under his hospitable roof. Moonshi Lutfullah 

. was an old man when I knew him. 

SIGHTS. 

There is not much to be Seen at Surat, ex
,cept, of course, the new Hope Bridge, the 
Cowasji Jehangir Hospital, the Killdl£ (castle), 

,. Died in August 1883. 
·t See his Autobiography, a remarkable political memoh', 

-edited by the eminent Persian scholar, Mr. E. B •. Ea8t~ 
wick, C.B. 
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the European cemetery, 'the Park, perhaps th'G 
two cptton mills, the Band Stand, the High 
School, and the Andrews Library. 

'Tbe Tapti Bridge, or as it. is' popularly 
named, the Hcpe Bridge, in honour of that 
energetic Collector, is a recent construction. It 
connects Surat with Rander on the opposite
bank. The bridge is a fine massive structure,. 
and is no doubt a great convenience to the 
people. It cost ov:;-r seven lakhs. There are. 
many larger bridges in India; but' to the stick· 
at-home ~urtis. their bridge is a marvel of human 
ingenuity. I am not surprised to be told that 
some of them worship it and offer milk and 
flowers to the deity on whose Atlantian 
shoulders the bridge is supported, the deity 
aforesaid being, presumably, Mr. Theodore 
Cracroft Hope, the whilom Col1ector. . 

The Hospital is an admirable building, due 
to the liberality of the late Sir Cowasji Jehan
gir Readymoney, the well-known Parsi bene
factor of Bombay. 

The KillcUt is a glum bit of stone· work, which 
stands firm as a rock against the violence of the 
elements. It is a ~{ahomedan structure and is. 

, worth a visit. 
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To the building of the fine HighSchool the 
late Mr. Sorabji Jamsetji Jejeebhoy contributed 
a talge sum. Mr. Kharsetji Furdoonji Parakh,: 
too, has one or two charitable institutions at 
Sarat standing to his credit-the Parakh Dis
pensary and the Industrial School 

The Andrews Library is a very useful insti· 
tution ; but it is badly off for want of funds, 
I am told. It is a pity that Bombay, knowing 
this to be so, will not save this institution from 
approaching difficulties. 

The Band Stand is on a pretty open site, to 
which gara lake (white people) drive by one 
entrance and 1.;,£10, lalee (black people) by 
another. 

A SEASON OF PLENTY. 

Poor Surat shared the fate of all the neigh
bouring districts during the recent famines. 
Then again' the water famine was proving tot) 
much for, her when Jupiter Pluvius luckily be
came propitious. His cloudy majesty is at pre, 
sent (latter part of 1881) exceedingly obliging. 
He comes and goes to order. The wise men 
of Surat wonder if the prospects of the lcltedu • 

. ~ Cultivator. 
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could have been brighter even in the golden 
age. Everything is cheap, especially rice, !/hee,* 
and tarkdri.t The grain-dealers who,two months 
ago, entered into a secret compact to starve the 
poor, and who, only the other week, sat with 
all the insolence of sbop, are now rather down 
in the mouth. They are' to be observed paring 
their nails, scratching their heads, and so on, 
and receive even an ugly customer with clabo-
rate attention. In a word, they enjoy a season 
'Of plenty down here; and if my eyes have not 
deceived me, ·1 saw a well-defined smile lurking 
in the countenance of one of the Municipal 
Commissioners. When you see that, you may 
be sure the creature is in the best of moods; 
for in his normal frame of mind you can trace 
not a sign of emotion in the Commissioner's 
face, which is all cheek and chin. Indeed, the 
plenty is not so plentiful as in the day of the 
Nabob, when my great-uncle used to maintain 
a family of fourteen, in peace and comfort, on 
rupees seven a month. And even from this 
pittance, my good aunt, his wife, was able to 
buy him a boxful' of snuff, a pocket-handker
chief, and a pair of goat-skin shoes every six 
months. In those &ys ghee sold at fifteen 
pounds a rupee. Those are called " the fifteen-

• Clarified Butter. . t Yegetables. 
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pounds days." TO-day. even though they look 
upon it aS,a very good year"qkee is less. than 
four pounds the rupee. And ghee is everything 
to the Surti-his present happiness and. his 
future bliss, 

THE FLOODS AND FmES OF SURAT. 

Surat owes not a little of its decline to floods 
and fires. "The great fire of Surat," as it is 
described in official Reports, or " the great fiery 
havoc," as local boards have sung it~ broke out at 

" Machhlipit (central part of the town), on the 
.evening of 24th April 1837, in the house of one 
'of the richest Parsis. Though it was very stilI 
about the time, the fire kept spreading, till 
before mid-night it grew terribly in intensity 
and volume. Clouds of smoke, so the reports 
say, lit up by flashes of flame, were visible at a 
distance of 30 miles across the plain. At day~ 
.break, on the 25th, sprang up the south-west 
breeze carrying the flame over adjoining parts; 
and Kanpit, Jampha and other populous quar
ters were, in a few short . hours, engulphed in 
ruin. . Handsome dwelling houses and mosques 
of the Bomhs were destroyed, and a number of 
women and children were burnt to death, find
ing . .escape from the 'zenana impossible. The 
fire raged at its heig:ht at 2. P.M. on the 25th. 
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Its strength abated at night; but it broke out 
again soon after and raged with redoubled 
fury till the morning of 26th. A number of 
dead bodies were found under the debris. many 
in wells and tanks. The exact number ofthosa. 
who perished could not be ascertained, nor
would it be ea...c::y to estimate the loss in proper
ty which must ha.ve been inca.lculable. No less 
tha.n 9,373 houses were burnt down,covering an 
extent of !Ji miles! And all this in spite of 
prompt assistance by Government officials; by' 
the famous Ardeshar Kotwal Bahidur, by meli 
of the British Army and the Navy, and by 
brave-hearted Parsis. always to the front in' 
times of calamity. This is, perhaps, the greatest 
of modern fires in Gujarat. But hundreds of
others have occurred at Surat itself within my 
experience. A fire at Surat. is a common 
occurrence. In fact, like epidemics, we have a· 
periodic recurrence of fires, . which the people 
call the Fire Season. During the season I 
have been told of from 3 to 7 fires in a week,. 
and this is not at all to be wondered at. The 
streets and lanes are dark and narrow; the 
houses running into each other in an inextrica-
ble mass. Then the habits of the people are 
none of the safest, and the materials of wh~ch 
the houses are built are by.no means fire-proof. 
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Again, at the fi~st cry of fire the people a.re. 
often panic-struck and demoralised_ The local 
Municipality, under some energetic Collectors,' 
has done much towards widening the streets. 
So fond was a. certain well-known Collector of 
this widening process, that his clerks assured' 
their friends that whenever a fire broke out in' 
a thickly populated and ill-built quarter, the
Saheb rubbed his hands gleefully and smiled at 
the pros~ect of widening t~e street. On such 
an occasion, when the Collector went to the
scene of destruction and attempted to soothe
the ·whining Bania, who had lost bis house or 
shop, that Bania would glance reproachfully at 
the Collector, as much as to sa.y, why do you' 
mock me with your sympathy after setting fire· 
to my house! Indeed, it is believed in some
circles' that among the Collector's duties nob 
the least important is that of setting fire tOt 
badly-built lanes and gullies in order to intrl>
duce long-deferred sanitary reforms! This must' 
be mere superstition. At any rate, it is not 
for the chronicler to sift evidence in such a 
ticklish matter. Not being in the Collector's 
confidence, I must leave him to his conscience. 

Surat has' suffered more from' Hoods than. 
from 'fires. ' The Tapti rose highest, I believe,. 
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in 1727, destroying property of the value 'of 
rupees two crores and a half, and doing great, 
damage otherwise. The next flood of any im
portance occurred in 1776, the river rising 10 
feet in a quarter of an hour and carrying off 
-ships at anchor. 1782 witnessed another flocid, 
by which 2,000' of the inhabitants lost their 
lives, besides immense injury to houses. The 
2,000 people drowned had taken refuge on the 
Isle of Bet in order to escape the exactions of 
the Mahrattas. The flood of 1810· was as 
-serious as the preceding; that of 1822 not so 
-serious, though the water rose 30 feet above-the 
high tide level. This flood was accompanied 
by severe storms. The river rose twice in: 
August 1831, as much as 37 feet the second 
time. A great part of the city walls fell down, 
372 houses were washed away, 1,012 collapsed 
.and 2,539 were more or less injured. Captain 
Harris, the NavalOfficer of the day, reports:..,..., 
4, After the flood was o~er, along the beach at 
Dumas pieces of timber, reeds, bushes, parts of 
houses, as well as bodies of animals, deer, cows, 
bullocks, buffaloes, and an immense number of 
.snakes, were deposited in a line stretching for 
more than a mile and a half, and in many places 
piled up to a height of nearly five feet." It 
was after the occurrence of this flood, I think, 
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that the Varacltha Cut was constructed. Seve
ral other inundations have taken place since 
then, in 187~73-76 and -82. But they were 
comparatively harmless, thanks to the protec
tive works rai!led by Mr. Hope. The last great 
flood happened in 1883, the waters rising the 
highest yet recorded. The Government of 
Bombay was as a.nxious as could be wished to 
protect life and to relieve distress among the 
survivors. Officials on the spot worked zeal
ously on the whole, though there appears to 
have been a good deal of bungling on the part 
of :M:unicipal servants. The citizens of Bom
bay collected about a lakh of. rupees for the 
victims of the flood, to which fund many other 
cities of Gujarat contributed handsomely. Help 
,came even from Bengal, from the Honourable 
Mr. Hope. the Maharaja of Durbhanga, M!".' 
:M anockji Rustomji and others. His Excellency 
the Governor of Bombay, the Honourable Mr. 
Peile and a few other officials .also subscribed 
liberally. But I dQ not know if the Govern
ment of Bombay itself did anything in the mat
ter. The official estimate of loss and damage 
appears to be too moderate. 

It would be unfair to puMish the popular 
estimate of loss in life and property consequent 
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()n the flood. \Ve need not take 8.ri alarmist 
view of the matter, but at the same time. it 
would be wrong to shut one's eyes to presump
·tive evidence. The official estimate of the loss 
in life appears to have been based on the num
ber of dead bodies discovered. The reporter 
seems to have lost sight of the old and the 
infirm, the blind, the lame and others-also 
-beggars and low class villagers, the Dublas, 
Dheds and others, whose lives are of very little 
. account. Now, if it is on this plan that the 
official Report has been drawn up, I ha.ve little 
to urge against the theory of 8 to 12 lives .lost 
after the heaviest flood that has yet swept 
through the town and districts of Surat. If 
Government accept the explanation, that scarce
ly one life was lost on the collapse of 125 
houses, it is no business of mine to disturb 
their equanimity. Subordinate officials are 
afraid of telling unpleasant truth to their 
superiors on such occasions. To show small 
·expenditure and large receipts is the easiest 
way of securing promotion and titles. 

A part from los!'! of life, the mischief done to 
the village communities, especially the cultiva
tors, must have been immense. They lost not 
;()nly their cottages, but their fields with the 
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ill'OpS standing on them or the seed sown; not 
only that, but their reserve food and seed gram, 
the cattle and implements. The utmost they 
$loul~. do was to betake themselves to trees, and 
Ui~re' they could not ~arry the fields, the pots 
il.nd pa.ns, the bamboo Hatfa (bed) and the ward
robe· of rags. Gold and silver they had none 
to carry. and I should not wondE'r if some had 
to leave women and children and other lh"e 
encumbrances behind; 0.1&0 if a number of vil
lagers, who lived in the fields far from human 
habitation, were swept off' at night. 
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WE left Surat on the 16th March, my friend 
Rasul and I, and arrived· at Broach after two· 
hours' journey by the B. B. Railway. Close to 
the station we found the Rustomji J amsetji 
Dharamsala.* and here we put down ourselves 
.and our baggage. 

RUSTOliJI J AMSETJI J EJEEBHOY. 

Poor :Mr. Rustomji! His princely progress 
through Gujarat is still remembered by the 
people. who bless his name for numerous 'luiet 
charities. In spontaneous and hearty good
will towards man he was no way inferior to his 
sire.t Talk as one may of his" blindly lavish 
expenditure" and thatsurt of cold-blooded philo
sophy. one cannot divest oneself of the thuught 
that Mr. Rustomji WAS cruelly jilted by fortune. 
What is a matter of more poignant regret to a 
generous heart is that his own peopl~ were far 
from grateful to him in his fallen fortunes. I 
fail to see the wisdom of the policy of the Parsi 

.. A resting place; literally" a house of charity." 
t Sir Jamsetji Jejeebhoy, first Baronet, the world-

renowned philanthropist. . 
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fi'iends and others when they vo~e.<¢ 
tarian memorial. To my knowledge several 
Hindu and Mahomedan friends were ready and 
anxious, in fact they offered, to mark substan
tially their sense of admiration for this truly 
catholio lover of men. But his Parsi friends 
set themeelves resolutely against all such pro
posals; no one oan tell fo~ what reason. It were 
foolish to conceal what is not a secret, that poor 
Rustomji Jamsetji had a greater claim on the 
gratitude of all sections of society than his "late 
lamented and handsomely endowed Baronet 
brother~ But there is a proverb" among us
It All bow to the rising sun-none to the set
ting." Rustomji Jamsetji most resembles the 
late Sir Cowasji J ehangir, with this difference, 
that the former had little of the cold, at times. 
almost sordid, spirit of calculation which charao.:. 
terised the princely donations of the latter. 
All his charities were the offspring of generous 
impulse and an almost reckless disregard o~ 
consequences. Many .. philanthropic" Parsis 
have died, and many may die hereafter (God 
have mercy on their souls I), but none probably 
has died so widely regretted and so long remem
bered as poor Rustomji. 

The Rustomji Dharamsa.la, though a really 
landsome, well-divided building, has not a. 

4 
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piece of furniture it can call its own-not one 
single chair or bedding. * Could not some Bom
bay Parsi buy the Dbaramsala, say, three hun
-dred rupees' worth of small conveniences? 

THE GREAT MAN OF LITTLE BROACH. 

Seeing that the Dharamsala was merely an 
-enclosure of bare walls, with hard chunam 
flooring, I wrote to my friend, Desai Kalianrai 
lIukumatrai, to help me with a few chairs. 
Desai Kalianrai is the greatest among the 
Broach gentry, a Municipal Commissioner, a 
leading Shett, a public-spirited citizen, and a 
general favourite with his friends. The Desai 
is a man of taste, and keeps his house and 
grounds in excellent order. lIe came to my 
help with chairs, tables and beddings, and so 
kindly did we take to each other, that I refused" 
to make the acquaintance of others at Broach. 
My first impressions of Broach are thus re
eorded:-

THE ADDRESS. 

Broach, thou venerable relic of departed 
commercial activity, father of far-famed Guja
ra t, once the proud emporium of the trade of 

flo Written ten yelU"s ago. 
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Gujarat, Ka.thiawar and Rajputan~. cradled by 
the holy Narbada and sanctifif'd by the pre
sence of the sacred Sukaltirth; I walk thy 
.dusty, musty, spongy surface with a gentle, 
gingerly tread! HaiJ, land of pu~ilists and 
prudes, hail, hoary dust-town, miniature Cotto
nopolis, all hail to thee! 

AN AFTERYOON PASTIME. 

One cannot help loving this dear old town 
with all its drawbacks. While a man is there 
he almost feels as if he were tread~ng his grand
pa.pa's well-filled stomach after tiffin. This is 
a favourite pastime among natives: their after~ 
noon meal is the most copious of aU, after 
which, feeling a little uneasy on having swal
lowed about a pound of rice with the other 
concomitants. the elders of the family lie flat 
on the back, and invite the young hopefuls to 
porpmel and promenad~ on their ca.pacious 
" middle regions." Their version is, that they 
give that exhilarating exercise to their progeny 
out of love (the venerable hypocrites !), but 
.everybody knows it is a sham. Well, then, one 
feeJs while walking the streets of Broach that 
he is hugging a welcome friend, as if he were 
clasped in the arms of old Father Christmas •. 
with a cloak of dust on his shoulders. 
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CHARACTERISTICS. 

Yes, the science of ltenpeckery is carried here 
to perfection. It is studied universally. The 
town itself is henpecked by that termagant of 
a river, the N arb ada ; the husbands are said to 
be generally henpecked by their better-halves. 
E,en the lower creation seem to share the same 
fate; the dog, the horse, the bull are tame as
a Turki~h pacha ; the other sex is bold, push
ing, forward. Nay, even high-Government 
officials do not escape this terrible discipline; 
their mistress, the Bombay Government, rules 
them with an iron rod. 

A PRUDE. 

I went a-marketing here, once upon a day~ 
in the merry month of May; I approached a 
d.airy-shop, and seeing a pot of boiling milk~ 
asked the woman sitting there how much she 
would take for a ser* of her milk. She glared 
upon me in answer, got up from her crouching 
posture-I could see she was a short woman~ 
with a shorter petticoat; and a shorter temper 
still-she got up,and asked, in gasping tones, 
fC Is it asking for the milk you are after? And 
.asking me! Ar'n't you ashamed? Ask my tMs.'· 

• About one pound, more or les •• 
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Her this, I saw, was her old man, sitting in the 
inmost recesses of the shop. A Hindu woman 
will die rat·her than address .or speak o(her 
husband by his name; she will say. " I say:' or 
<, my this." If they are an elderly pair, the 
wife will describe her husband as "father of 
my"~(naming her eldest born). ·The husband 

. ·does the same ~y her; and it is delicious to 
hear these old creatures chatting cosily of an 
evening, It I say, mother of Rama." "Yes, 
father of Rama, what is it 1 " 

But to return to the milk-maid. I humbly 
said. ,< I only ask if -this milk is to selL" 
"Don't ask me," she shrieked; "milk or no 
.milk. Asking a stranger woman 1 Ask my 
tltis, do you hear?" Her" this" was inside, and 
there he remained. I listened to her with 
patience, and then left her, merely remarking, 
.t good woman, do remove the milk from .under 
.thy glance'; it is turning sour." So saying I 
walked very fast towards my lodgings. I hope 
there are not many such women at Broach as 
my sweet-tempered milk-maid. . 

SIGHTS, N ATUR!.L ANDU NXATURAL. 

The visitor will be struck here by the ·num
ber, more so by the noise, of. the ginning (cot-
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ton-cleaning) factories. There is not much of 
other business to be noticed. Amongst sights~ 
the best are the river N arbada. the Kabir Bur, 
some old . Dutch tombs, the band-stand, and 
recreation grounds. Perhaps the most notice
able sight in the streets is the snobbery of men 
and the prudery of women, also the happy
family relations between th~ cart-driver and 
his bullock. The animal is kissed, embraced, 
lashed, and imprecated by turn. "Go on, bul
lock of my heart. go on, thy mother-in-law's 
darling"; ,< Will you go or not? you lazy 
widower, you son of a widow." These are the 
sounds the ear very often catches, interspersed 
with whacking sounds, twisting of tails, cutting 
of flesh, &c. Broach badly wants a Society for 
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

(But for its ginning factories, mostly under 
Parsi management-besides the large one of 
:Messrs. Greaves and Co.-Broach would be an 
unspeakably dull place.) Dulness is the pre
vailing characteristic of most Gujarat towns; 
at least, to one who has lived in Bombay it 
feels so. 

Broach was reC,lovering from the effect of the 
Gujarat famine at this time.· It "\V'as piteous 

• 1879-80. 
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to see hundreds of villagers-men, women and 
children-begging from door to door, and swal
lowing anything that came handy. Some of 
these famished wanderers were, I was told,. 
substantial farmers only a few years ago, but 
successive failures of crops and the inexorable 
demand of the Sirkdr'" had driven them into 
voluntary exile. In the document I give 
below, a ccpy of which I am supposed to have 
picked up at Broach, and which document,must 
be read between the Jines, may be found· the 
views of the Collector, the Revenue Commis
sioner, and the Government, as regards remission 
of taxes in bad seasons. 

A REMARKABLE OFFICIAL DOCUMENT. 

From the COLLECTOR, --, 

To the REVENUE COMMISSIONER, N.D. 

Sm, 

Looking at the widespread misery ~f the ryots. 
their distressing past and hopeless future, I respect
fully submit tbat their arrears be remitted them, 01' at
least the payment deferred till better times. 

I ha.ve the honour to be, 
ETC. ETC. 

• Government. 
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From the REVENUE COMMISSIONER, N. D. 

To the COLLECTOR, --. 

Memo. 2,085 of February 1877. 

The undez'signed has received the Collector's extra
ordinary lettel', and has done his duty by forwarding 
the slime to head-quarters. Undersigned hopes the 
Collector will have a suitable reply from His Excel
lency the Governor. 

From the CHIEF SECRETARY to GOVER~XENT, 

'To --Esq., COLLECTOR, --, 

Demi-official. 

'SIR, 

Your strange communication, forwarded by the 
Commissioner of your Division, deserves prompt 
notice. His Excellency in Council desires me to say 
that such unofficial proceeding on your part is highly 
reprehensible. But in: consideration of your past 
meritorious sel'Vices your fault is overlooked this time. 
Should you, however, repea.t it., His ExcellE>ncy will be 
forced to make an exam pIe of you. If officers, are 
troubled with so much sentiment, they had better 
l'esign. 

I am, sir, yours, 

ETC. 
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RESOLUTION.-Whereas a certain District Revepue 
Official (name withheld out of consideration for long 
senice) bas thought fit to suggest the remission of 
our just and lawful dues, it is bereby notified for the 
general information of the Service thatHis Excellency 
will visit with his. displeasure any such weakness, 
which may lead at any time, but fOl' the vigilance of 
the Police, to crimes, such as -l'iot, burglary, dacoity, 
and murder, and ultimately tarnish the i"air ¥me of our 
Rule. Times change, and with them must we, ·Some of 
the population may die, that is one means of saving the 
rest. They may starve, languish, sell their children, 
or eat them. That is no concern of high-~inded 
Christian rule1'8. We must look to the remote jfcture. 
There we descry hoards of Afghans and Cossacks 
overrunning the fair fields of Cashmere. And 'would 
it be politic of us to rest before we have made a tran8-
Himalayan trllmway, and till we take our formidable 
future foes home to Afghanistan and Siberia, wash the 
Ol1e and put the other to bed! Officers are requested 
to think over these complications before they talk of 
.remission and this and thilt remedy. 

This official memotandum~ or, as they call it, 
Resolution, and the other brief but expressive 
epistles which accompany it, may not be found 
on Government records; but they will give to 
the uninitiated some idea of what we know as 
demi-semi-official arrangements, in which our 
newly developed Imperial policy finds occasional 
play. The imperial politician always looks to 
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the" remote future," affecting a lofty disregard 
for the present. 

A ZEALOUS OFFICIAL.*' 

I was told the other day of an excellent young 
Postmaster in Gujara t. He is the very pink 
of a Postmaster in the way of standing on his 
dignity. His idea of asserting his authority is 
to fine the wretched postmen right and left. 
These men are paid about seven rupees (four
teen shillings) a month, out of which the Mabap 
Sircar makes it incumbent. on each man to buy 
a red coat a year, a pair of shoes twice a year ~ 
turban, trousers, umbrella,. &c. Part of what 
remains goes towards the Good Conduct Fund. 
From the residue the peon has to maintain 
wife and family, father, mother, children, cou
sins. aunts, in that irreproachable respectability 
which befits a servant or' the Paternal British 
Government. 'Hard lines,' you will say, reader. 
But I have not dObe. A peon tells me he is 
now fined a.bout two rupees a month on an 
average. So what he earns is five rupees, out 
of which he has to attend to each one of the, 
duties, private and public, that I have just 
enumerated. The Postmaster is very likely a 

• Wri$Len eight years ago. 
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good man; but he overworks his men, and for 
the _slightest error. such as one commits a 
thousand a day, he cuts the poor wretches in 
the tenderest. and, alas, the slenderest part! 
Sir Richard Temple could have made an excel
lent licen~e-tax collector of my friend the Post
master. He is a typical instance of what we
call here' a zealous official'-the man who, be
he Native or European, bring3 the Government 
into disrepute by resorting to petty high
handedness like this, very often in o\'der to 
curry favour with arbitrary and unscrupulous 
superiors. Such men are, unhappily. not few. 
nor confined to a limited area. They are scat
tered over the whole Empire, and do damage 
to the prestige of the Government wherever
they are. 
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. LEAVING Broaeh, nothing loth to leave, we 
'Came to Baroda <:>n 10th March 1878. The 
capital of the Guicowars was to me 'the Mecca 
of my pilgrimage. 

THill ApOSTROPHE. 

Land of my birth! After twenty-four years 
of forced exile, I fly to thee. For a fourth of 
a century has my spirit yearned to see thee. 
For a full fortnight have I tried, on the spot, 
to conjure up thy past glories. But where are 
they, Baroda ~ Where are thy traditions, thy 
institutions 1 Where are the goody-goody stories 
which soothed me to slumber and thrilled me 
into infantile action ? Above all, where are thy 
.great institutions, such as the Sathmari* in 
which human beings were trampled under the 
.elephant's foot, where alleged offenders were 
buried alive, thrown down steep hills, pinned 
to the waU, rolled in barrels na.iled inside ~ 
Where are thy Holi festivals, during which a 
hundred hired nymphs frolicked in naked· 
charms in the pa.lace compound, and invited7 

~ Known to Europeans as elephant fight. 
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by a thousand arts, the whizzing liquid of the 
royal pickkdri?* Where are the marriages 
between dovest and the attendant festivals? 
Where are the crusades against cats, because 
one of the feline tribe breakfasted on the 
feathered bridegroom? Where is thy bracing 
fever, thy benignant cholera, 0 land of my 
birth? Gone, gone are all thy glories, gone for 
evermore t And instead I see the jail and the 
court house, parks and palaces, roads and tanks, 
schools and colleges; and that monster of 
a Municipal Commissioner. But enough of 

, interrogatory apostrophes; they lead to ~ 
hlood ;lond bad grammar. . 

DESCRIPTlOX OF A DURBAR.::: 

A Durbar was held last year (1877) in hon(jfu~ 
of the youthful Guicowar having attained his 
year. The Dewan Saheb was absent in the 
dirtrict ; his duties therefore . devolved on his 
Parsi _ coadjutor. Half an hour before the 
Guicowar arrived, the nawabs, sirdars, and. 
darkdars, and a host of other feudatories flocked· 

• Syringe. . Mnlb3r Hao Guicowar used to play at this 
very delectable game •. 

t Kbanderao Goicowar celebrated the marriage of bis 
two favourite doves with royal pomp. 

: A court or political reception; a sort of levee. 
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-to the Nazar Bagh. The court officials received 
them. On entering the state-room. each look
ed about to see if he bad the right seat reserved 
for him. Your Spanish gentry could not be 
more punctilious in their reserved-seat etiquette. 
It was a sight to see old N awab 'Squaretoes 
Sakkar-Missari exchanging fiery glances with 
young Sird~tr Hukka-Chilam pan.Supari. I 
looked on steadily till my lips curled up and my 
nose expressed contempt at their silent squab
bles. They simultaneously read my thoughts, 
and turned upon me with a fierce look which 
seemed to say, II You intruding up-start! What 
have you to do with our concern ¥" That ilay I 
made up my mind, that if 1 ever went to a 
Durbar again, I should look as grave as a 
chancery judge, whatever more exalted people 
did. Soon after came the Guicowar, as intelli
gent and fine-looking a young fellow as was ever 
called upon to grace a gadi ; * as cool and col
lected as if to this "greatest favourite of 
fortune of our times"-as Sir ~radav Row aptly 
,describes him-his present life and his life of 
five years ago made very little difference. His 
Highness was shortly after fonowed by the 
British Agent and his staff. When the appoint
ment of Mr. Philip Sandys Melvill to Baroda 

• The royal oushion. 
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was first announced, it was considered by the 
Bombn.y officials espec:ally as rather out-of-the
way. But the Government have been amply 
justified in their choice. I know few officers in 
the whole range of the Indian Civil Service 
who could discharge the duty of the post with 
greater tact and delicacy. Mr. Melvill's prin
ciple seems to have been never to i~terfere 
hastily with the DurMr concerns, and a healthy 
principle it is. In private he was as polite as 
he was amiable in politics. But his politeness. 
oppressed me. 

Mr. Melvill had very little of the petty 
inter-meddling spirit which, unfortunately# 
characterises· a majority of Military and even 
Civil Politicals; and being above local preju
dices, he discharged his duties of arbiter 
between the State and its vassals with a calm 
impartiality which seldom left room for appeal. 
Though ready and anxious to help forward the 
good work inaugurated by Sir M3:dav Row. 
he seldom yielded where principles required 
firmn€'ss . . 

But to return to, the .. DurMr. Well, the 
Resident sat, and with him the whole assembly. 
And then rose three noticeable personages from 
the floor on which they had been squatting. 
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Two 'muddy-complexioned Naikin.'~,* and the 
bear-leader, that is to say, the music-master. 
The former ethereal beings I dare not describe; 
the latter was a short, stout MUBulman, not 
mu~h under four-hundred. pounds a.voirdupois. 
I need not say he is 'a. man'?f gr~at weight. 
The dusky songstresses sang a few snatches in 
a clear, vigorous monotone, accompanied by 
instrumental music C?n half-a-dozen porcelaitJ 
cups and saucet's by the stout M usulman afore
said. The music' was scarcely intended for 
man; so I cannot judge of it. It soon ended, 
to our relief, and was followed by the rubbing 
of attart {which has a sweet sickly odour, and 
a most tenacious regard for your handkerchief) 
:lnd distribution of pdn. and slipari.t Before the 
Durbar broke up, a tall, lank courtier stepped 
forward, and offered his stereotyped good-wishes 
to His Highness, the beginning and, in fact, 
the gist of which I translate t:e"batim et litera
tim for th.~ reader·:~t. May you bathe in milk. 
and may you. be blessed with sons.-" Thus end
ed the Durbar of 1877., 

THE PEOPLE AND THE DoGS. 

From prince to people is a natural tra.nsition. 
The capital of the Guicowars has a population 

• JJUIIClDg girillo t Otto of l'Oselio 
: Belel-Ieaf ana the nut~ 
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I of two lakhs, consisting of men, women, and 
children, with a fair sprinkling of pahria. dogs. 
The men may be -divided into two classes
the snobbish. and the sheepish. The former per
petually chew pein 8UPU1'Z; wear huge turbans, 
and drive about in tiny carriages, dragged along 
by wee little bullocks, an inch or so smaller in 
size than goats. The more bloated the face'~ 
and the smaller the carriage' and bullock, the 
readier is room made for the owner by the awe
struck pedestrian. Women .may he divided 
into three classes-wives, widows, and prudes; 
the first rule their husbands, the secoluI rule th~ir 
shops, the third may have been intended to 
scare away the small boys and dogs, 'and gene
rally go about veiled and without shoes. The, 
last are very helpful to the Police, in a' way, 
but honest citizens avoid them somehow.: . The 
little boys of Baroda may be described as' (t sad 
dogs," and the dogs as "gentlemen atlarge.~1 
These gentlemen seem to enjoy mor& privileges 
than their biped brethren. . You will see one of 
them of an evening basking and luxUriating in 
the sunshine and street dust, his red tongue lolling 
out, absolutely refusing to. make room for the 
state carriage, or any other carriage, until he 
is taken hold of by his southern extremity* and 

-The tail~ 
5 
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flung bodily into the neighbouring basket of 
sugar cakes. Even under such trying circum
stances his serenity is generally undisturbed. 

H. H. THE LATE MAH.ARA~A KHANDERAO. 

It is said the late lamented Maharaja Khan
derao Guicowar was very partial to canine 
philosophers. His Highness was a genuine 
ruler of men, brave as Rustom, and munificent 
as J amshid, though perhaps not so wise as 
Solomon. He had strong likes and dislikes. 
But his failings were always amiable. One of 
these was, that he thought himself a born 
Esculapius. He had a remedy for aU diseases, 
known and unknown, and used to physic every 
one about him. He used to experiment on a 
large scale. The shortest way to his favour 
was to go and say you had the belly-ache-by 
far the most common complaint among the 
Barodaites. Well, His Highness would straight
way repair to his dispensary, and return with a 
large bowl containing some vile mixture, which 
you must quaff at a draught, without giving the 
.slightest indication of a wry· face. On the 
contrary, unhappy patient, you must smile 
while drinking the royal nostrum. If you do 
not grin in the most approved court fashion, 
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you are a ruined man. -Well, after, you have 
swallowed the poisonous stuff, make a low bow 
to the royal physician, and retire to the adjoin
ing room. Going to eject the dose quietly ~ 
Do not attempt it, deluded wretch" there are 
. two royal eyes gloating, over thy misery. Go 
to sleep over the potion, though thy inner man 
may be on the fire of h--l the while. Re
turn in half an hour to report progress; smile 
and simper and bow, and loudly bepraise the 
medicating genius of thy master. Then go thy 

• way, thy fortune is made. 

DISPOSAL OF DOGs. 

But to come to the gentlemen dogs ~ain. I 
fear they make it too hot for His Highness's 
other loyal subjects, and must either be banish
ed, or the Municipal Commissioner may give 
them a uniform and set them to some" Impe
ria.l " work. The Afghan war has not yet quite 
ended, and the Zulu war may begin an~w. The 
illustrious Rama had. Hanuman's monkey-army 
to fight his battles with Rawana ; why may not 
Baroda send to one of the frontiers a contin
gent of its canine cavalry ~ 

SUMMING-UP. 

o To sum up, Baroda is a good place enough# 
but it IS dull, dull beyond' description. There 
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is no living here; it is a mere humdrum exis
tence. Between the people and the upper ten 
thousand there is no sympathy. You have no 
such institution as Society. 

EXHORTATION. 

How is .it there is no missionary here? 
Import one, ye powers that be ; he is indispen-, 
sable to progress and enlightenment. Get up 
popular lectures and street-preaching. •• Steady 
internal progress" on paper, and all that, is 
yery well, but let the people learn to elljoy life 
under your administration. In their present 
state they are almost justified in looking back. 
Let them forget the past. The past reign of 
rapine and plunder and degrading superstition 
they must be taught to hold in horror. Give 
them something on the strength of which they 
may fondly look forward. Let the agricultural 
interests of your people claim your chief con
sidera.tion~ : Get up cattle, shows, and agricul
tural shows, and vegetable shows. Get up, if 
not nlle, at least industrial arts exhibitions. 

THE VISCOUNT, THF; SATHMARI, AND THE 

POl'INJ.A.Y~ , 

, : Attend ,all ye who, &c., to a, soul-stirring 
aqcount of the Baroda. Sathmari, which implies 
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an elephant fight, but really means much more 
than that. In the year of grace 1879, 12th 
day of April, it pleased my Lord of Hinchin
brook, a Government guest, to ask to be shown 
the elephant fight. To hear a live lord is to 
obey; and instantly were issued despatches 
from the acting Dewan's department to "all 
concerned," namely, one parrot, two elephants, 
eight buffaloes, two rhinoceroses, twelve rams, 
and sixteen wrestlers, a superior race of animals, 
who looked almost men, short and sleek and 
close-shaven. These doughty champions met 
at about five on the eventful evening, at a sort 
of house in the heart of the town, variously 
described to me asa palace, a bakery, and a 
charnel-house. I believe it was a palace in 
ancient times, when (t horses were kings." At 
present, it is a skeleton house, very sensitive, 
but with an air that reminds one of better days. 
Adjoining this house of mystery is a spacious 
compound, the battle scene, that is to say, and 
surrounding it are the menagerie and stables. 
The tamdsAd* opened with an acrobatic exhibi
tion. A man stood on a rickety frame-work 6f 
wood, resting on a table, another man taking 
somersa.ults on the arms and shoulders of 
number one. I do not very well remember 

• Public show. 
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this part of the performance, but have a vivid 
recollection of the concluding part, w hen th~ 
wooden frame-work came to grief, and with it 
the two performers. It was a relief to know 
that both escaped serious injury. 

Then came the accomplished parrot, who 
flourished his miniature sword. with his beak, 
of course) bent his bow and shot his arrows, 
and, what is more amazing still, loaded his tiny 
cannon with gunpowder, lit the touch and
:fired! The feathery hero wrought wonders. 
The skill of a British general is nothing to the 
versatile genius of this gymnast, archer and 
artillery soldier. Indeed, that parrot is a 
genius! May this simple record immortalise. 
thee, 0 Prince of Popinjays 1 

The rhinoceroses gave each other very warm 
reception. About this time last year, when 
Sir Richard Temple graced the Sdtltmdri, these 
sulky warriors would not close, though every 
gentle persuasion-such as poking into their 
eyes, nose, and other tender parts the longpoint
ed lance-was exhausted. Lord Hinchinbrook 
was more fortunate. Old Rhinos fought" for 
him, and fought valiantly and well. The 
elephants, too, went in for it right cheerfully ~ 
and it was a" sight to see these black moving 
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hills of flesh tugging and lugging and heaving 
away as earnestly as if, on the issue of their 
contest, depended the scientific rectification of 
our frontier. Poor beasts I And yet why 
poor beasts 1 Are they not considered the 
paragons of beauty by the Hindus 1 " Oh, 
elephant of my heart," was the tender exclama
tion with which our ancient fathers used to 
greet their beloved when in a frolic mood. Ask 
Sir .Madav Row, who is an authority on Hindu 
literature, from politics to poetry. And yet 
your modern Mary Ann would not relish the 
compliment if her Brown met her behind the 
kitchen door with, It Ho helephant of my 'art I" 

The buffaloes and rams butted away beauti
fully. Brisk and energetic was the meeting of 
the bovine heroes, and their parting, oh 1 so 
very slow and unw,illing. 

But before finishing this catalogue of intelli
gent fighting brutes, the faithful historian must 
not omit the wrestlers-bless my eyes, how very 
like men they look at times! They first make 
each other 'a make-believe bow, then shake each 
other by the paws, and then close. 1.1hey rub 
and scrub and curry-comb each other till both 
drop on earth, where they go through a process 
of mutual kneading, and finally they mix, these 
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fat, living butter-barrels, and there you lose 
their identity; you cannot say which is which. 
And here ends my description of the Sdthma1·i. 

But let me just run you off' one screed. I 
was asked last year by a great man, a roan of 
advanced views, what I thought of the fight. 
I praised the affair without compromising my 
conscience, and then gently insinuated, cc But 
don't you think, Sir --, it is a somewhat bar
barous pastime~" That insinuation cost me a 
fine lecture, in the course of which I was told 
of the great power such exhibitions have to 
excite our martial instincts. I blushed at my 
want of enthusiasm. 

OFFICIAL DIGNITARIES. 

In the course of the two visits to Baroda, I 
was able to make the acquaintance, more or less, 
of all the official dignitaries. Sir ~Hdav Row 
I saw (Juring the first visit, with two or three 
members of his council. It is impossible, of 
course, not to be favourably struck with such a 
man. :My visit lasted less than half an hour. 
At Baroda also I had the acquaintance of the 
Resident, ]':fr. Melvill, and of ~:fajor and :Mrs. 
Nutt. As I have gone through the Baroda. 
Administration Report for 1877-78, I think 
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it may be well to give, in a few lines. my im
pressions about these gentlemen individually. in 
connection with their official work. To begin 
at the beginning. 

H. H. MAH • .\RANI JAMNABAI, C.I.E. 
The widow of the Maharaja Khanderao 

seems to be generally popular. Brahmins wor
ship her more fervently than they worship 
Brahma. According to official reports. she is a 
highly intelligent woman, and very charitable. 
She is. of course. at the head of the palace, 
and the palace expenditure, having been left to 
Her Highness's control, has happily increased 
by about a lakh.* Last year's item ( 1876) 
stands at sixteen lakhs odd (£160,000). There 
are several departments of the palace-the 
household, karkhanas. and dharmadaga being 
the principal. Each of these costs considerably 
over six. four, and four lakhs, respectively. 
With every respect for Her Highness's pious 
instincts, I submit the dharmadaga items are 
too heavy. The karkhanas include the jewel 
establishment, the elephants, horses, bullocks, 
fireworks, sporting establishments, dancing 
girls, and the athletes, that is, the animals 
employed in the arena. The dharmadaga- is 

- • A hundred thousand rupees. 
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mainta.ined for giving khichri* to the poor and 
gifts to the Brahmins. Looking to the item 
under this head, I do not wonder at the report 
that some of the mendicant Brahmins of the 
royal household are millionaires. But next 
year we are promised wholesale economy. We 
all remember how Her Highness was invested 
with the Imperial Order of the Crown of India. 
That evening Mr. Melvill proposed Her High
ness's health at a royal banquet. In returning 
thanks the gallant Dewan indulged in a burst 
of eloquence, likening Her Highness to Venus. 
But it may be remembered, it was to the Venus 
of Astronomy, not of poetry, that the veteran 
poet-politician likened his royal mistress. The 
Maharani is in some respects a remarkable 
woman-she is firm of hand and strong of will. 
She is said to be a capital horsewoman, and 
fond of riding out into the open districts, and 
all that sort of things. She is believed to be 
equally fond of music and dancing ; and she is 
the mother of little Tarabai, married recently 
to the Sawuntwari Chief. 

H. H. SIAJIltAO. 

His Highness the young Maharaja is the 
object of Rani Jamnabai's instant and constant 

... Rice and diS' cooked together. 
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solicitude. The Agent, the Dewan, and the 
tutor are agreed in thinking him an exemplary 
youth of his class. His arithmetic is said to be 
weak; but it must be remembered that few of 
his ancestors had a genius that way. If he 
had an arithmetical turn of mind, why should 
he have been reserved for .a Raja? His progress. 
in languages is, however, said to be satisfactory. 
He is now· reading the Ohildren's F1'iend, a 
book without an equal. Why should he not 
read a little of Chesterfield now and then ? His. 
Highness is also studying Chemistry, Political 
Economy, and Geography. All this while his 
physical development is being taken care of. 
In the midst of this good-natured progress
report, I am gratified to find Mr. Melvill's 
sober testimony as to the young Guicowar being 
hitherto tt untainted in his moral character." 
It looked almost impossible that a youth, with.· 
Sia.jira.o's private surroundings and his unfortu-· 
nate physical precocity, should long remain 
untainted; but the official testimony may be· 
accepted. 

The MaMraja was installed on the gcEdi of 
Baroda by His Exoellency the Governor of 
Bom bay with unusual pomp and ceremony . 

• In 1877.78 •. 
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This was in December 1881. Sir James Fer
gusson delivered an admirable address at the 
time. During the long interval between 1878 
and 1883 His Highness is reported to have im
proved in a remarkable manner. His character 
may be said to have been formed. He is now 
paterfamilias, and has household cares added to 
the cares of State. I do not envy Maharaja 
Siajirao, though I should like to have a frac
tion of his pocket money, now and then, for a 
hundred deserving objects. But His Highness 
seems to be a careful donor. He impresses 
visitors very favourably by his manners. The 
Viceroy was much struck with his intell~o-ence 
during a recent visit. I had the honour of an 
interview with His Highness in May 1882. 
He received me very courteously~ and appeared 
to be anxious to learn something new about 
ev~ry topic we traversed. It is clear that he 
means to rule. But in the case of . a sanguine 
young man there is always the danger of what 
Indian bards denounce as abhimdna-purse
pride or power-pride. I prey that this danger 
may be averted, and that he may live to reign 
for the good of his subjects over whom he has 
been providentially raised. 

His Highness is desirous of reforms in many 
-directions, though where an outlay of funds is 
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"concerned, his advisers hold back. Among 
other improvements may be noticed the opening 
of a cotton spinning mill by the Maharaja, 
which is expected to pay him well, besides find
ing employment for the poor. His Highness 
has also a scheme of water supply under consi
deration. Perhaps the best reform the Gui
cowar has yet attempted is that of pensioning 
oft' and otherwise dismissing a number of 
hereditary hangers-on, an4 setting them to 
earn an honest livelihood. Baroda boasts of a 

, privileged class-sirdars, darakdars and others. 
These worthies have hitherto had a very good 
time of it. They ran into debt with, a light 
heart, indulging in every kind of extravagance; 
and when hard pressed, demanded relief from 
the State treasury. On the other hand, they 
considered themselves ," above paying their 
plebeian creditors who could not sue them! 
All this nonsense, I am told, is being put a 
stop to. 

THE RAJA DEWAN. 

This. veteran administrator is an e!eve of the 
Madras University, a MaratM Brahmin by 
race, and a Tanjorian by birth. He owes 
something of his early education, 1 believe, to 
Christian' missionaries. These facts may prove 
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instructive to the cockneys whose feeble wit is 
never tired of railing at 41 the benighted presi
dency," and at the efforts of foreign padres. I 
know little of . young Madav Row's academic . 
-career; but it must have been far above the 
-common run, to judge from the fact that soon 
after leaving college he was taken in hand by 
the Director of Public Instruction, Mr. Evan 
Powell. He seems to have started in life as a 
schoolmaster, and ~ometime after is found in 
Government employ. At this stage he attract
-cd the notice of one of the Arbuthnots, at 
whose recommendation. probably, Mr. Madav 
Row came to be tutor to the :first Prince of 
Travancore, and ultimately the Dewan. This 
prince, now Maharaja,... is considered a highly 
eduoated and accomplished man, and an enlight
ened ruler. This IS, no doubt, partly due to 
the influence of His Highness'S tutor. It was 
for his successful administration of Travancore, 
I believe. that Sir Madav Row was knighted 
by the Paramount Power. He was then invit
ed by the Mahar~ja Holkar to take charge of 
his State as Dewan. Here he remained for 
some years, and managed to secure the· esteem 
and good will of, if not the Maharaja, at any 
.rate, the British Government and the people. 

• Died in 1886. 
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SIR MADA.V Row AT BARODA. 

Early in 1875, on the deportation of Mulhar 
Rao Guicowar, Government cast about for a 
pilot capable of steering Baroda,a most unsea· 
worthy vessel, clear of the dangers and difficul
ties surrounding it. Their choice fell' on Sir 
Madav Row, and so far it has been fairly justi
fied. Indeed, it would· not be transgressing truth 
if! said, on good authority, that in the past three 
years this able Marath£ minister has' worked 
wonders. He has almost cut through formi
dable rocks of Gintsia* and Sirdart claims, 
crossed the shoals of internal a.nd external oppo
sition, refilled the sands of the almost run-out 
revenue glass, bridged over boundary chasms.* 
and spread the light of education where once 
Ii reigned and revelled I, the gloom of ignor~nce. 
The judicial, financial, and sanitary chaos ne 
has reduced to order, which. Edmund Burke 
tells you, is 'c the foundation of aU good things." 
Instead of the army of a.thletes, who expended 
their brute force in wrangling with brute crea
tures, Sir Madav Row introduced an army of 
intellectual wrestlers who fight- their foes in 
their several provinces with faithful courage. 

, • A. vassal, generally a small landed proprietor. 
t A military vassal. 
:t Boundary disputes lletween neighbouring States. 
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)\fulha.r Rtto's Baroda was the most uncleanable 
of Augean stables; but with their brooms and 
mops and spades (this is a homely Sanskrit 
figure) the enlightened lieutenants of the 
Dewan have swept away abuses, and made it 
all sweet and clean for young Siaji Rao and 
his little family of eighteen lacs.* 

AmtINISTRATION DETAILS. 

But to come to the particulars of the year 
under review-l87S. On the outset,I am 
favourably impressed by the Dewan's endeavours 
to II conserve the rights and privileges" of his 
State. These endeavours have culminated in 
the reduction, to its minimum point, of the 
active interference of too many British officers 
(neighbouring, I believe) in the internal admini
stration of the State. This is a great triumph 
for Baroda, and equally creditable to the· per:
sistent representations of the Durbar and the 
liberal good sense of the Paramount Power. 
In the year under review, the Dewan obtained 
the loan, from the Bombay Government; of the 
able Civilian; Mr. Joshua King, for the. settle· 
ment of, .9iras disputes. The Minister also 
confesses to having invested to some. extent in 

• 18,00,000, population of Bat;oda._, 
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municipal dead stock, an arrangement sure to 
benefit the live stock of Baroda in the end. In 
the same year were sanctioned or expended 
Rs. 2,30,000 for medical buildings, of which the 
New JamnahaiDispensary cost Rs. 86.000 and 
is pronounced by Dr. Cody· as H unsurpassed 
at least in this country,'" in its management for 
the 1/ comfort, convenience, and privacy of the 
patients." Dr. Cody may be right in his esti
mate of this gem' of a dispensary. But I, too, 
have seen dispensaries in Kathiawar, which are, 
and will remain for a century to come, quite 
" unsurpassed." 

AN UNSURPASSABLE DISPENSARY. 

Forinsiance. there .was one at Malia. It 
was in a nic~ little hovel, and was conducted 
on catholic principles; for .. not only was it open 
to light and rain, but even beasts of the field 
and birds of the air found free· access to it. 
For some time, I was told,the dispensary had 
not been working; but I found ~hat this asser
tion could not be borne out; for I myself saw a. 
number of respectable-looking mice experiment
ing with the surgical instruments, and a. num
ber of stalking spiders surrounding the blue
bottles with a fantastic network. 

• Died at Bombay in 1883,.deeply regretted. 
6 
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FINANCE. 

-In spite of liberal disbursements under all 
heads, it is gratifying to see that the Dewan so 
well kept up his financial position. Soon after 
the assumption of office. he roughly estimated 
the normal revenue of Baroda at about 110 
lacs, and the normal expenditure at 105 lacs. 
The receipts for this year (1878), I note, amount 
to 120 lacs. which is more by 10 lacs than 
what the Dewan first estimated. The disburse
ments for this year are 1~2Iacs, which is more 
by 17 .lacs than the original rough ~stimate: 
Both the receipts and the disbursements were, 
however, mainly influenced by the bad year on 
one hand, and the consequent extraordinary 
expenditure on the other. The amount invest
·ed in Government notes stands at one crore 
.and tWQ lacs· at the end of the year under 
review. Altogether the financial position is 
mo~ satisfactory. The report gives promise of 
curtallme~t in several departments, especially 
the palace and the military. 'This is a healthy 
move. But the double marri~aet at Baroda 
has absorbed a large fr:action of Sir Madav 
Row's ~herished hoards onc~ basking in the sun
shine of 41 per cent.. interest.. 

_ . _ ~ £1,!l20,OOO, ~k~!liDg Rs.IQ=£L 
t Of~o M~b&raja aDd b~ cousin Tarabai. 
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THE RAJA DEWAN. AS .A WS:OLE-THEBRIGHT 

,SID~. 

The Raja SirT .. M~avRow is 'an avowed 
:admirer of Anglo-Indian statesmanship, 'and 
his administration thus f~r of on~()f ,the' larg
'Cst native States in India has been thoroughly 
British in character, Whether this administra
tion -a most interesting experiment in .itself
'has been or is likely to be a complete su,ccess, 
time alone can tell. Sir M;1dav . Row went' to 
Baroda with a reputation for r~re political 
ability, and he has given ample proof also of 
his industry and perseverance. Sir, Dinkar 'Row 
and Sir Madav Row were the likeliest men for 
the coveted prize. Baroda was then bordering 
on anarchy, thanks to Mulbar Rao's gross miS
management, and his perverse disregard of .the 

, advice of a Dewan like Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji 
who strove hard to save him from himself. 
After Mr. Dadabhai's resignation nnances were 
'found to be at a low ebb; the administration of 
Jaw and justice was arbitrary and uncertain; 
and,. to be ~rief,both State and Society were 
more or less demoralised. It required a strong 
hand to restore the 'pre8tige of justice and law, 
. and to check the sirdars, zemindars, and other 
hereditary hangers-on in their career of oppres-
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sionon ,one hand, and extravagance on the-
other. The public, the Maratha. people especi-, 
ally, had made up their minds as to the appoint
ment of Sir Dinkar Row. The Government of', 
India, however, nominated Sir Madav Row" 
who was generally understood to be the more' 
liberal-minded administrator of the two. But 
somehow this appointment did not please the
public of Western India. The attitude of both 
:Marathas and Gujaratis was rather ominous, 
and it no doubt damped the spirit of the ardent 
administrator whose career had hitherto been 
a series of triumphs. To add to the discomforts 
of .his position, the Government, of Bombay 
"looked with a severe eye" upon the intruder 
from the South, whom Holkar had only recently 
found to be too advanced for his slow-going 
subjects. But the fiat had gone forth, and Sir 
M:tdav alone could rescue Baroda from anarchy. 
He had only a short time previously afforded 
Lord Northbrook great pleasure by his, astro
,nomical studies. He was generally allowed to 
he a man of talent, ,one of!"the ,best educated 
men in Ifidia, with a will and capacity for work. 
Thus came His Excellency to Baroda, conquer
ing and to conquer. Luckily for him, the 
Government sent a local Agent and Resident 
whQ was well qualified by temperament and 
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training to second His Excellency in every 
·detail of administration. The Dewan ofBarod~ 
had, indeed, good ca.use to be thankful for the 
.appointment of Mr. P. S. Melvill. 

Sir Madav Row, on setting to work, formed' 
:a ministry of some of the ablest native servants 
of the Government of Bombay. He skilfully 
distributed the work of administration, reserv
ing to himself supreme control of affairs in every 
-department. He requested his subordinates to 
find him as much money as they could by honest 

. means. The result was, that within a year 
ihe Dewan was able to show a. surplus. Arrears 
of State dues were recovered; fresh contracts 
were m~e on advantageous terms; su.dars and 
-other idle pensioners were told to shift for 
themselves; the Maharani and the Guicow~tr' 
dect were informed that they must not exceed 
their liberal allowances, and that the State 
would not be responsible for extravagance. 
Having procured funds, the Dewan entered 
upon a series of reforms, revenue, judicial, muni
cipal, and educational. A glance at his elabo~ 
raoo annual reports will show that Sir' Madav 
Row has done more than was anticipated. He 
has changed the . face of' Baroda. He' has 
introduced various reforms, developed industries~. 
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and encoUraged individual enterprise; Two> '. 
years ago, in letting off a couple of marriages,. -
he 'exhibited the resources of the country· and: . 
gave to European viSitors a. taste of Oriental! 
hospitality such as is seldom offered even at the
durbars o(Rajas. . 

THE SHADOWY SIDE • 

. But in spite of all this prosperity, Sir Madav 
Row's administration of Baroda is far from 
p->pular either with the Marath~s or the Guja
ratis.' Sir Madav Row is not only an' admirer: 
Q.f Anglo-Indian statesmanship; he is an imi~ 
tator of the same. He worships routine and 
centralliation. The result has been disastrous
so far, as it could hardly be otherwise· in a. 
State where the masses are· yet. struggling 
with poverty and ignorance~ What can be, 
more exasperating to the p<X)r illiterate khedu,* ~ 
u~ed to direct appeal and rapid decision, than
~o have to carry his grievance from his vill~o-e 
to the town, and thence to the district. and 
finally to the capital' Another fault in the 
l;>ew4n is said to be that he insists on- exercis~ 
ing direct control over the minutest depart
mental det~il, .even to the employment or 

. • Oultivatol\ 
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dismissal of a sepoy. His municipal and other 
, reforms are confined to the principal towns. 

The Mofussil* is a howling wilderness. R0ads, 
irrigation, and aU other essentials of material 
progress are conspicuous by their absence. 
The people, almost aU Gujaratis of the ,: mild 
Hindu" typ-e, are committed to the niercyof 
Maratha officials-men not only unacquainted 
with the concerns of rural life in Gujara t, . but 
destitute of sympathy with the masses. The_ 
sure and short road to popularity _ at head~: 
quarters is increase of revenue. To th~ unscru:
pulous official nothing is impossible in ~his 
direction. The l30mbay papers have reported 
many instances of oppressive taxation introduc
ed on frivoloqs pretexts, and various taxes of 
the kind are still levied, although the nominal 
reasons for them no longer exist. Sir Ma4av 
Row has sense enough to see that, with the 
people arrayed against his administration, he 
has no chance of ultimate and permanent 
SUccess. Intelligent and beneficent as that 
administration· has been, as compared with 
the state of things -which preceded it, ther~ 
are yet lacking in it, as in its "Imperial" 
model, many of the qualities essential to lasting 
SUccess. 

, Country districts. 
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Popular disaffection is already finding vent 
in newspaper articles and in anonymous pamph
lets, in which the writers accuse Sir Madav 
Rowand his co-adjutors . of crimes equally re
pulsive and hateful. These may be all-no 
doubt many of thetn are-a tissue of malicious 
fabrications, but they augur no good to the now· 
very much-embarrassed ministry.:II= 

Sir Madav Row. resigned office in 1882. 
Having done so much for Baroda in the way of 
inaugurating useful reforms, -the Dewan no 
doubt wished to stay long enough to carry some 
of them to completion. But his position was 
made. uncotnfortable with a shrewd and self
willed prince and with the Durbar and the 
zenana arrayed against a foreign administration._ 
~ believe Sir ~:radav yielded to his master so far 
as he consistently could. But when he saw that 
(rom the position _ of the ruler or regent he was 
about to be reduced to that of a mere agent of 
a superior will, he discreetly withdrew. I am 
honestly of opinion that the ministry ought to 
have continued at Baroda a few years longer. 
But that was not to be. The Raja has not be
taken himself to serene retirement wherein, I 
trust, he will devote his opportunities to the 

• Written in 1880. 
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good of his countrymen who are justly proud of 
the talented Tanjorian. 

KHAN BAHADUR K.hI SHAHBUDDIN. 

This able revenue officer is a Mahomedan, 
and was at one time in British employ as Mlim
latdar. I can trace him only so far back; ,his 
official identity beyond that is to me shrouded
in mystery. That he was once a school-boy and 
so on, may be admitted; but his personal history 
must be reserved till he retires, ()r at least be
comes a member of the Legislative CounciI.*
From a mamlatdar, Kazi SMhbuddin came to 
be a Deputy Collector. He then entered the 
service of His Highness the late Rao of Kutch. 
Since then, I believe, he has been at Baroda. 
He can, therefore, be fairly supposed to have a 
greater knowledge of the ins and outs of Baroda 
than any of his brother officers. - Kazi Shah~, 
buddin has a remarkably clear head, and his 
revenue administration of Baroda would do 
credit to any English Civilian in India. In the' 
dismal history of Mahomedan management of 
public affairs in this part of India, Kazi Shah
buddin's official career is a shining light. 'The 
flourishing state ot Baroda' revenues, and the 

• He has retired, and is now a member of the Bombay 
Legislative Conncil. 
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comparative ease with which they are collected, 
speak much for him. ce. With a rare mastery' 
of details, he knows and appreciates large prin
ciples, a.nd applies them with judicious modifica
tions to the existing state of things.'" So says 
Sir Madav Row, and he ought to know what 
he says. Ran Shahbuddin is well known fo.r 
his pleasant manners and. accommodating 
habits, and during the recent scarcity in Guja
rat he d~overed a vein of philanthropy as 
charming as it was original. He kept under 
his protection a number of famine refugees, and 
was extremely kind to them. 

KmN BARADUR PESTONJI JEHANGIR. 

This Parsi official commenced his career,. 
years ago, under the auspices of the British 
Government; and since his entrance into pub~ 
lie service up to this day he has been recognis
ed as, perhaps, the ablest native officer in the 
department under which he has served. He js 
best known in this Presiden.cy as Settlement, 
Office.r ; and as such he seein~ to have COIJl

tp.anded the approval and confidence _ of Govern
tp.ent. He went to Baroda, six years ago. 
with a reputation for ability and independenc:e. 
His duties at Baroda were of.a delicate and 
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complex nature, involving the awards of very' 
considerable sums of money ; but he discharged 
them with a judicious care that often entitled 
his decisions to the acceptance of both parties:'" 
Mr. Pestonji has rejoined Government service. 

KHAN BAHADUR CUBSETJI RUSTOMJI. 

This gen tieman, also a Farsi, is no protlge of" 
the British, under whom he has occupied 
several judicial posts. He has a very'respect
able knowledge of English law, and is a fine 
Maratha scholar. He is a slow, shrewd, and 
competent officer, and at present occupies, the 
important office of Chief J'ustice of Baroda~ 
He presides over the VarishM Court, and trans·. 
acts business in relation to original and appeal 
suits with much discrimination. Mr. Cursetji 
Rlistomji is assisted as Puisne Judge by 

RAO BA.HADUR JANABDAN' ,SAKH.bAM HADGlL, 

well known for his power of manipulating 
figures. in which business he oncerendel'ed him.
self useful to the Dewan .. Mr. Gadgil was some 
years ago connected with Bombay journalism ... 
Under the VarishtaCourtthere are, in all, 123. 
i.nferior tribtuials, with 12?judges. which, to be 
mathematical, gives the exact·ratio of l'02439G 
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judges to 1 court. Among these finely deci': 
malised administrators of Guicowari law may 
be mentioned the well-known Mr. Ambalal 
SakerIaI, Mr. Raoji Vittal,' and Mr. Gunesh' 
Shitaram Shastri. The cost of the whole judi
cial organisation for the year (1878) is put down 
·-at Rs. 3,73,000, against which there is a set-off 
·of Rs. 2)81,000, in the shape of stamps, fees" 
nnes, &c. 

RAO BAHADUR VINAYEKRAO J. KIRTANE. 

This officer I have been industriously looking 
about for" till I find him sadly mixed up with 
the Police. Mr. Kirtane is a quadruple officer" 
managing the ](hdngi," the General) the Edu
cational, and Police Departments. He seems 
to be a most efficient and able officer, and has 
rendered very good service to the Dewan in the. 
matter of police organisation and reform during 
this year. Sir Madav speaks with cordial 
approval of ~, the rare amount of knowledge" 
thoughtfulness, and sustained though unosten
tatious energy'" which this officer has expended' 
on the discharge of his multifarious duties. 
Mr. Kirtane was appointed Acting Dewan 
in 1885 and retired in 1887. He is now Dewan 

.. Guicowar'. private purse. 
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to His Highness the· HoIku. The strength .. of 
the city police force is represented by 1 superin
tendent, 8 inspectors, 72 subordinate officers, 245 
p~ons, 20 sowars,* 4 detectives, and 42 men on 
office establishment. Besides the usual police 
expenditureofRs. 95,508,an extraordinary grant 
of Rs.13,923 Wa/J made this year. Mr. Superin
tendent Tubak, well known in Bombay, has 
,been thanked by the Dewan for having guard
ed grain-shops during the recent scarcity. 

MR. G. F. H. HILL, C.E. 

This gentleman is State Engineer at Baroda ... 
and the Department under him has done "very 
creditable work," to judge from former reports. 
The total outlay by Mr. Hill's Department 
during the year is Rs 6,37,000. His office estab
lishmenthas been materially strengthened, and 
special addition has been made for purposes of 
account and audit, which will cost annually 
Bs; 18,000. An additional sum of Rs. 25,000 
was also sanctioned for fair weather roads in the 
Amreily Division. This· latter amount. the 
Dewan Saheb says, was partly spent "useful1y:~ 
and partly, I shoUld say, "wastefully." Sir 
Madav Row forgets that nothing under the sun 

.. Mounted PolicemeD. 
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is perfect. However, His Excellency is . not 
behindhand in Oriental compliment. He says:-..:... 
·4' Mr. Hill may be congratulated on the excellent 
w.anner in which several of his subordinates have 
'served the Department !'6 So he may. Of these 
,subordinates the foremost may be mentioned 
my friend, Mr. Pestanji Dorabji Khandalawalla, 

=as good an engineer as he is a linguist and a 
litte1·ateur. Mr. Pestanji has since been Private 
Secretary and Palace Superintendent, working 
,in both capacities so well as to Q1ake. himself in
-dispensable at head-quarters. Besides Mr. HillJ , 

the State Engineer, Baroda has or had a Spe. 
-cial Engineer, 

MIt. CROSTHWAIT, 

'who seems to have rendered signal service to 
,the State in connection with the water-supply 
and drainage works. and also in devising means 
to restrain the floods ,of, the Viswamitri-an 
-annually recurring danger. It is satisfactory 
to learn that the bunds (embankments) ereCted 
by Mr. Crosthwait. have proved very useful 
. Mr. Crosthwait is also reported to have investi- . 
. ,gated the means of lowering the Hoods; and ~t 
'is to be hoped that his suggestions may prevail. 
Sir Madav Row's allusion to the .durability fir 
the old unscientific bridges. is very apt in this 
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eonnection. It is a foregone conclusion with. 
.a.U, I presume, that the old works executed' by 
practical native engin~rs are: generally far 
petter, at least in their usefulness, than . the 
msthetic II lumps of sugar" we ,now see spring
ing up in a.ll parts of India. These latter ~afford 
~n illustration of engineering science run mad. 

lh. DINSHA AR])ESHIR TALEvAJ,tKHAN. 

A name very well known as tb,at of an ardent 
and honest politician. As a journalist Mr;. 
DinsM has done much good service, at the 
same time making himself very unpopular with 
the ulera-pat1'iotic class, whose dictum seems to 
be," Let a hundred people die under native 
misrule, rather 't1ianten otthem . be' saved,' by 
British interference.i' ,Mr. Dinsha's rersistent 
and manly exposure of the mismanagement of 
the Native States of Sucheen, Dharampore,. 
Kathiawar. and even Baroda, has resulted in 
great public good; 'and hjs waging wQ.rsjngle
handed is, in itself, i~djc~tive: of t4(;} :mora.l 
stamina he possesEles.· .Besic;les editjng,' t~~ 

. Gujardt )Jlih"(l, he bas. writwn .im;l.U~era!:>}e 
.pamphlets, and I suspect he has chl.bbled jn !:>l;lnk. 
~erse too I. But iI,l spite 9fthe la~ter wea1o,less, 
which. comes. natural- to All-even l3;won .,and 
Franklin have perpetr~~ SOD.le glum..atroci~ie~ 
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, . 
of the kind-I hardly know of any native jour· 
nalist of Western India who is his better in per
severance and devotion. though there have been 
some capital native journalists. too, in the, past 
generation. Mr. Dinsha comes of a highly 
respectable family as his surname implies, for 
what I know, descended from Persian 'nobility. 
His fathers were in the service of the Moghuls 
and more recently o( the British Government. 
My friend has travelled a good deal~ and is a 
man of large views and generous impulses. His 
services are much esteemed by European 
officers. 

Since the assumption of ministerial office by 
Sir Madav Row~ Mr. Dinsha has been working 
under him as ,Municipal Cammissioner of 
Baroda, in which capacity 'he is reported to 
have rendered a good account of himself. 

tI That officer is full of genuine zeal and 
diligently looks after details with care, and 
thoughtfulness. He has made steady approaches 
to 'order and system in the operations of his, 
Department. He has overcomSl, with temper 
a.nd tact, the natural apathy or positive resist. 
ance of the people concerned. Indeedi he may 
be said· to have achieved a certain measure' o( 
popularity for his Department. ,I have heard 
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expressions of appreciation and·(~ha~§1n~!. 
from eve:o such citizens as are distidguiSb._ed~~ for.." 
intense conser;ative ideas. And strangers 
visiting the city at distant intervals have borne 
testimony to progressive imp~ovement in terms 
satisfactory and encouraging.'· 

. So says Sir Madav Row. and the Agent, 
bears him out. This' is another refutation, if 
needed, of the prejudi~e that journalists never 
make good men of business. • Mr. J anardan 
S. Gadgil is also a member of the fourth 
estate whose services to Baroda have. proved 
'valuable. 

DEWAN BAHADUR MANIBHA,I JASABHAI. 

One of the ablest Native administrators on 
this side is my friend Dewan Bahadur Mani
bhai Jasabhai. He worked at Baroda for three 
years as Public Works Minister, and gave 

,satisfaction to all who came in contact with 
him. t believe he had . the confidence' of the 
Maharaja, and had many prospects of promo
tion till he rose,' perhaps, the highest. But 
having been earnestly invited ,to rejoin' his. 
appointIp.ent as Dewan of Cutch, Mr. Manibhai 
left, Baroda in 1.883 aI!lidst universal regret. 
This is not the place iIi: which, to dwell upon. 

7 .. '- ~ 
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the career of the valuable "Nagar Mani," as 
his admirers call him. Mr. Manibhai has 
now come back to Baroda as Nayab Dewari. 

IIR. F. A. ELLIOT, C.S., 

'has been tutor, and latterly chief adviser, to 
His Highness the young Guicowar, his pucka 
appointment being that of Settlement Officer. 
M~ Elliot has succeeded very' well with 
his delicate, and I believe arduous, duties. 
His reports of the progress made by his 
princely pupil are in themselves a certificate 
-of his own abilities and character. The 
young Guicowar was fortunate in having 
secured the services of such a man for his guide. 
philosopher and friend. It appears that Mr. 
Elliot did not pull on well with Sir Madav 
Row, though he says he has always kept aloof 
from Durbar lckatpat. But it is impossible to 
.apeak with certainty about what happens 
behind the curtain. As an ontsider I noticed 
·an unpleasant tension, and regretted it. 

The High School is flourishing as well as it 
-could under Mr. Tait. That officer- is highly 
spoken of for his abilities and zeal. Mr. Tait 
has Mr. Harold Littledale for his assistant. 
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The Guicowar Sirkdr has founded several 
scholarships.and prizes, and ·K~zi Sha.~buddin 
bestows two scholarships on deserving Maho
medan students. Not the least noticeable fea
ture of State Education in Baroda is the 
establishment of the Anglo-Indian Institution, 
. for European and Eurasian children. General 
Watson. Governor-General's Agent at Baroda, 
every way a worthy succeasor to Mr. Melvill, 
has won the gratitude of the Camp inhabitants 
by starting a Native Girls' School at his 
expense.-

The vernacular schools are tlow:ishing under 
Mr. Bhogilal Pranvallabdas, a well-known 
educational officer of ex:tended experience. 

One of the most useful agencies of· the 
Administration is the. Medical Department, 
virtually, I presume, under the control of Dr. 
BMlchandra., the hero of the Cresarian section. t 
It is curious to see how kindly Hindus have of 
late been ta.king to the medical profession. 
They seemto be most successful in the line, 
too; decidedly more so than.the ParsiS. That 
is owing to the fact that they do not become 

• Written in 1884-•. 
t n. hal performed 8iJ:tee~ operationa ·known b,.'thi,\ 

name. 
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quite bilati'" in their treatment. There are in 
all six medical officers in the Baroda territory, 
among whom Dr. Bhal stands pre-eminent for 
his rare abilities and tact. (f He is specially 
conspicuous for popularity, and has earned con
fidence at the Palace,'~ says the Dewan, and 
this is saying a good deal. Dr. Bhalchandra 
has since left Baroda service and is now . engag
ed ina large and lucrative practice at Bombay. 
The other officers, too. are doing much useful 
work in various sections, especially my good 
friend Mr. Rustomji Hormusji. 

I do not thin~ I have omitted any officer 
except the argus-eyed Appaji Ramchandra (now 
retired), whose close grasp on the Guicowar's 
money-bags is making tt itself felt more or less 
in all Departments." Bao Saoheb Appaji was 
the right man in the right place. and the heads 
of all DePartments stood in awe of him. In 
him was centred the glory of good works at 
Baroda. Mr. Motiram Goculdas. too, is a 

·likely man-quite a gem of a Treasurer. 

Dewan Bahadur Luxamon J agannath is . the 
present Minister at Baroda. He is very highly 
spoken or,and is left in the charge of the State, 

• EuropeaDi8ed~ 
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, with a Council, in His Highness's absence. I 
. believe he has done excellent work as Revenue 

Officer. 

NON-OFFICIAL MAGNATES. 

Of the non-official notabilities at Baroda, 
GoP!\! Rac Mydl, the renowned banker, or his 
heir, stands first. He is the Rothschild of 
Baroda, and knows-at least his books could 
tell you-much . more about the Guicowars 
than anyone else could. Among the Sirddl' 
class the Nawab of Baroda. is eminent. The 
N awab Saheb is hospitality itself. Some time 
ago he gave a ~pper· party to the elite of 
Baroda. Knives, forks, and spoons were in
troduced for the :first time ; and though the 
guests may be supposed to have handled them 
freely, those instruments of torture did grievous' 
mischief to .the worthy host and his heirs. 
Medical aid was immediately required. Bu t 
let us draw a veil over bleeding tongues and 
chopped fingers! The poor Nawltb left ",this 
world of woes" about six years ago. He was 
a very popular man. 



EN ROUTE TO AHMEDABAD. 

On the 1st of April, 1878, we left for Ah
medabad. The poor famine-stricken people 
came to us in crowds wherever the train stop
ped, looking more like apparitions than beings in 
flesh and blood. About Dakore, U mreth, and 
C?ther adjoining places, the distress seems to have 
been very severe and general. Still the pro
spect that lay before the eye was pleasanter 
than we had hitherto seen. 

In the carriage we occupied were a Vakil and 
a philosophic Shr:1wak. The Vakil had an 
opera-glass. which he seemed to mistake for a 
telescope. He said he espied Ahmedabad 
through it at the distance of about .60. miles. 
This the Shr:1wak said he could not see. Whilst 
the two were wrangling, the train stopped at 
an intermediate station, and in came a Hindu 
gentleman, a Bariia, large-bodied and eminently 
ugly. He had his little son with him, who 
was the very image of his father-a bloated 
body, a pock-marked face, without any visible 
eyes, and excessively n08ey. The train stopped 
at a small station again, and the Bania prepar~ 
ed to alight. He first handed over his kit to 
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the porter, then that boy ,of his, so very leisure· 
Iy, that before he found time to drag himself 
out, the engine gave the whistle. The Bania's. 
wife, who had just issued from one of the third· 
class carriages, gave a sb.J.iek on seeing her' 
lord's danger. The man turned pale and yellow 
by turns. Meantime a couple of Parsi officials: 
rushed to his assistance. " Come'to my arms," 
said one fat official to the Bania. But the 
latter would not accept the loving invitation. 
",Stop the train," he cried hoarsely. ,At last 
they got the motion considerably slackened, 
and that, Parsi again said, ., Come to my arms." 
The Bania replied, "Stop it altogether." And 
stopped it was. Here he stepped out, and we' 
started. That Bania is a Sowkar ; • I afterwa.rds 
ascertained that he was a Desai.t He came 
from Gandevi. 

LOCUST-DESbs. . . 
. This Desai, or the family of Desais rather. 

are petty officials under the Guicowar, ana 
possess holdings in N owsari, Gandevi and Billi
mora. The revenue and other exactions of 
former Guicowars were hard enough to bear for 
tlle poorer people of these parts ~ but the 

.' Money-lender. t Small hereditary dignital'1. 
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. Desais. taking advantage of the misrule oflater 
days, seem to have' added their own, taxes and 
imposts to those already existing. And these 
iniquitous exactions were. it is said, levied till ' 
recently. even though the unhappy peasantry 
and traders were absolutely unable to bear them. 

It is curious to see how these Desais' imposts 
were first brought into existence. The, Desai, 
for instance. had. in prosperous years, a super
fluity of grain. He left a few maunds· at the 
house of each of the villagers, and after a short 
interval billed them for the grain-at fancy 
rates. This was 'sharp practice enough. But 
it was only the beginning. Next year the 
Desai forgot to leave the grain for the family, 
but a sum similar to that paid the year before, 
when the grain had been left, had to be paid 
over again! And thus came the grain-impost 
into existence. This practice seems as infamous 
as the robbing of the people by the Turkish 

, village tyrants. As is. the case with grain. so 
wi,!;h anything else of w hieh the Desai had once 
a superfluity. The superfluity could not often 
recur; but the imposition of Rs. 500 to R~600 
on each community remains to this day. t 

• A Bombay maund is about ~8 Ibs. avoirdupois. 
t Written nine years ago. 
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After a good deal of clamouring on the . part 
of the more intelligent of· the townsmen, the 
Dewan of Baroda seems to have deputed a 
Nayeb Suba to investigate the nature of the 
discontent which had become general through
out· the three towns above referred to. This 
Nayeb Suba, the Gujardt Mitra informs us, 
made himself and family the guests. of the 
Desai, and it was at the Desai's place and in 
his presence, where he could smile or frown at 
wiI1, that the Suba: held his court of inquiry. 
If this be so, nothing could be more reprehen
sible even in the Guicowar territory: But 
. getting over all these cruel hindrances, the. 
writer has been able to record the following 
disclosures made in the course of inquiry"which. 
may convey some idea of desperation to which· 
the poor people have been driven :-Parsi shop-· 
keepers of Gandevi deposed that the Desai has 
been, for years, exacting from them Rs. 51· 
a year. Parsi boat-builders of Billimora have 
been paying the Desai Rs. 5 on every craft 
prepared, besides' fuel, timber, &0. Those who 
pleaded inability were deprived of their tools, 
and thus left without the means of earn
ing a livelihood. Some Hindus, whose busiD;ess 
it is to weigh loads of fuel or other things, 
were taxed· Rs. 40a year, .and are now taxed 
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Rs. 260 a ye~! On one bale of tobacco the 
Desai exacts Rs. 21. From the MussaIman 
weavers he takes fifty yards of the cloth they 
weave.' Some years ago the Desai had a nau.tch.
party, ,and he wanted· cloth for a pavilion. 
That grant of cloth has been made perpetual t 
Besides,' the poor fellows have to pay something 
in cash too. Hindu weavers have to supply 
sixty yards of cloth. The butchers, too, have 
to contribute Rs. 25 a year towards the Desai's 
maintenance, as also the dyers in a similar sum. 
The Vanjarasf have to pay a certain sUm per 
bag of.grain. All these taxes, are alleged ,to 
be the Desai's own, over and above the Gui
cowar's. Th~ Guicowar fJirkar has its house 
tax ; the Desai has a corollary to it, named the 
choolt:Jtax, or tax on cooking fire, of Rs. 2-8 a 
house. Then comes the Marwarl, who has to 
pay the jdjam or carpet tax ; also the ghee tax. 
That is. these Shylocks of the vill~o-e had to 
present to the Desai so much carpet and so 
much ghee a year. But when the Desai had 
too much of carpet and gaee, he asked for their' 
equivalent in money. "We paid for some 
years," deposes the epigrammatic Marwari. 
" We don~ do so. now: our will-"' That ia 

• Performance by hired dancing-girls. 
t Or Banjaris, itinerant grain~ers. 
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sturdy commonsense, and once in eo way I 
sympathise with the sordid miser. The Dheds:. 
had to pay hide tax, that is a substitqte jn coin 
for the hides of animals they skin froIJ? time to
time. They now plead inability. The fisher
men are not left out of the list, poor miserable 
creatures, barely able to eke out a breakfast of 
seeds, fish, or anything that' comes handy t 
They, too, a.re utterly unable to oblige the 
Desai. 

I have seen Bi1limora and the adjoining parts, 
and am assured by respecta.ble informants that 
the account I give above of the Desai's exa.c
tions is substantially correct. It is to be hoped!. 
the iniquities have by this time ceased to be· 
practised. My trip to Billimora was not quite
uneventful •. 

RAILWAY SPEED, ETC. 

I left for bunder Billimora by mail t.r~in. 
The train went at high speed, which, on aacer
~ning it, is round to be about twenty m~es au" 
hour. Compared with. bullock hackeries, Mr~ 
Duxbury's· dragweight is much faster,~o be, 

• The energetio Traffic Manager of the B, B. and p. I. 
Railway_ . ..' .. , 
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sure. But it is nothing, speaking absolutely; 
because I am told that the strain of any greater 
speed would be too much for the yielding 
soil. It is, however, to be noted that what is 
wanted in speed is made u.p for by noise. The 
carriages hobble along with ominous squeaks 
that indicate a state of chronic rheumatism.' 
The engine seems to be suffering from constipa
tion, and the faint and sickly sobs it now and 
then gives are not to be mistaken. Then the 
dust,.the clouds of dust that assail 'one on the 
line! Let the authorities take hold of the 
l'osiest of the station-masters and rip him open. 
Thus dissected, the creature may emit such over
whelming ~olumes. of, dust as would cover the 
management with shame and remorse. In
somnia and dysentery are said to be inseparable 
from railway service. And what wonder? 

PUBLIC ROADS _ AND PERSONAL, EX~RIENCE. 

,Immediately on alighting I entered the town 
()f Billimora. It was a moonlit night, and I 
preferred walking. In the, mofussil I generally 
walk, as, in driving, there is a-chance of disl<?dg
ing the liver. Billimora -dust is no way inferior 
to that of Broach-it is subtle, light, and knee- ' 
deep. The road leading into the town is said 
to be a made road; it may have been so before-
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it was recently unmade. There is a romance 
about the road. . A few years ago the Minister 
of the State was driving on it at. night, when; 
by some mishap, the ghari· upturned and 
deposited His Excellency's whole weight in the 
dust. That was a great fall. The noise awak
ened the· housewives. The Dewan, at his time 
of life, was not able to pick himself up. So 
.when the women came up to the scene of the 
fall, they saw a well-dressed old stranger gro
velling in the dustl with sowars and, Jlepoys 
chattering and bowing at a distance, as is their 
wont. Then said a spinster old, approaching 
the figure in the dustl "Brother, what are ye 
about 1" And he replied, " Sister, go thy way; 
the night is dark, and I am the Dewan Sahib. 
Think not I have fallen; I am merely trying,. 
by personal experiencel to see if' the road 
requires repair." Then asked a maid of twenty
. three, looking archly at the fallen figure, "Old 
man, art thou satisfied 1" "Yes, my child," 
replied the pioUs Dewan, picking himself up by 
'main effort. Before entering the palki,tthe 
Dewan turned round and said, I' Good peoplel 
do not trouble me with a petition; I know you 
need a good road, and will give you one." 

• Carriage. t Palanquin~ , . 
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This story teaches the value of personal ex
perience.How much I wish that a Legislative 
Councillor had now and then a fall, a Town 
Councillor now' and then a shower of dirty 
Jupiter in the streets, a Police Commissioner 
. set upon by rabid dogs! 

How ROADS ARB MADE. 

This road was first made by H. H. Khunde
row. Mad Mulhar Rao, on coming to the gadi, 
paid a. visit of state to Billimora. Now, Mul
har Rao, as we all know, was a man of honour. 
So he refused to enter the town by the roac:l 
made by his brother. He ordered a special 
road to be made .for him in a "jew h(IUT8. The 
officers mowed down fields, telling the owners 
that His Highness the Guicowar was to sancti
fy the Boil by driving through it. MulMr Baa 
-drove through the road thus.improvised, and is 
said to have paid Rs. 25,000, which went into 

. the officials' pockets, the owners of the fields 
making the best of the half-destroyed. harvest. 
On this wiSe are Public Works conducted in 
·Bome N a.tive States. 

BILLlKOllA. PROPER. 

Billimora. belongs mostly to Parsis, who have 
.a Tower of Silence there, and other religious 
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and social institutions. The Parsis here are 
respectable people, very fat and very prayerful. 
i'here are Hindus and Mahomedans too. But 
the bulk of the population consists of the fisher 
people, low-class Hindus,. dark. thick-skinned, 
and very poor. I stood on the main road for 
about two hours one evening to feast mine eyes 
on the beauties of nature: but it was a weary 
waiting and without avail. Billimora does not 
boast of rural beauties-pariah ·dogs cannot 
pass under that title. But fish is cheap, and 
plentiful, and good. Now and then you can 
get a pull at the toddy:!t flagon. But the liquid 
is too sweet to be the genuine article. 

Billimora is under a magistrate, a very good 
man, a relative of the Suba. This magistrate 
is said to be a very strict man, and as he . fines 
people right and left, he might hope to be a 
Suba very shortly. He is a. reformed Hindu, 
I am glad to say. Under the magistrate there 
is a Parsi Foujdar,t an energetic and obliging 
sort of man, with about fifty police-men and 
200 street dogs under· him. This latter force 
may pass under the name of the ;Guicow:ir's 
Canine Cavalry. I was told by a local wag 
that Sir Madav Row offered this cavalry, as 

• The palm juice. t Police Inspecior. 
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well as the gold guns of the Guicowar, to Lord 
Lytton when the Afghan war was at its height; 
and though the Dewan is said to have been in 
earnest, Lord Lytton took it for a joke. Sit: 
T. M. has ever since been in disgrace. This" 
may be taken 'for a traveller's tale. 



· , 
NARIAD. 

GOING Up to Ahmedab~d ~ne may spend a 
very agreeable hour or tw<? air N ariad. This. 
is one of the most prosperous towns in Gujarat, 
and a stronghold of Nagar Brahmans, leaders 
of the Brahman community in the. province., 
N ariad may be cited as an example of the 
rapid growth of a township under British rule. 
It has a mixed population > of . Hindus and 
Mahomedans, the former la~gely preponderat- .. 
ing in number and in influence. The cause . 
of this disparity will be explained here
after. N ariad boasts of a very rich soil ~hich 
is well utilized by the Patidars, perhaps the 
most successful agricultural community in 
Western India. The Desais of N ariad are, , 
I believe, at the head of the. Patidar family, 
and their Tobacco Farm is well worth a visit. 
It is about these parts mainly that you find 
the wealthier class of cultivators. Many of 
these families have sprung up on the ruin 
of capitalists at Bombay and elsewhere during 
the American War of 1863 when the Share 
Mania was at its height. Some of the small 
farmers in Gujanlt are said to have grown so 
rich of a sudden that they had silver spokes 

8 
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for the wheels 'of theit.,carts. • One of these, 
when asked ,by his goldsmith .. how much of 
:the precious metal ~e ~ was to use for an orna-

, ment for his"w~f~: is 'reported to have replied 
la~ily-n Ok, -()Aa fn .... eWO p6tlrtds"in weight. Of 
a cultivator~ m:the Deccan I am told that he 
got such b,' q~ntity of s.il~er rupees for a piece 
of land a't Boinbay that he actually went crazy 
in contemplating the heap before him. The 

~ fever or speculation, however, passed away, and 
to-day .'the people bf ': rich Gujarat" are de

"cidedly poor, though a more contented lot· 
it would be difficult to find in the country. 



IN TO AHMEDABA'1>. 

BUT, to return to tllb train - taking us, to 
Ahmedabad. We reaclte'd· ;th~:"station . lata ' 
in the evening, and 1iziding ~'fBhJgram ':Waiting 
for hire, thrust ourselves and, lUggl}ge ,iAt<) ',it. 
We were driven over; excellent/rq,a.ds .toth~ 
"Kliranj." a delightfully situated.h.ot:~e belong~ 
ingto Mr. Cowasji Muncherji Katanjwala. I 
was very kindly received by my< :qost~ and pasS" 
ed a very agreeable fo,rtnight under 'his roof. . 
Mr. Cowasji is noted-as 'Was' his good old' 
father before him-for loyalty and liberalitYI 
qualities rare enough in the mofussU. He has 
always been a friend of the people, and ready 
to promote every scheme of public usefulness. 
He is honorary secretary to various public 
institutions; andin~ the consideration of all 
public measures his ad vice and suggestions are 
often sought by the authorities. Every visitor 
to Ahmedabad returns charmed with Mr. 
Cowasji's hospitality and the range of his local 
knowledge of all conditions of life. Among 
his many acts of public service, those by which 
he will be longest remembered, and which 
-ought to have . received some substantial 
recognition from Government, are his exertions 
during the flood at Ahmedabad a few years 
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ago. Those who have' read the accounts of 
his continuous efforts t~ .save life and to support 
the rescued at consi~~rablepersonal risk and 
expense, are of opinion that Ahmedabad could 
not be sufficiently grateful to its public-spirit~d 
Parsi citizen. Mr. Cowasji is, I believe, very 
popular at, Ahmedabad, and enjoys the confi
dence of all sections of society. He is very active 
in matters municipal, and, like the zealous 
l\fr. Mahipa~ram Rupram, goes about from 

, ward to ward when cholera and other epidemic 
" diseases rage most. Such men cannot afford 

always to please the Saheb.*, 

SIGHTS. 

Next morning my excellent, host took me 
out for sight-seeing. Ahmedabad is rich in 
sights. The remains of Mahomedan architec
tural art are magnificent even in their ruin. 
The mosques and mausoleums, tombs and tanks 
and pleasure-grounds, vie with one another in 
grandeur and beauty. Nor is the Hindu style 
of architecture less attractive. For eight days 
copsecutively I did the town, often with mine 
host for guide, sometimes with a Mahomedan 
guide picked up in the streets. Mr. Karanjwala 

• Written in 1880. 
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knows Ahmedabad probably as no other living 
man knows it. So much has been written 
about the architectural importance, of, this 
Mahomedan capital, that I have nothing new 
to add, and I hate borrowing. Of recent 
~counts, the best is Sir T., C.Hope's spirited 
historical and descriptive sketch. 

" . 
MA.KING FRIENDS. 

This day I had the pleasure « making the 
"personal acquaintance of my friend Rao "Saheb 
Mahipatram Rupram, Principal of the Gujarat"' "" 
'Training College. Mr. Mahipatram remained 
for over an hour, and a long and very interest
ing talk did we have together. Mahipatram 
Rupram is a notable man-an educationist, 
reformer, and patriot, a scholar of much literary 
taste and ability. More valuable even than 
Mr. Cowasji's services are those of Mr. 
Mahipatram. Though an official and,a Hindu, 
he stands first in independence and public spi:cit. 
It is a sight to see the righteous little man 
denouncing error or injustice with his eyes 
flashing fire and his arms thrown up in despair; 
He has done and suffered more in the cause' of 
social reform than perhaps any Hindu I know 
,of in Gujarat. He is earnest in whatever he 
undertakes, ~nd, for a Hindu, wonderfully 
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persevering. After the death of the heroic
Karsandas Mulji, Mahipatram has been perhaps 
our only Hindu reformer deserving that title_ 
Of lip-reformers there is no lack at Ahmedabad 
or in India for that matter; but the genuine 
man is only too rarely met with. With a truer 
education tha~ hitherto, I hope we shall have 
really earnest workers in the field. May the 
example of Karsandas's noble life be always 
before my .countrymen! Mr. Mahipatram: 
introduced me to Mr. S. N. Tagore, the 
well-known Hindu Civilian. Of him I have 
spoken elsewhere. He was Sessions Judge
at Ahmedabad for a pretty long time. 
The Ahmedabadis speak of him in the 
high terms, not only .as an official, but as
a gentleman and friend. Indeed, I have all 
along thought that Satyendra Nath Tagore 
would have still better adorned the Pulpit 
than the Bench. But as he does credit. to 
both functions, it would be churlish to repine. 

Next day came Mr. Bholanath Sarabhai,* 
a Rao Bahadur, a Sirdar, and an esteemed 
Government pensioner. Mr. Bholanath is an 
elderly gentlem~n, and ranks among the -re· 

• Since .deceased. 
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formers. But age has taught him to be cau
tious, and I do not wonder that he is not such 
a favourite with ardent youngsters as with 
men of his own time. But all the same he 
is an estimable old gentleman, and if he 
can. do good by word of mouth, he will not 
be silent. 

That evening I had the honour of a call 
from my friend Khan Bahadu~ Cooverji 
Cowasji Sabawala, the· Deputy-Collector, a 
sensible practical worker, with a character for 
independence which few native o;flicials can 
boast of. . Mr. Cooverji is a man of the old 
school. He hates idle talk. Not given to 
insincere profession, and too rough-hewn by 
nature for mere sentiment, he is a terror to 
our civilised dandies. He will gladly shake 
an honest labourer by the hand, but holds the 
scented exquisite in horror. Mr. Cooverji* 
bears a high reputation in official circles. 

Next in order came Rao Bahadur Mukunr'i 
Manirai,the Sub-J udge,a very quiet unobtrusive 
gentleman. He is seldom .heard of in public, 
but is none the less a useful worker. I believe 
Mr. Mukunrai. is a very studious man. His 
official career has been blameless, and he is 
popular as a citizen. 

• Sinoe retired. 
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Having very little time left on hand now, I 
gave a hastycaU to Rao Bahadur Nuggershet 
Premabhai Hemabhai.* Sett Premabhai is the 
leading Hindu here, and was a millionaire before 
the days of the Share Mania of 1864-5. He 
was once a Membe.r of the Bombay Legislative 
Council. He showed me several ancient Per
sian documents, proving that his ancestors were 
holders of great jagirst from the Moghul 
Emperors. Mr. Premabhai is by no means a 
poor man even in these days. Personally he 
is a worthy, amiable, asthmatic gentleman. 
Professionally, he is a SowcarJ. an astute man of 
business for all his airs of innocent simplicity. 
Sett Premabhai is a Jain Shrawak by caste; 
and a few years ago he more than amused his 
friends by marrying himself and his eldest son 
to twin sisters. It would be interesting to deter
mine the degree of consanguinity between his 
progeny by the new wife and /tis son's progeny 
by her sister AND daughter-in-lalo! 

I also called upon Mr.~etji Manockji, 
the Small Cause Court Judge, son of the famous 
Mr. Manockji Cursetji. Mr. Cursetji appeared 
to be an interesting and intelligent man. But 

• Sinoe deoeased. 
t Landa or revenues assigned by Government. 
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GUJARAT POLITICS. 

As I have hinted before; I do not care t<> 
pass for a politician,--certainly not for a profes
sional politician. I hate to moralise or dogma
tise even on my pet hobbies. But it is neces
sary here to scatter a few passing reflections 
on the political life of Gujarat, though kept on 
the background of the portrait presented in 
this volume. In writing about the capital of 
Gujarat, I could not well avoid mentionpf the 
political activity brought to the surface by Lord 
Ripon's beneficent and sympathetic rule. I 
refer to the experiment of Local Self-Govern
ment which has already been tried by the 
public-spirited citizens of Ahmedabad with 
marked success. Both the people of Surat and 
Ahmedabad have, on the whole, given a good 
account of themselves in this connection. But 
like other parts of the country Qujarat is ruled 
by the Collector, whom ·the Amrita Bazar 
Patrika very aptly describes as the "mother
in-law of the people." Now, for my part, I am 
sure the Collector means well in most cases; 
but he wants to have everything his own way. 
Shut up in his bureau, and surrounded by 
parasites, the Collector is impervious to the 
light of outside opinion. He is too paternal 
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even for a community of political orphans, and 
unless he learns to move not only for but 'with 
the people, I doubt if the district autocrat will 
ever become popular. 

At Surat the Collector seems to have made 
up his mind to give the people the benefit of 
electric light and to extend the little pUblic 
park.* Now, the rate-payers have been crying 
for a supply of pure water anq. for ?ther 
pressing sanitary reforms. But the Collector. 
who is also the Chairman of the Municipality. 

. assisted by official and officialised members, 
rough-rides the views of the non-official 
minority. The rate-payers' representatives 
try appeal, obstruction and agitation in turn~ 
but to little purpose. The Collector-President 
no doubt believes that he knows what popular 
wants are more than the people themselves do. 
But one cannot blame the people. if they 
urge-I< Sir, give us the necessaries of life first, 
and then the costly luxuries of electric 'light 
and artistic recreation grounds." 

Ahmedabadf seems to have fared worse than 
SUrat, in spite of two or three very strong 
advocates of the people on the Municipal Board. 

• Written in 1884. t Written in 1884. 
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There too, the officials, enjoying almost un
limited powers of action and control, seem to 
have spent public moneys on costly, and at 
times, very questionable works. One of the 
responsible subordinates has come in for sharp 
criticism. But it is the interest of his superiors 
to save him further trouble. It may be asked 
how such things can happen when there are 
elected members on the board. The explana
tion is that the chief executive officers do not 
care much for this inefficient controlling pre
sence, and having a number of other duties to 
attend to, they allow details to be worked out 
by irresponsible subordinates. For instance, 
just see how many powers and responsibilities 
one single officer is charged with. 

He is First Class Magistrate, with powers 
~f summary jurisdiction ; Land Inquiry and 
,Survey Officer for the City, Government 
Opium Agent, Abkari Officer and permanent 
Municipal Chairman. Add to all this the fact 
that the Collector-President usually sees with 
the subordinate's eyes and speaks with the 
subordinate's mouth, and you cease to wonder 
how an officer could be guilty of incredible 
high-handedness. Who could oppose such an 
officer even if he were to deign to consult his 
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colleagues before· taking action 1 There is 
another way of looking at the matter. How 
can we expect smooth and regular working 
of municipal affairs where the official chair
man has so many other duties to distract 
him? It is to obviate this difficulty that Lord 
Ripon insists upon extended non-official CQ

operation. 

As for the principle of election, though 
accepted in theory, it is not so easy of practical 
recognition. In one part of Glljarat the work 
of election to the Municipal Board is said to· 
have been entrusted by the local authorities 
largely to cart-drivers, day labourers and petty 
tradesmen. These enlightened electors, I am 
told, were bullied into voting for official 
favourites, and the result of such election 
must have been just the reverse of what the 
authors of the Self-Government scheme anti
cipated. One Police officer is supposed to 
have sent, for the oil-sellers in town, and to· 
have compelled them to return men of his. 
choice! 

Under the circumstances how can the people 
of Gujarat advance in political education ? Re
presentatives of the people ask to be allowed 
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to manage their. own local.afl'airs. It is pos
&ible that at the outset they may mismanage 
things, and hence Government may be justified 
in reserving to itself certain powers of check 
and control. But surely a people who are 
familiar with the panckayet system-a time
h.onoured institution-may be expected to 
work the present scheme with a fair amount 
of success. If there is fear of partial failure
in the beginning, that is no reason why the 
experiment so familiar to the rural community 
should be withheld any longer. The people 
have been creeping long enough; now that 
they have learnt to stand erect under 
British rnle, let them walk about and feel 
their way. I think it is the interest as well 
as the· duty of the official class to make over 
part of their self-imposed task to educated 
representatives of the rate-payers. And 
above all they must allow the public to elect 
representatives of their own free choice. 

Here I may as well enter a protest against 
the manner in which district officers now and 
then seek to foster public spirit by the re-· 
cognition of what has come to be ironically 

, called" loyalty." In a country like this it is R' 

great mistake to. commend· individuals as 
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"loyal," that is more loyal than their neigh. 
bours.- Besides being an impolitic course, it 
leads to jobbery. The Collector recommends 
his "loyal" friend, not because the creature 
is faithful to Government, but because he 
truckles to his master. When such a sneak 
and sycophant has no merits worth mention. 
ing, no example of public spirit to be credited 
to him, his patron puts him forward as " loyal." 
This is the secret of three-fourths of "loyal" 
recommendations, and Government would do 
well to enquire what has made a particular 
man more loyal than others before throwing 
away public honours on him. I have said· 
above that such nominations are impolitic. 
Look at the result: by making a man Khan 
Bahadur or some such thing, the Collector 
fancies he hal; set an "example to the public. 
Nothing like it. People know the Collector's 
spy and emissary, and they detest him. His 
elevation may secure what fidelity the creature 
himself is capable of. But at the same time 
that the Collector has secured one personal 
friend he has probably created a hundred 
enemies against· the State. It is from this 
point of view that" loyal" nominations are to 
be condemned as leading to wide-spread dis .. 
content. How many honest workers there 
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are in the mofussil, spending their strength 
and substance on the good of the people, and 
thus helping Government in a variety of ways, 
without being able to please the Saheb 1 
But such men are generally neglected, and 
instead we sometimes see men of straw put 
forward, men not only defying the code of 
honour, but destitute of the common decen
cies of life. These fellows manage to hood
wink the district autocrat and terrorise over 
the people, obtruding their vulgar" loyalty" 
whenever called to account. Let public spirit 
be recognised by all means. But it is the 
service rendered to the State and to Society, 
not to one or two official patrons, that makes 
a man " loyal. " 

On the other hand, although: Gujara t may 
be said to be looking up, as a whole, in public 
spirit, its municipal management is by no _ 
means free fromreproaclt. If there is too 
much over-zeal on the official side, ther.e is too 
much apathy or obstruction on the part of 
popular representatives. These latter seem 
to have imperfect notions -of their responsi
bilities. They generally· take too long to be 
convinced of the necessity of sanitary reform, 
and when convinced they manage to give-it 
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the go-by till goaded into taking some sort of 
action. Such action, it goes without saying, is 
often half-hearted. The desire to economize 
seemi! to be too great with some of the Com
missioners. They forget that false economy is 
worse than extravagance. A good scheme of 
drainage and a plentiful supply of pure water
these the people must have without further 
delay, even if they have to pay a slightly 
enhanced tax for it. 

Gujarat is pretty well to the front in matters 
political. In so~e parts it is too much so, for 
other interests. For instance, there is no 
organization, that I know of, for agricultural 
reform, throughout the province, while politics 
claim several associations willing to co-operate 
with the_ central body in the capital of the 
Presidency. The great want here, as in other 
parts of the country, is that of honest self
sacrificing effort. Let us hope t~e want will 
be supplied as education spreads, though as 
yet the prospects are not very cheering. 

As the social life of Gujara t will be de
scribed elsewhere we need not pause here for 
more than a glance. Gujarat is my home, 
and almost every foot of ground on which I 
stand during my walks in the outskirts makes 

9 
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me sing" Home, sweet home." During the 
spring especially, the rural scenery is perfect, 
and the air is laden with a delicious fragrance 
which I do not expect from more favoured 
spots. For ~e the very dust of the field has 
a certain aroma missed in the artificial 
gardens of Bombay. 1t is delightful to sally 
out early in the morning while the town is in 
repose, and to eat the ai1', as we natives have 
it, free of cost. You may have something 
more substantial, though not half so delicious 
as morning air-for instance, milk, cream, 
cheese, and solids of sorts, . and wash them 
dowh: with a flagon of toddy.* 

Toddy wa~ ve~y badly treated ill Gujarat by 
the Abkarj Department, and even now, in spite 
of the efforts made by our citizen Governort 
to liberatetllepeople's elixir, it is not so 
accessible to - the poor Gujaratis as it should 
be. The farming or monopoly system is radi
cally bad, and so long as it is in favour the 
good intentions of the Government with re
gard to the Abkari administration will not be 
appreciated. Toddy is as much the food of our 

• Fresh palm-juice. tLord Reay. 
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people as it is their drink, and ill an unfer
mented state it is perfectly harmless. During 
his stay in Bombay I sent a bottle of fresh 
toddy to Lord Rosebery, who wrote to say he 
'thought it very palatable' in that state. What
ever may be said about fermented toddy, 
and the liquor distilled from it, or from the 
Mowra flower, I have never heard any jus
tification attempted by the officials for kill
ing the trade in fresh toddy, except that a 
free sale may lead to illicit distillation. The 
Abkari Department, so highly paid and 
numerously manned, is strong enough to check 
such distillation. Why should Government 
starve the populace out of their innocent enjoy
ment and thus drive them to strong drinks ? 
They are already suspected of destroying the 
trade in raw toddy, ill order to increase 
revenue on the liquor traffic. Lord Reay has 

. done a great deal towards liberating toddy in. 
other zillas. Perhaps it is not so easy to do 
this with regard to Surat. But I hope this 
centre of toddy trade in Gujanlt will not be 
neglected. 



THE PEOPLE. 

HINDUS. 

l'HE Hindus of Gujarat are divided into 
several castes, the most considerable, on the 
whole, being the Vaishnavas, the followers of 
Vishnu. They are merchants, traders, vakils 
(lawyers), and gentlemen at large. Asmerchants 
and traders they are even now successful. The 
vakils, a shrewd race, with some exceptions, are 
licensed pettifoggers; the gentlemen at large 
are easy-going, well preserved individuals, 
who generally live and die to themselves. Large 
numbers, especially Brahmins and Kayasthas, 
are in Government service, and are believed to 
make excellent servants, as a rule, both in the 
judicial and the revenue departments. But 
education is not so widespread in Gujarat as 
in Mahal'ashtra, though female education is 
in a fairly satisfactory state, more so in 
the Ahmedabad centre. The enterprise :and 
honesty which once characterised mercantile 
dealings are unfol'tunately not so general at the 
present day. 'fransactions involving enormous 
sums used to be carried on in Gujarat verbally; 
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and some of my readers may have heard of the 
Gujarat Sowcar who received a large advance 
of money on a kai1' of /tis moustache as a pledge! 
But those days are gone from Gujarat. To-day 
the best cultivated beard may not fetch the 
BOlOCa,. a loan of Rs. 1 O. We see mutual distrust 
and petty jealousies amongst traders. Commer
cial morality seems to be at a low ebb, as iri Bom
bay. Let me give the instance of a Hindu mer
chant of extensive credit, who took the benefit 
of the Insolvency Act some time ago, and thus 
ruined hundreds of· widows and orphans who 
had entrusted their little all to his care. When 
these unlucky wights besought him for some 
relief as chal'ity, theSowcar mildly said to 
them, "My dear friends, why do you want 
money ~ You are poor and can beg. Can I 
beg 1 And knowing this the Sirkar (Govern- . 
ment) has relieved me of liability to you. But 
do not, I pray, think that I am happy. No, no; 
with your money I have to settle their dowries 
on my daughters," &c., &c. 

A very pleasant way of settling dowries to 
be sure. But instances of fraudulent insol
vency are common among all classes.. We 
have insolvents who have taken the benefit of 
what we call "the white-washing Act," three 
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and four times each; and after each white
washing the insolvent has suddenly come into a 
fortune with which he endows his wife or mother 
or a religious institution! He often builds 
houses, opens a new business, or goes in for phi
lanthropic pursuits with the money he has so 
miraculously obtained soon after having been 
" white-washed." He has no thought. even 
then, of the hundreds whose homes he has made 
desolate by his refined rascality. But I must 
not omit to mention that in this respect Bom
bay city is worse off than the mofussil towns 
of Gujarat or Maharashtra where" white-wash
ing" has not become a fashionable pastime. The 
Insolvency Act needs revision. The Judge is 
often handicapped in dealing with a fraudulent 
debtor and not unoften in granting dischat:ge 
to the honest but unfortunate man. Fortu
nately, this defect in the law will be soon 
amended, thanks to the good sense of two suc
cessive Law Members of the Government of 
India, Mr. Ilbert and Mr. ScobIe, and to dis
satisfaction expressed by Mr. Justice Scott and 
others. 

This merchant is one of the Vaishnava sect, 
to which belong Banhls. Bhattias and others. 
Besides indulging in idolatry, the Vaishnavas 
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deify the heads of their Church, who are about 
thirty-seven in number, scattered over Gujarat, 
Kathiawar, and many other parts ofIndia. The 
deified priest is the Maharaj, * the visible incar
nation of Vishnu-Krishna, to whom every pious 
V aishna va dedicates his or her tana, mana, dhana 
(body, mind, and property), and not only his 
or her body, mind, and property, but of all 
those over whom he or she may have control. 
This is the essence of Maharajism; and yet, as 
all the world knows, 

THE VAISHNAVA MA.H~RAJ OF THE DAY 

is a spurious character; for, though he may 
claim to be the lineal descendant and visible 
incarnation of the protecting deity, he is sus
ceptible, perhaps more than ordinary mortals .. 
to pain, pleasure, love, hatred, and other emo~ 
tions. Pinch him. and he will roar; tickle him, 
and he will grin; gratify his desire, and he will 
smile upon you; baulk him of it, and he will put 
you out of caste! He is born a lord of ances
tors the Lord knows who, and at a very tender 
age he lords it over a seraglio of intellectual 
ladies whose husbands are men of highly liberal 

• Literally, Great King. 
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marital sentiment. It is a wonder to many how 
the Maharaj lives in such a princely style. It 
is thus :-The Maharaj has a first-rate taxing 
imagination. Sir John Strachey· is a mere 
novice before this accomplished taxing-master. 
The following are supposed to be among the few: 
known imposts the Maharaj derives from his 
devout followers :-For homage by sight, Rs. 5 ; 
for homage by touch, Rs. 20; for the honour of 
washing the Maharaja's foot, Rs. 35; forthe 
credit of swinging him, Rs. 40 ; for the glory of 
rubbing sweet unguents on his body, Rs. 42 ; for, 
the joy of sitting with him, RS.,60; for the bliss 
of occupying the same room with the Madana 
Murti,t Rs. 50 to R<!. 500. For the pleasure of 
being kicked by the Maharaj or his attendants. 
Rs. 11 ; for the privilege of being lashed, Rs. 13; 
for the performance of Rdsa Kridd,~ Rs. 100 to 
Rs. 200; for Rasa Kirdd performed by proxy, 
Rs. 50 to Rs. 100. For the delight of eating the 
~ud of pan supdl'i thrown out by the Maharaj, 
R9. 17; for dl'inking the water in which the Ma
haraj has bathed, or in which his foul linen has 

... Late Finance Minister of India. 
t Madana Murti, the Image of Cupid, as the MaMdj 

is named by fair worshippers.'" 
~ Literally, the Essence of Pleasure j the circular dance. 
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been washed, squeezed. ~ltd wrung, Rs. 19. He 
also levies many other minor taxes on the even t~ 
and.necessaries of life, such as birth,marriage, 
death, cloth, silk, sugar, &c. The late Mr. 
Anstey. said he would not touch a Maharaj 
" with a pair of tongs." Quite right; it would 
be desecration of the tongs. The Maharaj is a 
very pious man a week before he dies, and 
when he dies he goes to where the rest of us do 
not-that is, to Gaulok. 

Having described the average head-priest of 
the Vaishnavas, as he is supposed to be, I may 
also give a brief sketch of the career of the lat~ 
Jivanlalji Maharaj, of Bombay, who is now, 
they say, a saint in the Vaishnava heaven. 

THE LATE JIV.A.NLALJI MAHARAJ. 

The Vaishnavas of Western India went inte) 
Dlourning the other day, out of respect to. the. 
memory of Jivanlalji Maharaj, one of their great 
lords. JivanIalji Mabaraj died of "some 
disease/' and, so far, it is not satisfactory, I 
fear, for his numerous devotees to learn that 
their great lord, the ever-youthful and immortal, 
should have succumbed, like an ordinary 
mortal, to mere>'physical ailmen~. What .tb,e 

• The renowned barrister. 
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"some disease" was ~I have no curiosity to 
know; but many will guess that it was an 
accumulation of the after-efl'ects of what Eng-. 
lishmen in other spheres of society designate 
gal life. . 

Jivanlalji .Maharaj was born 51 years ago. 
There is a profound mystery always overhang
ing the personal affairs of the Maharaj. That 
mystery shrouds his birth, it shrouds his life, 
and I'll be bound that same mystery shrouds 
his death. We know that he was born in 1829, 
visibly of human parents; but some hundreds of 
thousands of his. worshippers assert, on their 
solemn oaths, that Jivanlalji Maharaj existed 
ages before he was b::>rn, and that ages before 
that event did he carryon that amorous traffic 
with his fair devotees which is essential, in the 
V aishnava ~reed, to the salvation and beatifica
tion of the degraded female soul. Thus Jivan
lalji was a philanthropist before he was born; 
but those earlier" deeds of merit" could not be 
visible to mortal eye. His life here below and 
its many exciting incidents are better known. At 
ten years of age he could tell a maiden from a 
matron; at that tender age could this incarna
tion of the divine Krishna Chand warm the iciest 
hearts of his worshippers; he could toy with 
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their toes in wantonness; he could moveeven 
the prude into a smile of ineffable happiness. 
The wondrous boy! What could he not do '? 

At thirty, Jivanlalji was an old man, and 
took to studying Sanskrit and patronising female 
education among his people. This was a great 
triumph for the reform party, who shed tears 
of joy and wrote odes belauding the Maharaja's 
liberality of sentiment, and voted him a hand
Eome memorial. This, by the way, irresistibly 
reminds one of the old rhyme, recounting how, 
when another notorious pleasure-seeker fell sick. 
a" monk he would be" ; but how, when he grew 
well, "the d--l a monk was he"! . The 
JUaharaj and his worshippers afterwards found 
out that they were not quite agreed as to the 
meaning of "female education.,.. but that 
mattered little. Jivanlalji Maharaj is spoken of 
as having been" the best among the brethren," 
I hope this assertion is meant as a compliment, 
~hough I very much fear the being best 
among Vaishnava Maharajas is at the best a 
sorry way of spending one's life in these days
But we cannot judge of" exalted personages 
from our own standard. It is enough for us that 
they die sooner or later; and we are thankful for 
their thus doing the community the only favour 
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they can. What becomes of them ·after death 
it . would be idle . speculation to enlarge upon; 

I but if I am to trust Vaishnava traditions, death 
means to them the departure of the wearied 
soul to Swarga, where its sole occupation is
flirting with the spirits of those who were 
the choicest among female friends on earth. 
The lover and the beloved there drink delight 
in each other's possession-they drink delight, 
and when their ethereal cravings are not quite 
satisfied therewith, they drink curds and eat 
cocoanuts. If this be a pleasant life-a life of 
love, flirting with spirits and browsing on cUIds 
and cocoanuts-I wish Jivanlalji MaMraj joy 
of his new life. Let those envy it who can. All 
that I would desire is, that the spirit ofthis great 
lord ofladies innumerable, this" friend of female 
education," this sainted patron of native arts and 
of Sanskrit, may not, in the other world, where 
the wronged are righted, encounter the meek 
and persecuted spit'it of Karsandas Mulji.* 

Europeans and others may think }'faharajism 
.a foul superstition, a system of vile sensualism; 
but so long as it is sustained by the .. odour of 
.sanctity," it will hold in thrall tens of thousands 
of families in India within its embruted cult. 

• Tlt~ :real; Binda reformer of Bombay, who died about 
1869 •. , ~. 
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The ritualistic orgies of the Vaishnavas are a 
proverb of reproach even amongst the super
stitious and idolatrous Indians. Every sensible 
native knows that these priests .. pollute their 
sanctuary," and in the name of religion desolate 
hearths and homes, and poison the fountain of 
domestic happiness. Karsandas Mulji, the truly 
enlightened Bania. reformer, waged war on the 
tribe of Maharajas twenty five years ago. He 
was fiercely opposed by rich and influential bigots 
of his own class; but. so well-aimed were bis bits, 
that at last he drew forth the giants of iniquity 
from their impregnable stronghold. They drag_ 
ged Karsandas to the Court of Law; but in the 
course of the trial such fearful disclosures were 
extorted from the V aishnavas by the redoubt
able Anstey, that the cause ofthe Maharajas was 
damaged for ever. The highest tribunal in the 
land and the entire Indian press pronounced 
MaMrajism a sink of iniquities. But Karsandas 
Mulji died, and with him died that spirit of 
patient heroism which alone could cope with and 
triumph over bigotry, hypocrisy a.nd sin. Our 
friend the Vaishnava Maharaj is again relapsing 
into his old ways. Now and again do we hear 
of the Maharaj holding high carnival. His is 
a very tenacious creed, and until some providen
tial visitation overtakes it, it will go on t, con-
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celvmg mischief and bringing forth iniquity." 
/Wherevet· the Mahiraj visits he throws his 
fair worshippers into tumults of joy inducing 
utter disregard of what is pure and decent in 
life. To-day a wife, daughter or sister may be as 
good as could be wished. Let the }Iahanlj pass by 
the locality to-morrow, and she will be another 
thing altogether. The case is worse where 
the Mah PUt'ush stays to hold communion (1) 
Then there is such a rusk made by males and 
females together, and such confusion follows 
owing to the eager desire to have a look at the 
MaharAj, that the young and the delicate must 
fall and be trampled upon. And they like it- . 
what will they not suffer for the Madan :Murti 1 
Hundreds of men about town become Vaishna.
vas for the nonce, and mixing in the crowd, take 
liberties which are incredible. Then may follow 
a stampede and more trampling and obscenity.· 
The IIitechhu gives a. "ery damaging report of 
the latest' Communion' at Ahmedabad-six or 
seven trampled under foot and two said to have 
died. I thought better arrangements were now-. 
a-days made by the Police-certain number 
going at a time, first women and then men. 
But what can the Police do in such places? 
'Vhatever happens at the Mandir-outrage or 
death-the people like it, andthen~ is an end of 
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it, I suppose .. It is unspeakably sad to find men 
and ,women, whose lives in other respects are 
regulated by the best domestic and social virtues, 
men of keen wits and women of pure habits, 
becoming so utterly infatuated by a vile tradi
tion-a tissue offantastic fables and transparent 
myths. This is an incomprehensible psycholo
gical phenomenon. No husband is more jealous 
than the Hindu; no wife values her honour 
so high as the Hindu wife; And still, both 
make a merit of sacrificing the most cherished 

, social pl'iviIege! What power of faith is theirs! 
, But how perver'ted ! . . ' 

What is the meaning of J\faharaj worship? 
The idea originally meant to portray the soul's 
yearning for its Creator, more intense than 
the mother's love for her child, more passionate 
than the attachment subsisting between man 
and wife, between the two that are but one. 
·This beautiful idea, not confined, I believe, to 
Hinduism alone, has been gradually materialised 
by the sect of Valabha till it has become a 
standing reproach to his modern foHowers, 
outraging as it does all sense of decency and 
order. It is noteworthy that with all his 
influence over the infatuated Vaishnavas, the 
Maharaj is an outcast from amongst Brahmins l~ 
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THE Uahomedans were once lords of Surat. 
and more or less of Gujarat. But at present~ 
generally speaking, they are probably the 
poorest as a class. Their aristocracy live with
out aim or ambition, men crushed by their own 
pride of birth, men who would borrow rather 
than earn, and starve rather than beg. They 
are ever ready to "grasp the skirts of happy 
chance." But that chance· seldom comes to 
them. Their life is a round of inane pleasures 
and idle ceremonials, and the little substance 
now left to them is being exhausted in playing 
the king. They are pining for the good old 
times, and being desperate hopers, they hope 
away life with astounding patience; they hope· 
and hope and still they hope for "the good 
times coming." Some of them finding time 
hanging heavy on their hands, abandon them
selves to gratifications of the sense-feasting 
and odancing and carousing-in such "fool's 
paradise" they while away time. These have a 
horror of honest work. Poor fellows! As 
friends I have always found them faithful and 
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true. Even when in abject poverty, they will' 
keep'up some show of gentility dearer to them 
than life itself. 

Latterly I believe this class has been look
ing up. Hoping and dreaming has already 
given way, in some notable cases, to more sober, 
practical views of life. Altogether, I do believe' 
a change is coming over the spirit of their 
dreams. The younger generation appears to be 
more earnest. A larger number of boys go to. 
school, though looking at the population this 
number is insignificant. High education, too, is 
beginning to be appreciated, and in a few in
stances young Islam is really coming up to the 
front. 

In the matter of female education the higher 
class are better off than their sisters in other 
communities. Their accomplishments make 
them bright and agreeable companions. But it 
would be difficult to call them useful members, 
of society. At home the wife is not the 
honourable equal of her husband; but a loved 
inferior, a cherished plaything, so to say, an or
nament of the divan more than anything else. 

The lower order of Mahomedans are-un
speakable. They are generally made ~p of brag-

10 
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and bluster; and" truth sticks in their throats." 
Like their betters they despise work, but un
like them, will beg, borrow, or steal, with the 
utmost pleasure in life. They live in a world of 
~wine and woman. Many of them sleep by 
Jay, and make the night hideous by their 
,drunken revels. But against all these vices, 
-common to the Mussalman about town, they 
set off some very fine redeeming traits. As 
friends and servants they are invaluable; and 
if you treat them kindly, they will lay down 
their life in your service. As a rule, they are 
a.bove that meanness, that. petty intriguing 
spirit and want of gratitude so common among 
their n~ighbours. Mussalmans in the villages 
around Gujarat present a different picture. 
Their manners and habits correspond to those 
of Hindus of their position, naturally enough, 
as they were originally all Hindus, and have 
mostly to deal with Hindus even now. There 
is very little of education among men and 
women of the lower order. , 

llbER BAKHTAWAR KHAN. 

A Romance in ReaZ Life. 

As an instance how' the Mahomedan gentry 
-of Gujarat have sacrificed what remained to 
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them after the loss of their supremacy to their 
pride of birth, and as explaining how the mean; 
insinuating Bania has risen on the ruin of his 
Moslem master, let me give here a leafout of 
the unwritten autobiography of my Shrawak 
friend,N ylilchand N akhodchand of Ahmedabad. 
Says Nyalchand :-" I entered the serviceo£ 
Meer BakhMwar Khan in 1840. . The Meer 
was then about nineteen years, and only recent
ly married to the beautiful daughter of the 
Buxi. Meer Bakhtawar was by nature very 
reserved, and as he did not agree with his 
step-mother, his father gave him, soon after 
his marriage, a separate establishment.· He. 
bestowed upon his only son all the ancestral 
property he could-including houses, lands, or
naments, books and a little of cash. The doting 
father also made over to his son a few disputed 

. claims against the British Government for 
compensa~ion. This last doubtful gift was to 
.be reserved to the last and utilised when there 
was no source of maintenance left.· Thus 
prepared, and fortified by a very respectable 
fortune from the Buxi, his father-in-law, Meer 
Bakhtawar removed to his new residence with 
his wife and servants. The day after his 
removal he formally installed me his h~ad 
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kc'irbluiri,* presenting me with a valuable dress 
and the right to full management of all his 
affairs. He could not, and, if he could, would 
not, attend to any business-it was beneath 
him. 

" The l\Ieer passed his time in the zenana. 
He so devotedly loved his wife that he never' 
gave her a. rival. All the livelong day they 
were together, this infatuated pair, so absorbed. 
in their new-born happiness. To me, an un
married Hindu, the l\feer's self-abandonment 
was shocking. He never left the side of his 
Bibi-she would not part with him. I had 
not the entree of the zenana, but learnt from 
the servants that the master and mistress were 
inseparable. The l\-Ieer . stole out of his inner 
chamber once in a fortnight or so, when he 
l1ad to ask me for a large sum of money, or to', 
go to the mosque. About seven months passed 
this way, when one day my master's father and 
friends paid the family a visit. It was this 
day I learnt that l\feer Bakhtawar expected a. 
son and heir. Great were the rejoicings on . 
this occasion. One day the anxiously-expected 
heir came to gladden the hearts of the parents 

• Manager. 
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.and,as it seems to me now,to darken their 
hitherto brilliant course orUfe. The demands 
for money became more frequent. I.met every 
demand with a smile. Sometimes I had my
self to go out with money for the purchase of 
some nick-nack for the mother or the child. 
At such times I was not slow to use discretion, 
you may be sure. I had. not seen the Meer's 
beautiful wife up to now, though it was 'oyer 
two years; but the baby was now and then 
brought out to peep at the. outside world. It was 

, the most lovely child I have ever seen. They 
:said the mother was growing lovelier every 
.day. They talked of her as The Angel. This was 
her favourite name. I tried many means of 
-obtaining a glimpse of her divine beauty, but 
it was not to be for years to come. 

"My position in the household improved 
with the progress of time.' The master had 
implicit faith in me, and I rewarded him by 
improving. my opportunities. Not a rupee 
passed from my hands out of which I did not 
withhold a fraction for my own pockets. Not 
;a piece of cloth, not an ornament, not a . single 
.article of luxury crossed the threshold, of which 
part was not diverted to my house. Poor men 
must live, and, if possible, I had· determined 
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not only to live, but to live to the best purpose,. 
as I could see as early as now that my master" 
was J'unning out of his fortune very fast. Bllt 
it was not my business to advise or warn :pim 
till the worst came. This way we lived for
se~en years. I had already to tell my master
that we had no cash left. We had to part 
with some -ornaments, and were living upon 
the rents of a few shops which we had to mort
gage. One of these shops was mortgaged to 
myself unknown to the Meer-it stood in my 
uncle's name. About this time I myself mar
ried. I need not say that my master and 
mistress paid the expenses-about Rs. 3,000-
of my marriage. They parted with their' 
Qrnaments--these people seem to me to part 
with things as cheerfully as when they buy 
them to help me. They thought very highly 
of my honesty and diligence; they also knew 
that I was very useful in' raising the wind' and 
disposing of supertluities. For the Rs. 1,000 
my master had to borrow I would bring him 
100, part of the rest being considered interest 
already deducted, the remaining part going to 
me. At home, too, not a single day passed 
when I did not earn something more than the 
stipulated pay. I had my black-mail upon 
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everything bought or sold, borrowed or mort· 
gaged. 

" One day the master's son would come be
hind and ride on my back. In so doing he 
would do damage to my coat. Well, this coat 
I would show to the parents, who, to encourage 
the boy to learn a little of fun and freedom, as: 
they explained, would on no account scold him. 
But when I cried and said I was a poor man· 
and had a family-I had become quite free 
with my master-they would laugh at my 
plight,and present me with a piece oflongcloth~ 
saying, by way of apology, that they would 
give away a thousand pieces of cloth rather 
than that their darling be checked in the free 
exercise of his faculties! Another day the 
little urchin would empty the contents of an 
ink-bottle on my turban, and" straight way 
would I go to the drawing~room, dripping with 
the liquid. The delighted father would clap 
his hands and describe my misery to the wife 
inside, who would laughingly order me to buy 
another turban! Well, I was ~othing loth. 
Many a time since have I invited the boy to 
play me some such trick, and right handsomely 
have I got the parents to vay for it ! " 

"But now Meer Bakhtawar was about 
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Rs. 15,000 in debt. There was scarc~ly any
thing left to pledge or to sell. I prevailed upon 
him, therefore, to curtail his expenses. This he 
did. It was a trial to him not to be able to 
afford to his wife and child those thousand and 
one little luxuries they had enjoyed so long. 
But the wife was perfectly contented with his 
love and devotion. The boy was too young to 
notice the difference in their circumstances. 
But even now our monthly expenses were 
Rs. 200, my own pay Rs. 40, and we had no 
visible source of income. I was therefore told 
to dispose of such things as. I could. This I 
did, carrying most of them to my house, and 
paying what price I liked. There were some 
splendidly mounted swords and daggers, some 
exquisite paintings, some rare and magnificent
ly illuminated Persian manuscripts, which I 
thus transferred to my house. My mistress took 
her misfortune much to heart; but her husband 
was of good cheer. He knew that his father 
would not last long, and that he would be sure 
to leave him something. But the old man did 
not die. To add to the misery of suspense the 
son and heir fell sick. The parents' anxiety was 
terrible. Night and day the Mahomedand octor 
remained by the side of the little sufferer, 
and night and· day prayed the priest 'for 
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his recovery. The parents hovered over the 
,child in agonised suspense. The mother gave 
me her last ring, her husband's wedding gift, 
to sell. But no earthly power could save the 
child-he sickened and died. The father's 
life seemed to go out with the son's. The 
mother suffered, too, but she had s9mething 
still left to cherish in the life. A servant 
now came to ask for money; I had none to 
,give. My master was too much prostrated to 
think of such things. In this her cruel ex
tremity the mistress came to the, door of the 
room (outside which we servants were assem
bled). She asked to see me. This was the first 
time I saw her. She was in her 'sleeping 
dress'; her beauty of person was truly divine. 
and recent suffering had hallowed it with that 
dignified composure before which the most 
supercilious could not help bending his head. 
I bowed to her, trembling from a hundred little 
agitations of the heart. She swept a haughty 
glance over me, and asked if I could not bring 
money. I pleaded inability, but promised I 
would try. Then she whispered, 'See, N y31-
-chand, you must save your master's honour, so 
don't go to his father's house. But give my 
boy a decent burial ; have you nothing,f'lotking 
left to sell? ' She shut the door before receiv ... 
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ing my reply, and I. went out for money. I 
could spare none, nor borrow any; the only 
chance was with· the old Meer. I went to him 
with the news of his grandson's death. He 
was himself sick unto death, but without ask
ing any question he ordered Rs. 100 to be· 
given me . 

. " In two weeks more the old Meer died,. 
leaving property to the extent of about 
Rs. 20,000 to his unhappy son. My master 
never recovered from his melancholy. I was· 
given power to dispose of the property just in
herited. I realised the value, paid off aU 
standing debts, most of them in my favour;, 
and put about Rs. 4,000 in my master's hands. 
I further undertook to appeal to the Govern
ment on his behalf, but nothing seemed to 
rouse him. Friends advised my mistress to 
dispense with her establishment, and to live 
within her income, but she would not listen to 
it so long as her 'lord' lived. She accepted 
my resignation, agreeing that I should improve 
my prospects after so much suffering in their 
service I I assured her of my lifelong devotion, 
and my daily prayers for the well-being of her· 
self and her husband. Being a woman of sin .. 
gular abilities and resource, she wrote to the 
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Governor's wife, in Persian, telling that Tady 
of her misfortunes and of the claims of her 
family. Her touching story moved th~ officials 
who heard of it. The case was not worth 
looking into, but Government sanctioned an 
annual grant of Rs. 500 to the Meer for his 
lifetime. He seems to have entirely forgotten 
the past. He scarcely recognises me. I am 
now a rich' and highly-respected merchant
so high up in the world that I cannot visit 
my master any longer. My lady is said to 
have grown grey-haired; but neither premature 
age nor her past sufferings, the gloomy present 
nor the blank future, can lessen her devotion to 
her husband. She seems to live for and in hiIlill.. 
She is his sole attendant-the servants attend 
to minor duties. She is charitable even now.~ 
and on eve~ Ja'ma (Friday) she gives what she 
can to the needy and suffering. I do n~t feel 
quite satisfied with myself when reviewing the 
past, but then, you see, a poor man must live.'" 
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GUJARAT was long the head-quarters .of the 
Parsis, especially so Surat and the adjoining 
towns; and even now it boasts of some very 
.good families. But the Parsis of Surat have 
fallen upon evil days. The Shettia ~lass, that 
is, the aristocracy, seem· to have become lazy, 
listless and gregarious, working for generations 
in one and the same groove. They do not 
understand true patriotism, and though charity 
is the very basis of their grand old faith, 
they have very hazy ideas of that greatest of 
divine graces. Their notion of charity is the 
giving away of alms,the distribution of money
their own and anybody else's-to the deserving 
or undeserving, with some object, often that of 
earning popularity or official favour. That com
prehensive virtue, which inculcates a spirit of 
justice, generosity and total forgiveness, they 
often seem to lack the faculty to appreciate. 
They know not, many of them, the true 
nature of charity. (No doubt our Shetts are 
loyal to the British Crown; but to what ruling 
power have they ever been disloyal! Loyalty 
is their policy, their interest.) But after all, 
the Parsi Shett of Surat is an honest, peace
loving citizen. He seldom beats his wife, and 
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is otherwise a moral old gentleman, with a few 
"old-gentlemanly vices," and many old-gentle
manly virtues. The middle class Parsis of the 
mofussil are a hardy, industrious race, both 
males and females. But for want of capital 
and suitable employment a number of families; 
emigrate to Bombay every year. I doubt if 
this change does them much good. Already 
Bombay holds more Parsi families than it can. 
main tain in comfort. 

There are Parsi Shetts in Bombay, too" 
~. much better, as a rule, than those at Surat. 

They hold higher views of life, so to say, but 
all that does not save them from priestly in
fluence. Five to twelve Parsi Shetts compose 
what is called a PuncM!Jet. 

SHET S UKABHOY SEKTAJI 

is a prim old individual, well shaven, well 
washed, .and 1Vell scented. This faultlessly 
white-washed being walks as if he were a basket 
of newly-laid eggs. He seems to be in dread 
of progress, of the very motion of life. Sloth 
is his ideal of the fashionable. His limbs move 
very cautiously and .very slowly. He hates 
action of any kind. He hugs indolence, rejoices 
in. its embrace, and revels in its seductive 
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bosom. When, once in six months, he is re
quired to attend to a little pUblic business, he 
helplessly turns to his siewardand asks, broken
hearted, c' Dh ! what's to do again 1"-as if only 
an hour ago he had done some tremendous deed 
()f heroism for his country! Shett Sektaji sits 
down with a grimace and stands up with a 
yawn. He is sensitively nervous about his 
health. He will not get ~out of his carriage 
till a few minutes after it has stopped; this is . 
to avoid any internal agitation which might 
follow a hasty descent. He cannot go to sleep 
without a stout cotton pillow tied under his 
·chest. In public our Shett is known to be a 
very worthy citizen, and a thoroughly loyal 
subject of the Crown. But he has no strength, 
no stamina. He can look no man in the face. 

THE P ARSI A. HEBREW JEW! 

There would seem to be pretty good ground 
for Dr. Wilson's startling theory that the 
Parsis are one of the lost Ten Tribes. There 
.are many striking points of similarity, many 
-common weaknesses and common virtues be
tween Hebrews and Parsis. The difference 
between them to-day seems to be that Parsi 
life is much less intense, that is, less patriotic. 
A Parsi may thus be styled a Hebrew with 
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the weaknesses of the lower class of Hindus. 
For this deterioration he has to thank climate, 
.and perhaps marriage with Hindu women. 

OUR IfoRLORN HOPES. 

It is in the middJe ranks of life that we can 
perceive materials for "a mighty, puissant 
nation." If. this middle class goes on educat
ing itself, it may one day realise the future 

"which has been predicted for it by the ancient 
seers. Besides keeping abreast of the' rapid 
advance of arts and sciences, the people have to 
learn patriotism and to abjure priestcraft. 
Above all, they have to create or organise a. 
new national church, founded on the simple 
tradition of good thought, good word, good deed, 
bequeathed by Zoroaster. Let them weed 
their scriptures of their verbiage, and let them 
defy the threats of the levites. ' Let them see 
that neithe'r greatness nor happiness is to be 
.achieved by a compromise with conscience. 
But for true national greatness, sincerity in ali 
we do, and some rational scheme of life, are 
essential. Unfortunately for him, the Parsiis 
becoming either insincere or irrational. 

THE ORTHODOX PARSI AT PRAYER • 

. In the most solemn concern of life, at his 
prayers- and devotions, the orthodox Parsi 
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sometimes makes a droll figure. I aJ?';l not speak
ing of every orthodox Parsi in Bombay, but of 
my orthodox. Parsi. To hini prayer is as neces
saryas food, and the time for it recurs oftener 
than the time for his meals.' The minute 
he is out of bed the orthodox Parsi shll.kes 
himself free of all idle reveries, th,e .remnants 
of the night's dreaming; and unfo~ding the 
triple cord* round his waist, turns his face. 
to where the sun has just risen, and giving the 
sacred badge three vigorous flaps, he cries out 
in choice Persian, " Defeat, defeat to Shaitan,"t 
so that the author .of evil may not venture, 
later on, to molest the pious man on his path 
of duty. Shortly after he takes his bath, and 
then commences the regular prayer business. 
He has his prayer-book in Zend text and Guja~ 
rati character, out of which ·he recites an ap
propriate prayer or two either before the 
kitchen fire, before the blazing censer in the 
dra~ing-room, before the sacred fire of the 
neighbouring temple, and even in one of the 
central fire-temples-this according to his cir
cumstances or the degree of devotion he pos-· 
sesses. At other times he prays before the 
sun, the moon, the stars, the weH, the river, 
the sea, the plant, the tree, the mountain. He . 

• The Ktfsti • .. t Satan. 
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!lees nothing ~ong in some of these improvised 
keblas,* and I do not see what right I ha.veto 
make him see otherwise. My business is with 
the quantity o£ his devotions. These are five 
in form, according to five natural divisions of 
his day. In q~ality these devot~ons are good 
and healthy~ but they are hopelessly" mixed." 
Very often there is a long piece for quiet read
~ng and meditation, which the pious Zoroastrian 
drawls out line by line with well-executed 
ejaculations and the approved nasal twang, 
but without the vaguest notion of what he is 
doing. This is a sorry sight, and to the 
younger generation it may well appear a farce. 
An educated person, with power to discriminate 
between right and wrong, cannot help repudiat
ing idle fOTmularies which, for him, consist in 
mere mumbling over an extent ofjaw~breaking
jargon. And yet there are sensible men in 
the community who cannot understand why so. 
much passive indifference, a feeling perhaps 
more dangerous than open infidelity, which ill 
itself is ominous enough, should prevail in the 
Zoroastrian world. The reasons are obvious._ 
rhere is very little element of genuine devo
~ion in the formula as at present gone -through 

• MediulQs 01." natural objects" facing which the 
)rientals offer prayers to the Almighty. 

11 -
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. There :is no intellige~t appreciation or the re
citals.. Thepriest says his prayers for )lire. 
He mumbles a quantity 'of recitations' without 
indicating any real appreciation .. There is no . 
solemnity, no dignity, often no decency in the . 
performance of the hireling priest., He knows 
it all to be humbug, and he gets' through 
it as fast as ,he can, to see if he can give the ' 
benefit of his services to another credulous 
client soon after. And the devout layman? 
How does he offer prayers? He recites chapter 
after chapter of matter which he ought to r~ad 
once in a way, which contains some exce~lent, 
moral or philosophical dissertation, but which. 
has as little of devotional' merit as Gulliver's 
Travels! He does not understand a word of 
what he recites, and therefore he does so neces
s.arily without any intelligent appreciation. 
He wastes from six to eight hours of his day. 
under a mistaken sense of duty. What he 
wants is to thank hjs Creator for his mercies,. 
aud to beg 'ofHim' to continue these. Not 
knowing how to do it in language he can un
derstand, .hewades. through his .vo1ume of' 
bewildering phraseology containing learned' 
discourses on matters astronomical,. geological, 
metaphysical, moral, and social! . Morning and . 
evening he is haunted by visio~s'ofduty, and 
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however oppress~d' at the prospect of ~he. dis
tasteful task before, him., he gets: th,rough it 
with the patience of'a' martyr. ;Bl!t, the atten
tion, which is.. never wholly absorbed by such 
work, is apt to ,~e disturbed and distracted. 
Hence it is riot 'unfrequent to see the orthodox 
Parsi at:prayer breaking out into abuse of his 
,neighbour~ into snatches of conversation or 
observation, and many other acts besides, which 
have nothing at all to do with the solemn 

'affair in hand. The Zend prayer is always 
wound up with a petsonal supplication in Guja
ratio The devout :gentleman is considerably 
relieved when he' comes to this part of his 
'edifyipg business. Here he at last understands 
what he says. And what does he say? Why, 
he :thanks, in a sort' of way, and as fast as he 
can, his Creator for his past favours; ,and 
then he a.sks for future blessings. True to his 
instincts, he has an eye to business,even in 
this solemn obligation of life. He prays, not 
because it is his duty to 'do so, but because 
a prayer opens the way for a request! So he 
thinks, and so he acts. Who has not seen the 

. orthodox Parsi, of a morning ot evening, at the 
sea-shore 1 With what' arts, !That blandish
ments, he tries to seduce .the Will Divine ! 
How he bows, how 'he benas~:,' how he kneelS, 
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how he promises and coaxes, threatens and 
bullies Heaven! How he scratches his nose 
in repentance, ,and holds up his skirt-corner in 
hope of receiving instantly the good things 
of life he prays for! But what decent man 
will not be shocked at this senseless travesty? 
1£ devotional services are a necessary / institu
tion for the people, let them be so; but why' 
this public exhibition which exposes the com
munity to the ridicule of all others 1 What 
presumption that a man should ask the Deity to 
think of him, and HIM exclusively! This pre
sumption becomes unpardonable when the sup
plicant descends to details such as asking God 
to get him good interest for his money, to pro
vide his son with a suitable berth and his 
daughter with an eligible husband! God is 
asked to be a match-maker and a bt'oker; he is 
requested to be engrossed with the supplicant's 
affairs altogether. as if the Creator and U p
holder of this vast and magnificent . universe 
had nothing better to do than to devote His 
time to the affairs of an infinitesimal and insig
nificant worm like man! The fact is, the 
average orthodox. Parsi has mistaken the scope 
and spirit of genuine devotion till he has 
drifted into a callous, selfish, presumptuous 
creature. unworthy of the name of Zoroastrian. 
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And this is entire~y owing to the mysterY in 
which a erafty priesthood has hitherto shrouded 
his scriptures. 

THE, REFORYED PA.RSI OF THE PERIOD. 
, 

As for the young or, as he is .called, the 
reformeiParsi, I doubt if he is essentially a 
Zoroastrian; he seems to scorn everything that 
requires self-denial. It is often good to be 
independent, and I would not mind it so much if 
the Parsi youth tried to live independently of 
any particular creed, and at the same time to be 
an honest, useful. man, desirous of leaving the 
world the better for his having lived in it. 
But it is not so with the average young Parsi. 
How ciould it be, poor fellow, whilst he is in the 
transition period of his national existence, waver-

. ing and undecided at every stage of thought and 
of action '/ One melancholy phase of Parsi life, 
or for that matter the life of young Bombay or 
young India, is the almost certain deterioration 
that comes over a public man after he is forty or 
fifty. I have observed many cases of vigorous 
manhood declining in the way stated above. 
Whether it be the fault of nature or of climate, 
it is a serious blemish in the national cha.ra.ct~. 
Let US hope the younger generation may furnish 
a better example of Qitizemihip. But to return 
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to the reformed Parsi of the period. - He- is: 
generally a sturdy sensible fellow, a. trifle too
selfish and indolent. I think he wants rousing. 
I need not look too closely: into his faith· 
Religion is -a matter of convenience iIi some 
cases, in many cases a matter of complete 
indifference. I once saw a Parsi Graduate of 
the University, a man of mathematics, flatten
ing his nose against the Agiary* window and 
making sly overtures to Heaven. But being 
an educated man, he perhaps did not like his 
friends to catch him .at prayer. To my misfor
tune I caught him in the act, and having known 
him a little, suggested that if Heaven is to be 
propitiated with prayers, these need not be 
offered as a secret bribe, as stolen or contraband 
goods. My friend cheerfully agreed with me at 
the time ; but I suspect he has since denounced 
me on my back as an atheist! This inconsis
tency is the curse of native society. Hindus and 
Parsis preach all kinds of reforms glibly enough, 
but when it comes to practising, they often 
retire into narrow and arrogant orthodoxy. 
We all admire Karsandas Mulji ; how few of 
us will act and suffer as he did? Yes, it is easy 
enough to play the philanthropist in theory; 
but when it comes to hard practice, it is another 

• Fire temple. 
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matter altogether. Many of my readers, I dare 
say, know·the Hindu reformer ~nd 'patriot; 
Pandit Bhuttachore' (Sanskrit' Bhattacha.rya). 
See how eagerly he mounts tlie platform, howls 
and shrieks and throws up his arms and' casts' 
his eyes Heavenwards as he denounces j.dolatry 
andadvoc~tes ~he worship of 'the Orie True 
God! See him gushing at private and public 
gatherings, shedding an ocean of tears' as 'he 
describes the miseries of early marriage and life: 
long widowhood. Missionary ladies and gentle~ 
men call him' almost a Christian'; the Rev. Dr· 
Wilson used to pray with Bhuttachore for the 
good of his people. And yet, what does our 
Pandit do at home? They say he shuts hiniself 
up in his !choli morning and evening, arranges 
his dirty little metal gods and goddesses on 
the floor, squats before them, offers them pray
ers and incense, and dances the ciroular dance 
around them! When his daughter or daughter .. 
in-law becomes a widow, Shri Bhuttachore coops 
her up in that dreary cage of a kitchen room, 
with a squalid mattress and mouldy food, her 
head shaven and her delicate person shrouded in 
~he dirtiest and darkest windiIlg sheet 1 Think 
of this hoary hypocrite, and tell me if you ar~ 
llot tempted to throttle hjlJl,1 Would it be a sin 
if some one were to sew him ijp in a gunny-bag; 
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and throw him into the sea 1 Bhuttachore 
may have a right to worship stones or dead rats. 
He may keep his family in the cowyard (if the 
Health Officer allows it). But, then, why 
should he seem other than he is 1 

And look at that Parsi reformer, Mr. Ograji. 
See how he bows his way up thtl crowded plat
form, with his wife and family by' his side. 
See how blandly he explains to them the mean
ing of difficult terms when they can't follow 
the lecturer. And yet, his opposite neighbour 
will tell you that Ograji calls his wife the most 
frightful names, and threatens her with divorce 
every time his egg is underdone or his brandy 
not well iced! He pulls his daughter by the 
hair if his shoes have not the requisite shine 
after blacking, or if there is a speck of dirt on 
his velvet coat when Ograji goes to the garden! 
Now where is the harm if you twist that hog's 
neck of his or pull him by his red volcanic 
nose 1 But you can't do it, my friend; Society 
will resent your violence, because Society loves 
its mountebank and macaroni. 

The Parsi youth's infidelity is partly due to 
the Dustoors-the priestly class. The Dustoor 
is an hereditary functionary, and he thinks it 
his interest to keep the people struggling in 
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ignorance and superstition. In so doing the 
. Dustoor, unconsciously perhaps to himself, re

mains ignorant and superstitious. 

THE DUSTOOR AT HIS WORST. 

[Hrs ORIGIN; RISE; DECLINE; HIS FALL UN

FATHOMABLE; HIS WAYS OF .LIFE ; HIS SYMPATB:IES, 

ANTIPATHIES AND MISERIES.] 

The l)ustoor may be described as an ignis 
fatuus of the dark ages of religion. Historians 
of free-thought consider him a myth, whilst the 
faithful claim for him a direct descent from the 
Magi"" of old. If magi is Greek for maggots, 
then there is much sense in the la~ter interpre.:. 
tation, as the Dustoor'g creed is, above all, very 
maggoty. But these interpretations do not at 
alI settle the question of origin. There is much 
doubt a.bout the primary meaning of the com
pound or hybrid Dustoor. Some say it is a 
good Persian word meaning "pious leader" 
(vide Persian dictionary); others assert that 
Dusth,,'or, which is the correct rendering, means 
literally" the hand of Hoor." Max Muller lets 
oft'the Dustoor with . the gentle hint that he 
originally came from Chinese Tartary. But 
M. M. is a wag. Probably the most correct in-

• The wise men of Iran and Parthia. 
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terpretation is that furnished by the broad and 
eclectic Bombay Review. That worthy reviewer 
has ascertained, by light of recent researches in 
Persia, that Dustoor is the father of that dis
astrous system of Dustoori* which is eating up 
the Municipality, the Commissariat, and some 
other Departments of of State. This is a hit. 
It shows how many others, besides . the priest
ridden Parsis, are writhing in the grip of the 
Dustoor. The Municipal Commissioner, the 
Commissa.ry General, the Railway Agent, the 
Viceroy, the Secretary of State, all, all are 
under the baneful influence of this father of 
Dustoori. Worse still, the Rao Saheb Vish .. 
wanath Narayan Mandlik,t in his grea.t work on 
Hindu Law, openly says that Dustoor means· 
Custom. Cruel custom has been the ruin of 
India's social life, and Rao Saheb Vishwanath
Narayan Mandlik, C.S.I., F .R.A.S., conclusive
ly proves that the Dustoor is Custom itself! 
Truth is stranger than fiction. 

When the wave-worn exiles of Iran:!: first 
stood in the kindly presence of Ram~ Jadava of 
Gujarat, there was no such thing as a partic~-

• Petty bn~ systematio bribery. 
t A soholar,jurist, c\nd prominent citizen of Bombay. 
t Anoient Persia. . . 
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lar Dustoor among them. Up to recently the 
Dustoor had a shadowy existence. But it.waxed 
into such fierce light by degrees, that the Dus
toor made it too· hot for, any sensible' person 
to stand in his shadow. Then, by ,the law of 
action and reaction, as philosophers write, there 
grew up a new power in Parsidom-the Pun
chayet., Then came a sudden change, a sort of 
depression over' the spirit of the Dustoor's· 
dream. In its turn the Punchayet, too, has 
become a thing of the past, making room for 
another social regenerator; the Rahnumai. But 
this Mai,· too, is getting too old-motherly, and 
may have to defer to the pressing demands of 
the younger generation to have truth, the whple 
truth, nothing but the truth. 

Even in his declining glory a Dustoor is not 
a personage to be despised. Far from it. He 
lives in better style than' ever did old Friar 
Tuck. In eating and drinking he is thoroughly 
Garagantuan. He has all the animal spirits 
ofa Rabelais without much of his ':finely
concealed spirituality. They say' a Dustoor
never speaks while eating. Why should he,. 
when what he eats is enough to make a feast 
for the gods? 

... Mother. 
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A Dustoor can put on looks of portentous 
learning, but inside his head all is a Dead Sea, a 
Desert of Sahara. The most noticeable feature 
of his dress are the muslin petticoat* and the 
cauliflower pugri.t 

A Dustoor will never eat or drink with the 
Hindu or Mussalman, though he may take a cup 
of tea or a glass of ice-cream with a European 
official. He hates the Hindu or Mussalman, 
whose shadow is so polluting that the Dustoor 
has to wash himself with cow urine and water 
for having crossed such. shadow under certain· 
circumstances. . . 

The Dustoor Saheb is very pious, and prays 
day and night for anyone who will· pay him. 
He is chief mourner at a funeral, and gets hand
somely paid. He is chief actor at wedding and 
other social parties, and is more handsomely paid. 
He is a good hand at match-making and match
breaking, and is most handsomely paid. These 
are his doors of income, 01' his" windows of 
incomel " as he modestly and sorrowfully puts it. 

To the widow in affiiction-that is, with a 
large property and no heirs-a Dustoor's soul 

• His robe is very much like a huge female garment. 
t Turban. 
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goes forth with resistlesl! ardour. Well endow
ed young widows are wild creatures; but 
betweell the Dllstoor, the doctor, and the law
yer, they are 800n tamed into lambs. 

The Dustoor has a tendency to poking his 
nose in everybody's concerns; and every honest 
man hates your prying, paltering, button-hole
iog busy-boy. In this respect the Government 
is a long suffering victim of his persecutions. 
He follows the Governor with odes, elegies, 
charms, and benedictions, and overhangs the 
august presence till the thing is ,. accepted with 
thanks." This note of" acknowledgment the 
Dustoor may frame in a looking-glass or a 
mirror. It is said that Sir Philip Wodehouse, * . 
who had a horror of the Dustoor, actually 
contemplated an anti-lJustoori Act; but Mr. 
Gibbs,t who had a tear for every sinner, inter
posed, and said a J. P.-ship:!: would do as well. I 
am not quite sure if the Dllstoor ~s yet branded 
with those letters of fire; but sooner or 
later he is sllre to bea J.P. That is his 
kisl,met.§ Poor man I They have made him 

• Governor of Bombay in 1875. 
t Now Member of.the Supreme Council of India. 
: Justice of the Peace-an honorary office in Bombay. 
§ Fate. 
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a Fellow* already, with the black robe of the 
Putta valli. t 

THB P ARSI PRIESTHOOD. 

It is impossible to write of the Parsi priest 
without reverence. for his past. . In his palmy 
days the Mobed wielded an influence over State 
and Society, next to that of the King. And 
in many cases, as ma.y well be believed, even 
the functions of royalty were subordinated by 
common' consent to. the sup~eme importance 
attaching to the Dustoor's sacred office. In 
Iran the Mobed-Dustoor .was all in a.ll •. He was 
arbiter and ambass!).dor between nations, he 
declared war and proclaimed peace, he directed 
research a~d investigation in the field of science, 
he patronised art, he ;tdorned the professions of 
medicine and law •. In.short, the priestly class 
monopolis~d. almost all superior powers, and 
what i~ more, made a righteous use of ~heir 
opportunities. . In Iran the priest was a prophet 
as. well as a law-giver. He saw deep into the 
soul of things spiritual, and effected cures and 
worked miracles which it is next to impossible 
in these days of materialism to realise. Why 

.. Fellow of'the University. 
t A belted messenger. 
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and hy what process modern-pr~-:- has 
degenerated it would be tedious to' describe. 
The Dustoor in India was a beneficent power 
even in Akbar's time. Those who have read of 
Meherji Rana need not take the account for a 
mere rhapsody. The;l'e are Mobeds and Dus~ 
toors even to-day whose dignified pres~nce 
bowakens interest, and whose readings and recita~ 
tions thrill the hearts of the audience. But 
these are exceptions. Neglect,· want of faith 
and mutual jealQu~y ha.ve brought Parsi priest
hood of the day into . .contempt with aU sensi~ 
ble men. . And nothingc~}l reclaim our priests 
from this deplorabie state so well as acknowledg~ 
ment of their sacred office and insistence on 
their devoting themselves to the life to which 
they have been called. At present the majori-
~y of the class are anything hut what they 
Qught to be. And those who are so ignoble in 
life and converSation are quite the reverse of 
being rf}ligious guides. Actuated by the love of 
money, the priest will not shrink from any means 
whereby he can strengthen his social position:. _ 
He wlll be a petty contractor, printer, coach
man, toddy~drawer; he will wait upon ladies 
and play the buffoon after he has cooked their 
4ainty. dishes-and all this while our Mobed 
claiins the privilege of' exercising his sacred 
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functions! Altogether, the position of. our 
priests, even as levites, is grievously low. It 
rests with the Parsis, as a patriotic people, to 
remove this long-standing reproach. . They 
must extend the existing facilities for the educa· 
tion of the class. The clergy must have a 
liberal education, and after that they must be 
asked to behave themselves. I do not know 
why the office of High Priest is hereditary 
among us, and why it could not be made elec
tive in some sense. Why may not the requi
site educati~n qualify a layman to' be a priest? 
Be the reason what it may, this much is cer
tain, that the Parsi community· has no reason 
to be proud of its priesthood. I well remem:
ber reading Professor 1\f onier Williams' article 
on Zoroastrianism some . years ago in the' 
Nineteenth Century. There was not a Dustoor~ 
not a Mobed to attempt a defence of his faith. 
It is presumptuous of me, besides being too· 
"late in the day, to join issue with the learned 
Bodleian Professor. But a few wor~ may not 
be amiss from a student who is far from being 
a servile Zoroastrian, and who, disclaiming com
plete sympathy with the efforts of impatient 

. and arrogant ,e reform," yet deplores the ·dead
ening indifference that appears to· have settled 
upon his people as to their spiritual well-being. 
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It may be taken for granted that what now 
passes as Zoroastrianism cannot be all ascribed 
to the great Apostle of Truth. His teachings 
are a good deaJ mixed up with the sophistries 
of his predecessors and successors. '1 his fact 
ought to be always present to the religious 
critic, that many material phases Qf Zoroas
trianism, such as it is, are i~volved in uncer
tainty. 1 t is quite possible that by the light 
of advancing philology, and . wi~h the' help of 
impartial commentators, like Professor Williams 
himself, and of sympathetic and ardent truth~ 
seelers like Professor Darmesteter, the faith of 
Zoroaster, such as it once was, may be better 
understood half a century hence. That some 
such happy future awaits it must be admitted 
by all who have studied the Avesta and follow
ed its history for the last balf century or so in 
all its vicissitudes. A Christian scholar is quite 
welcome to the consolations of Christianity. 
But he may allow that Christianity has had 
advantage over the older faiths in point of time. 
Zoroastrianism proper is not to be despised 
by the Christian critic simply because it reveals 
phases of life and thought not understood, or 
rather misunderstood, by him .. It may be no 
way inferior to Christianity in spiritual grace 
and dignity. As for.the ble~sing of Salvation 

12 
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ready made to hand, there has existed, and will 
always exist, a difference of opinion regarding its 
necessity. To some minds nothing is more 
degrading than to shift upon another the bur
den of his own sins. That too much faith in 
the redeeming power of the common Saviour of 
all may lead to utter listlessness in matters of 
the gravest spiritual importance is a contingency 
which no partisan can ignore. Many there are 
in the 'world who would prefer to work out 
their own salvation.. But this is not my object 
in briefly referring to Sir M. Williams"paper at 
present. What I propose to him and those 
similarly minded is, that the mission of Zoroas
ter as the reformer of the earlier creeds, and as 
the Prophet of Organization, should not be 
undervalued by comparison with late~ competi
-tors who have lived and worked under infinitely 
more favourable circumstances, and who can, 
in so far v.1one, if at all, be said to be his 
.superiors. 

ARE THE P ARSIS DETERIORATING 1 

Dr. Weir's Census Report for Bombay once 
more raises the old question as to the numerical 
strength of the Parsis and their material condi
tion as a race. There are, as usual, two sides to 
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the question. As usual, again, I d~t lean too 
much to either, and can say my say as -an inde
pendent observer. Prof. Max Miiller of Oxford 
University once expressed the fear that under 
existing restrictions the Parsi race might some 
day become extinct. Dr. Weir of Bombay Muni
cipality shows by figures taken on the spot that, 
at least eo far as their island home goes, the heirs 
of Rustom and Zal are not at all likely to die out. 
That they .live andm:ultiplY like-well, com
parisons are odious. Here we have two learned 
specialists at loggerheads. And it is not for a lay 
ma.n to _ decide when- doctors disagree. But 
there is no harm in skimming over the subject-

, is there 1 So, with your leave, my man of facts 
and figures,--on whose authority do you quote 
your returns 1 Can you swear that your figures 
are infallible 1 Can you prove them to be so 1 
When the manufacturer general of census re
turns told us some years ago that the number 
of Parsis at Bombay W8,S ever-increasing, I gave 

, him up for a theorist. The same may. or may 
not be my opinion of Dr. ,Weir's little return. 
Now, I have a real regard for officials gener· 
ally. They are. able and conscientious workers, 
and are up to every kind of work, from drawing 

- up annual reports to reviewing, these same in 
friendly journals. Honestly, I have not such.a 
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poor opinion of officials as many of my educated 
countrymen have. 'Yhat I object to is the ora
cular tone of official reports, the sacred character 
of their contents, the claim the reporters set up 
to infallibility, and above all, their boast about 
EXPERIENCE. When a Sir Oracle of the District 
dogmatises on his" direct experience," he may 
well be asked what he means by that favourite 
phrase of his. How does the Collector acquire 
his t, experience" of things not under his own 
observation? Who are his informants 1 The 
Head Clerk, whose duty is to tell him, not what 
is true, or what the Government and the people 
would profit by knowing, but often what the 
Saheb Bahadur would be pleased to be told. 
Many a Head Clerk's motto is- CC Master's 
please." The Collector's other informants, or 
informers rather, are"the Village Patel, the 
J emadar, the Chuprasi, and, in some cases, the 
Aya. When a young Collector reads this, he 
is sure to call me names and charge me with 
exaggeration. I beg to anticipate His Honor 
and to assure His 'Vorship that this ten-line 
comment of mine is no more exaggerated than 
three-fourths of official reports from the districts. 
And for this evil the system is more to 
blame than the men who work under it. The 
Deputies, the Sub-Judges, the Mamlatdars, the 
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Karkuns, at times, go upon hearsay more or less, 
and they base their'reports on what they know 
or feel will put" Master" in good humour. Of 
course, there are many Collectors who will 
insist upon the truth and require oouIar proofs, 
to be convinoed. But there may be Colleotors, 
too, who now and then make their subordinates 
report what is the reverse of truth. . 

But let us accept Dr. Weir's return as cor
rect, as I believe it is. What then? Why do 
some of the Parsi writers make such a cackle 
over it f If the Parsis have had a tendenoy to 
increase in Bombay, has it been ascertained 
how many families annually come over here 
from the Mofussil? Bombay has long been the 
centre of attraction forParsis; few go beyond 
Bombay, fewer still out of the country. Grant
ed that births outnumber deaths. After all, 
what a miserably small proportion the Parsis 
are of the Hindu population of India, of the 
l\Iahomedan population of the world? The 
fact is, Pars is should never dream of rivalling 
other nations by number~their only chance is 
to shine by the superiority of heart and of 
intellect. l'he position ·they have hitherto 
enjoyed is due to their cosmopolitan charity 
and love of progress; and these spring more or 
less from material prosperity. 
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The Parsis of Bombay were its most. prosper
ous citizens; but they have gone down as a 
community since the days of the Share Mania, 
and other communities have risen in propor
tion. (Since 1865-66 their material progress 
seems to have been imperceptible.) Bombay 
owes a great deal to the Parsis. In a sense it 
once belonged to Parsis. From· Malabar Hill 
downto Colaba, from Mazagon to the Fort~ 
houses and lands were almost exclusively with 
Parsis. Pars is had a monopoly of the trade of 
Bombay-from Dubash and Interpreter the 
Parsi rose to be Broker, Agent andjactotum, in 
the end setting up a firm of his own. The 
Banajis, the Dadys, the Readymoneys, the 
Petits, the Patels~ theWadias, the Camas, and 
others, made money with amazing rapidity. 
And as they earned, so they spent. Besides. 
their public benefactions, what the private 
charity of Parsis has done for Bombay will 
perhaps never be adequately known. Later 
on came Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Bot only a mer 
chant prince and a philanthropist, but a seer, 
as some of his charities now show. Marvellous. 
were his pluck and enterprise; his strokes. of 
business took away the breath of cautious com. 
petitors. And nobly he made use of his earn. 
ings! In less than twenty years that man gave 
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away over thirty lakhs of rupees. And h~w 
well bestowed most of the money was! Sir 
J amsetjee's charities were truly catholic. But 
in the more essential matters he did not for~et 
his own people. Had the first Baronet lived 
ten years longer he might have given us a 
Parsi Hospital, a Parsi College,.and perhaps a 
Parsi Colony too. His son, }\;fr. Rustomjee 
J amsetjee, would have filled his place but for the 
crash of 1865. Sir Cowasji Jebangir would 
have done something very like it but for his 
infirmity. though even from his· sick bed he 
could bully a hundt'ed so-called merchants into 
action. All this now reads like a chapter from 
ancient history. I fear the Parsis are drifting 
on many sides into difficulties; tliey are being· 
squeezed out, so to say •. What they want is a 
leader who could col1ect the scattered forces 
and lead them into useful channels. Who could 
accomplish this work better than the Parsi 
Punchayet? Our wealthy families must· come 
forward-the Petits# the Sethnas and others
to bring about the development of small trades# 
industries and handicrafts, and to encourage 
emigration to a small extent. We want a pub
lici fund, for which the Parsis are certainly not 
too poor. . Our young men# instead of being 
huddled together like widows in a Hindu zenana, 
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must resume old Jines of work long neglected, 
strikeout new paths, and be content with small 
but rapid profits. Look at the patient Bora, 
Bhattia, Bania, Memon. You will find few 
Parsis in trade outside of Bombay. They are 
all for Government service; hotels or liquor
shops. 

\Ve Parsis boast too much of our female edu
cation. 1 n the presence of Asiatic jealousy 
this education has not given much of real free
dom to our women. An educated doll may be 
good enough to look at. :But there ends her 
usefulness. All our female education has not 
yet produced one Iadydoctor, or sister of mercy, 
or zenana teacher. A part from this public point 
of view, the educated young lady at home 
is often felt to be a costly encumbrance. As in 
England, so here, the young man of the period 
is becoming a sordid utilitarian, and he looks 
upon a wife as a doubtful investment. You 
selfish· idiot, wby don't you make your wife 
what you wish her to be? Why don't you tell 
her that her duty is to be a true helpmate, that 
in fact she must contribute her share to the 
common stock of happiness, over and above 
presenting her wretched husband with his dupli
cate every year or two 1 She must .cook and 
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wash and sew - and stitch, keep shop for 
her husband and mind his business otherwise, 
just as the European, Hindu, Mahomedan; or 
any other sensible wife in the world will do, 
such as even the Irani Parsi wife does to-day 
in Bombay. All this sickness in the family and 
the doctor's bills, the breakage and wastage and 
bickering, the insolvency and the alimony, and 
the Lord and the lawyers alone know what 
else, come of idleness at -home. With a hun
dred rupees a month for your income, how can 
you afford a wet nurse and a dry. nurse, a cook 
and a hamal? Your children's mother is the 
cheapest nurse for them and the- best cook. 
And you could make a tolerable hamal, if you 
gave up that club of yours with its stale dinner 
and stinking gossip. 

Every community has its poor-those who 
will be poor, do what you like for them. To 
their credit be it said that Parsis do their 

.. best for their destitute co-religionists. But 
organized charity is still wanting. We must 
have a number of millinery and other shops, 
where respectable girls may learn their business 
and thus to maintain their families. We must 
have flower shows and fancy work exhibitions 
on holidays for the benefit of the poor. Well-
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to-do young ladies and gentlemen ought to 
contribute their time and money for these 
objects. When you are besieged, of an. even-
ing, near·Vithal Wadi or the Market, by boys -
and girls, with hollow eyes and hungry looks, 
offering to sell skull-caps and neckties prepared 
. by the busy old mother or the bed-ridden 
sister-or by the old man who haiS once seen. 
better days-holding up the woollen socks, 
prepared "at home" as he tells you with timid 
confidence-what does it all mean ~ Why, it 
means pinching poverty, want of the daily dole. 
When you see such sights, of a cold dark even
ing, does not your heart yearn to pay the 
little waifs ten times the cost of their skull
caps and neckties, and are you not tempted to 
empty the contents of your purse into the 
withered trembling hands ~ But how long will 
casual help last where' there are six bread
eaters and not one bread-winner? Truly are 
the Parsis fallen upon evil days-a people whose 
life excited the admiration of the wisest of 
Oriental Kings at whose feeL* I now jot down 
these passing thoughts.-a people on the basis 

. of whose ancient faith Akbar tried to build up' 
a universal religion-seem to be running adrift· 
as a nation-a small band of aliens not unlikely, 

• Akbar's tomb ut Sekundra in Agra. 
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according to some thoughtful observers, to be 
exterminated in the keen cruel struggle that 
is before them, or to be absorbed into some 
stronger current in the ocean of humanity. 
Parsis love to do good. Will they not do good 
to their own race for javedan ?1Ii 

My poor people! For near nine centuries. 
after your flight from over Khorasan, on the 
wreck of a magnificent empire, you .were at the 
mercy of the. Hindus of Gujarl1t; a quiet, in
offensive colony of men living on the sufferance 
of a cousin race. Like the Jews you outlived 
this long captivity in patience and infinite trust, 
helping-and serving the Hindu rulers at the 
risk of life, till the fame of your chivalrous: 
patriotism and of your spirit of enterprise reach
ed the Grand Moghul. That was the turn ... 
ing point in the national career. You rose 
rapidly since then under the Mahomedans and, 
the Portuguese. Then came the English, who
raised you again into a-nation. (From 1750 
to 1864-65 was a period of revival.) In the· 
monetary crash of 1865 you lost your fortune
and with it part of your social prestige. You 
are being pressed out on both sides by the 
Hindu and the Mt;lssulman. Lacking the thrift 

.. Eternity. 
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of the former and the combination of the latter I 
you may dwindle into a loose isolated atom in 
the·mass of India's motley population. There 
is no hope for you unless you begin life again. 
Go into the districts and beyond the borders of 
the country, and turn over a new leaf. But 
you want guidance and support. These are the 
crying wants of the community. Parsis of the 
nineteenth century· are like a flock without 
a shepherd. To begin with, we must have 
a National Fund, a National Council, and a 
National Church. 



· . ~ 

THE BORAS OF GUJ.ARAT. 

NEXT to the Parsis are th~ Boras(voharas
meaning literally, pedlars). 'They are Maho
medans and followers of Ali, but were origi
nally Hindus. They are scattered over various 
parts of India, but generally gravitate towards 
Gujarat. 'The B.orashave their Yohla, as the 
Parsis have their Dustoor and the Vaishnava
Hindus their MaMraj., All three people are 
about equally priest-ridden. As a typical 
Bora. I have much pleasure in introducing my 
friend Ad~mji bin* Didamji to the reader. 

ADAMJI BIN DIDAMJI. 

L HIS DESCENT, ATTRIBUTES, HABITS, MANNEllS; 

HIS LOVE OF MAN AND FEAR OF GOD, WITH MANY 

OTHER THINGS BESIDES.] 

Adamji bin Didamji is a compound product, 
as his name implies. . He is often found loafing 
about the outskirts of Gujarat; but he is 'by 
no means a loa.fer. His forefathers were sub
stantial Hindu farmers, somewhere between 
Kapadwanj and Viramgaum, what time the 

• Born of, son of. 
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followers of the Prophet went from Ahmeda
bad lower down, with the sword in one hand 
;and the Koran* in the other. As' this is not 
.a. scientific paper, I shall proceed with a strict
ly personal history of Adamji, leaving further 
:details' of his origin to a learned chronicler. 
Suffice it to say, for the present purpose, that 
Adamji comes from remote Hindu ancestry. 
He resembles the Hindu of Gujarat more' in 
features than any other people. J n habits he 
is:milder than the mildest Hindu. He dresses 
like the Hindu, except in the matter of the 
,payjamat and the Plt,q1'i, speaks the language 
of the province with a peculiar accent. Fru
gality and simplicity are the le,ading features 
()f Adamji's character. 

But to give a true picture of his character, . 
it will be best to write of my Adamji bin. 
Didamjt I made his acquaintance about 
eighteen years ago. He was then a flourish
ingyoung man of seventeen, and I was his 

,junior by some years. Though I belonged to 
quite another race, Adamji took kindly to me 
from the very beginning. We met 'under pecu-

.. The Mahomedan Bible. t Drawers. 
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liar circumstances. We were both. suffering 
from a bereavement, and our sympathy ~as 
therefore very warm for each other. Adamji 
often invited me to dinner. When these din
ners were private affairs they were extremely 
frugal. A handful of parched rice was thrown 
over the sands in which we ~ere sitting, and 
one by one the individual grains were picked 
up by us during intervals of discourse. Adamji 
was, as a rule, my moral preceptor, and his 
morality was of a veryhigh ord~r when we had 
to make shift with the parched grain aforesaid. 
He then talked of Heaven, and· said th~ surest 
way to go thither was by conciliating the 
friendship of the Mullaji.* But it would be 
pleasanter to begin with marriage than death. 
One day Adamji brought home his bride from 
Kapadwanj-his ct brand-new wife," as Adamji 
told me in the pride of his heart. He gave us 
(me and other friends) a grand dinner on the 
occasion. A young buffalo formed the back
bone of the banquet. Good Surat ghee and 
sweet Bengal sugar lurked in every nook and 
corner of the buffalo dish. Kabobs and samosas, 
hhujias and hulwas, roast and stew, sweet 
bread, and pilao and herian, formed the other 
concomitants of this wondrous feast. All of 

• The Bora's high.priest. 
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us, about twenty mothers' sons, sat down to 
the repast, each one of the lot eating out of 
the same enormous dish. The blooming bride 
came at the end of the dinner to distribute 
:flowers and pan supari* to the guests assembled. ,> 

It is the custom among Adamji's people that 
the bride, under the circumstances, must be 
ogled.· This we did with extreme unction. 
We peeped into Mrs. A.'s pretty face, and 
ogled with outrageous freedom. She gave 
back defiant smile, for smile, whilst the" happy" 
bridegroom hung down his head and looked 
rather foolish under this severe ordeal. But 
he soon after made up for his temporary humi
liation by cold-shouldering us all and walking 
into his room with the bride and his and her 
aunts. It was about a week after this that I 
met Adamji again. I had also many occasions 
to see his Boo,t and though she always kept 
herself purdanashin,t Mrs. Adamji was not a 
bit of a prude. She chatted freely,and after 
the birth of little Adamji she did not hesitate 
to sit by the side of her husband's friends 
when he, the husband aforesaid, was near. 

I had the melancholy satisfaction of seeing. 
old Didamji, Adamji's father, die. He was 

• Betel.lear and nut. 
t Bora or Mabomedan wife. ~ Under the veil. 
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about sixty years old at the. time. He had 
made his peace with Heaven. Didamji ex.-· 
plained to his admiring friends that, though 
he had not lived an ex.emplary life, having 
been only a shopkeeper, still he hoped he had 
a happy hereafter. He had invited. the l\fulla 
for over a dozen times during his life-time, and 
had gone to His Holiness about a hundred 
times; and just before his death Didamji had 
paid a large sum of his ill-gotten gains to the 
holy intercessor, the Mulla, for a note of intro
duction on behalf of Didamji to t7te address of 
tlte Angel Gabriel. The note is supposed to 
have run somewhat on this wise :-" Dear 
Brother Gabriel,-My old friend Didamji bin 
Dosa. it has been the pleasure of the all-wis~ 
Allah* to call away. . I have honoured Didamji 
with my friendship for many a long year, and 
knowing his worth, I beg of you to receive 
him hospitably, and to introduce pim to the 
Most High with my respectful compliments." 
This note of introdnction .was buried with poor 
Didamji, and was no doubt taken by the de
ceased worthy, on the day of resurrection, to 
Gabriel. Arid there can be no sort of doubt 
that Brother Gabriel did bring Didamji to the 

• God. 
13 
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favourable notice of Allalt, as Mrs. Adamji 
protested she had seen it all in a dream. 

Adamji's life is a dead level of honesty, fru
gality, and simplicity-and so much the better 
for him. He is the thriftiest trader and shop
keeper in Gujarat. He begins life with selling 
matches, and generally ends with a substantial 
little establishment. In the beginning he call 
hardly earn one anna (lid.) a day; an4 yet 
you will find Adamji lives happily, and saves 
something besides. I know of Adamji's COUll- . 
trymen maintaining themselves and their 
families on two annas a day. But however 
heavy the expenses, the income is never alto
~ether squandered. 

Adamji is pru.dent by instinct, but never 
miserly. In ninety cases out of a hundred he 
makes a true friend. Though gifted with a 
keen sense of the power of money, he can 
make excellent use of it when he lists. Po
verty has no sting for Adamji, nor riches -an 
irresistible attraction. He is probably the 
shrewdest business-man of the town; but in 
other relations of citizenship his simplicity is 
truly charming. It is guilelessness pure' and 
simple. 
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But in o~e thing Adamji bi idi:ill9Ui4\'e~ 
very materially from every othe;rr~~q' miti!'l!:! 
he has really no taste for politic~. He is cal
lous as to the political management of the 
country. He has infinite faith in the Govern
ment, next only in intensity to his faith in thp. 
MulIa. The strongest political agitation in 
his country fails to strike a responsive chord in 
his heart. He is a lover of peace.' He will 
put himself to any amount of inconvenience, 
he will sacrifice anything, to secure peace. 
Peace to Adamji is a priceless blessing; and 
knowing that a discussion of political questions 
has a disturbing tendency, he will always 
refrain from politics. He neither hates nor 
loves politics; it is a question of stolid indif
ference. 

Such is Adamji bin Didamji; and whoever 
comes to know him well will agree that Adamji 
is, taken all in all, an exemplary man in every 
respect. As a son and pupil, as a brother or 
father, as a friend, his life is a lesson to his 
neighbours. As a citizen he ~s invaluable
simple, sober, prudent, and eminently loyal. 
Long live my friend Adamji bin Didamji, a 
worthy exemplar to the" educated" jackan
apes of the generation. 
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Latterly. it' has been qbserved that ~()wn 
life is spoiling the race of Adamji. This is 
perhaps inevitable. I only hope Adamji may 
survive the process of civilization he is under· 
going. 



MASTER LALlA. P ARAP AR. 

BESIDES Hindus, Parsis, Mahomedans, and 
Boras, there are numerous mixed and abori
ginal tribes in Gujarat, such as Dhers, Mahars, 
Bheels, and so on, of which I shall here intro
duce only one, the Lalias as we call them. 
The Lalias orSurtis profess to be Hindus, but 
are Hindu only in name. They are as pushing 
and mercurIal as the Parsis, and are mostly in 
the domestic service of Europeans and Parsis. 
Surat and N owsari are their head-quarters, but 
"the more venturesome emIgrate to Bombay 
every year, where they take kindly to no other 
calling except to be "boys" (menial servants) 
with European families. They pick up a 
smattering of English with the" blustering 
habits of their masters. They are particularly 
in request among bachelor' employers, under 
whom they work, play, drink, cozen, return 
home, grow fat, and die. Their women are 
generally fine, sturdy lasses, highly developed 
in muscle and bone, and "sound in wind and 
limb," as they say in disposing of a girl in 
marriage. The L!tlians are brisk, handy crea
tures for indoor or outdoor work. They make 
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masterful wives; and it is, therefore, easy to 
account for many a droll Rip Van Winkle in 
Gujarat villages. Instances are on the records 
of the police court where an outraged wife has 
tried "to whip the offending Adam" out of 
her husband for indulging in heroic love. The . 
Lalians themselves, however, are no votaries 
of Diana. 

I have tried to collect a few Lalia songs at 
the suggestion of a reviewer in the Bombay 
Gazette. But these village ditties, I find, turn 
upon very ticklish topics; I dare not publish 
them in an English garb unless the reviewer 
aforesaid takes the responsibility. The fact is, 
our Lalia. Parapar is a creature of infinite love, 
loving everybody and everything as his wife's 
brother or sister-maro 'uJ",o or l1uiri ltdri. So 
tender is this feeling, and so comprehensive, 
that he will mdro hd,'o his father, brother, his 
European master, 'or even the. village god he
worships. Each of these he will call his wife's 
brother in the most easy familiar style. He 
has an ear for the love song; but the fellow 
takes unpardonable liberties. The Lali~ loves 
discussion, too, but his tongue has a natural 
tendency to street-arabism~ He will never 
make a Judge of the High Court. But with 
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i all his faults Master L:1lia Parapar is a jolly 
useful fellow, and honest after a fashion. 

MIXE]) Low CLASSES. 

There is quite a legion of mixed low classes 
in Gujarat, lower than the Shudra class, which 
is the lowest of the four recognised Hindu 
Castes, and which includes, I suppose, ca.rpen
ters, smiths and other artisans and handicrafts':' 
men. These never intermarry nor eat together. 
Far below· these Shudras are the Kha:rwas, 
Dubhts, Pomphts, Mahars, Bheels and others. 
The Kharwas are a hardy race and make ex
cellent sailors or, what Europeans caU, lascars. 
They are more or less like Lalias in cust~ms 

.... and habits. The Bheels are hill-men, subsist
ing on the pursuit of the chase and the hunt. 
In the interior the Bheels go about nearly 
naked, and if they are at all clothed in leaves, 
it is to keep off cold. They live in fastnesses, 
are guid~ by a strict code of honour, and will 
not do harm except when injured or provoked. 
As a race the Bheels are dying out. 

The Dublas are very like the Bheels, though 
more mild in manners. They are inmates of' 
the jungles, and generally come out to. serve 
at village liquor-shops or other manual work 
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where they are often used very much like 
bullocks. The Dublas are trying to avail 
themselves of railway communication; b~t the 
newly devised Abkari and Forest laws tell 
upon them cruelly. They complain of starva-_ 
tion. 

The N adas, Pomms 01' Timlas are rough 
iron-smelters and collectors of rags and rub-. 
bish. They use carrion-dead fowl or animal 
or reptile-as food. 

Now be it known that these wretched crea
tures, whose very shadow pollutes the lowest 
of the recognised castes, observe caste distinc
tions among themselves. They will not dine 
together, certainly not intermarry. 

The lowest of all is the Pariah outcast, 
hiding himself from public gaze, a thing cons
cious of hopeless degradation, shunning himself, 
so to say, as much as he is shunned by others. 
o Oaste, thou inexorable tyrantl what hope 
is there for Ind ia while thy Jagarnaut wheel 
is grinding man's best nature out of him! 
Ye missionaries of Christ, why don't you 
save th~se unhappy tribes from. perhaps' 
eternal wrong 1 What a rich harvest of souls 
to save! 
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In its ethical aspects, the Hindu caste may 
be divided into the Vedic, the Puranic, the 
Mantric, the followers of Shiva and the vota
ries of Devi. The purest form of worship, to 
my mind, is the Vedic. The Arya Samaj of 
Dayanand, a son of Gujarat, and the Brahmo 
Samaj of Keshub, have a career which I watch 
with the keenest interest. 

I am told of the Tantric sect in Gujarat, a 
secret society including high class and low class 
people alike. The distinguishing feature of the 

. rites of these Tantric philosophers are said to 
be cannibalism and polyandry. I cannot accept 
this version as quite correct. But though the .. 
sect in one sense demolishes Caste, its prac
tical observances strike an outsider more or 
less as brutal as well as bestia.l. 



I I 

CHARACTERS.-THE :M:AR'V ARI. 

IN going through Gujarat the traveller is 
sure to come across a character who offers 
much scope for observation and study. Who 
has not seen the :M:arwari ?-the professional 
u~'Urer, so useful and so execrable i 

HIS INFANCY. 

He hails from :M:arwar, and is a Jain or
Shrawak Hindu. At home, and up to eight 
years of age, the :M:arwari is the, sprightliest· 
little animal that ever kicked the mother who 
suckled him. He skips about like a wild kan-' 
garoo in the wantonness of unlimited freedom, 
returning at brief intervals to the warmth of 
the maternal breast. The little Marwari is 
kept at the breast till he is eight-till then 
parental affection is literally lavished on him. 
Eight is said to be his weaning time, figura
tively I suppose; and with true insight, as 
soon as he is weaned, he is sent off to these . 
parts in company of an honest acquaintance. 

HIS 'PRENTICESHIP. 

The little suckling is destined to be a mer
chant, and to a shopkeeper he is apprenticed 
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at thenrst start in life. He is bound to serve 
the Shett for a number of years, to serve his 
person and his shop, to help at cooking the 
meals; he is bound to serve diligently and 
well, he is bound to keep secrets. If he give 
satisfaction for one year, he may expect a 
salary of eight annas* a month from beginning 
of next year. Meantime he looks' upon him· 
self as a lucky dog if he can have for his two 
meals what remains after the master has dined 
-barely enough to keep body and. soul t~.· 
gether. But the boy who, only a month ago, 
led the life of an infant -epicure, indulging 
every pleasure- and every liberty dear to child
nood, repines not at the change that has come 
over his bright young life. He slaves at his 
work heroically, bent upon learning the craft 
by which his master has raised a fortune. 
This alchemy the young apprentice is deter· 
mined to master, and to that end he strives with 
incredible diligence to ingratiate himself with 
his employer, and he succeeds. His half rup,~ 
pay is increased to Ra. 3 a month. He beco"eg( 
the: confidential moonim" the factotum, ~ 
alter ago of his master, and is entrusted t\~ 
the sole business when the latter goes honrt' 
for a holiday. The return of the chief marks 

It About a shilling. 
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a new era in the existence of our Marwari. 
He, who was only the other day a thoroughly 
mercurial being, has now changed into a staid, 
sober shopkeeper. He opens a shop on his 
own account. His earnings of so many years 
will suffice for the purpose; if not, he can ~or
row of his master, whose interest in him is 
not nominal. He can borrow from Rs. 50 to 
Rs. 100. Under more favourable circumstances 
he can borrow Rs. 500, though he seldom 
needs so much to start with. 

THE MARW ARt HIS OWN MASTER. 

And now our Marw::tri has his own shop. 
He generally begins with salt, oil, grain; fuel, 
or other cheap nick-nacks. The Marwari 
never deals in anything which will not bring 
at least cent. per cent. profit. One might ask 
how he can have the courage, though his cons
cience is up to it, to ask double for such articles 
as oil, rice, fuel, &c. Well, it is thus :-The 
Marwari buys his articles of the poorest quality 
at the cheapest market. He buys when things 
go merely for the asking. He buys in the 
lump, and -charges a heavy discount .. He 
keeps shop in a locality from which the nearest 
market measures by the mile. He sells his 
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goods on credit, and, of course, in retail. He 
weighs and measures as he likes, and the· cua-

r tomer has only to smile and accept the article 
beld out. His weights and measures are not 
of the latest make, and he often substitutes 
pieces of stone for standard weights. It is 
easy now to see how the Marwari earns cent. 
per cent. at his shop. 

HIs MOD us OPERA NDE. 

The Marwari allows credit to the customers 
till it has reached, say a rupee; then begins 
the interest at two annas a month; then it 
becomes a book debt; then is required a secu- . 
rity-an old ring, a few cooking utensils, some 
wearing apparel, &c. Th,ese are lodged with 
the Marwari till the lodger has drawn upon the 
shop for about half their value. Fresh secu
rity is now required if fresh supplies of rotten 
grain, adulterated oil, wet fuel, &c., are applied 
for •. On aU "reasonable" security he is ready 
to give, says the Marwari, but the customers 
must know that he has to meet his own liabi
lities. He charges heavy interest for the 
credit money on the plea that he has to replace 
the goods disposed of on credit by new sup
plies for which he has to tell dow~ cash, which 
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he is forced to borrow. Besides, he turns to 
account the security lodged with him. He 
lends the ring, the clothes, the utensils, or the 
furniture to others, and charges for the use. 
He is not responsible for the w~ar and tear; 
if those who have lodged the articles with him 
object to their being used, why, they must 
close the account with him! He must live 
somehow! and so on, and so on. It is no use 
arguing with the Marw:hi, he will circumvent. 
you everywhere. He lends and you borrow; 
it follows he should command and you obey. 

HIS MODE OF RECOVERY. 

The Marwari will lend and sell on credit to 
the last pie compatible with safety. Infinite 
is his power of lending, so is his power of re
covering. He manages to meet the debtor on 
pay day, on the very threshold of his office~ 

He offers every facility to the liebtor to earn 
money enough to repay. If the debtor seems 
to bear the Marwari's exactions with ease, he 
may be sure he will not be out of his debt. 
But the moment the Marwari finds difficulty 
in repayment, he sets about squeezing the last 
drop out of the unhappy wretch. He removes 
from the house everything worth removing. 
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He appeals to the debtor's employers to give 
him the month's wages; he puts himself in 
communication with the debtor's rich relatives. 
He appeals to their abru. * He takes the deb
tor's wife and sisters and daughters in hand. 
He opens out new avenues of income for them. 
He sends some of them to factory work, others 
into domestic service. The Marwari does not 
scruple to put his victims to the vilest uses, so 
he can recover what he thinks to be his due. 
It is suspected that full half of the inmates of 
Kamatipora are the victims of the Marwari's 
cruel persecutions, the female friends of the 
wretch who began his acquaintance with the 
Marwari with buying a pound of sugar on 
credit, and has ended that ill-fated acquaintance 
in the ruin of his manhood. When all this ' 
fails to satisfy the relentless fiend, he resorts 
to the Small Cause Court. He his a great 
friend of some of the underlings there, and 
those who know what a summary suit is, need 
not be told that the Marwarihas the power to 
sell by auction everything the debtor may 
possess. He often buys up everything himself. 

THE M.hw.bI's. VICTIMS. 

The Marwari feeds upon the poorer classes 
of Hindus:""'our factory hands, house servants, 

.. Credit, honoDr. 
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and small handicraftsmen. His policy is the 
policy of the" long rope." He lends and lends 
till the man is completely in his power. There 
are Mussalmans, too, in the Marwari's debt; 
and when he finds it is impossible to get any
thing out ora poor beggar, he sets him to steal. 
There may be many a notorious Mussalman 
thief who is driven to the trade by the Marwari~ 
who is his instigator and accomplice. The Mar
wari is invariably the repository of stolen goods. 
Parsis and Portuguese, too, the Marwari lays 
under contribution, especially clerks and me .. 
danics. But these victims are apparently 
getting used up, so thinks the Marwari, and he 
scorns to d~al with them. Europeans and 
Eurasians are not without the pale of the 
Marwari's influence. He will lend when the 
bank fails a poor fellow. When the manager 
dismisses Augustus Hardup, of the G. I. P~ 
Railway, the Marwari is his refuge. It is·with 
the Marwari's money that Augustus applies for 
another place; it is with the Marwari's money 
that Augustus woos and wins the widow 
Pereira with Rs. 10,000 under trust, left by the 
ugly old apothecary, her first husband. ·It is 
also with the Marwari's money that Augustus 
goes to Poona, Jubbulpore, and other likely 
places in search of employment-never to 
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return. But the ~Iarwari has security at least 
in the person of a friend of Augustus decamped.· 
This worthy, an inmate of the workhouse, 
generally pays the lfarwari with kicks alld 
cuffs. He shakes oft' the bore once for all,. 
and after that is never troubled by his dun. 

THE MAnW.ARI AS A· MEMBER OF SOCIETY •. 

Thus lives the l:farwari, buying and selling,. 
lending and recovering, scheming, bullying, and 
going to court. His life is a continued struggle 
with his better part. Bllt so successfully does 
he wrestle with himself, that before thirty he 
has ceased to be a human being. Before thirty 
he is a money-grabbing machine. He will do 
anything for money, get money from every
thing. He works greater havoc in the mofussil 
than in the Presidency towns. More official 
minutes and reports have been written· on the 
l\Iarwari than, perhaps, on all the wild beasts 
and venomous reptiles put together. But the 
lIIarwari still flourishes. He threatens to be a 
permanent fixture. 

THE MARWARI AT HOME. 

Next to money the Marwari loves his home
in lfarwar, then his mother, then his wife and 
children, then Ilis national music. The Mar
wari seldom smiles under Rs. 100, but the loss 

14 
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of a pie will bring tears into his eyes. He has 
nqt much religion in him; and though as an 
orthodox Hindu he is bound to visit his temple1 

he seldom does so, unless under inducement of 
a dinner or a loan. He has not much respect 
for his gods, and will prefer a Queen's coin to 
the best of them. In all his habits of life, sim
l)licity, that is, a love of cheapness, is the lead-

, ing trait. He loves his holidays, and during the 
Holi the Marwari abandons himself to full in
dulgence of the senses, but he takes care that 
the carousals do not cost him much in money. 
4' Anything but money, unless it isjoT me"
that is the Marwari's motto. The l\Hrwari 
makes a good friend so far as his advice goes. 
He marries late in life, and makes a loving 
husband and father, so far as love is love with
out money. He is too fOlid of hoarding to 
part with anything unless forced to. 

A SOLEMN WARNING. 

There' is hope for the wildest scapegrace 
buried in debt, ifhe has not gone to the Marwari; 
but once in the lIarwari's clutches, not the 
wealthiest and the goutiest uncle can save him. 
The man who has escaped the Marwari's grip 
with a whole coat on has the making of a 
Finance Minister in him. 



THE VILLAGE HAJAAM .. 

ANOTHER curiosity, by the way, is the village 
Hajaam. the barber. No native can do without 
the Hajaam, and as he attends to many other 
little offices of life besides shaving, it may not 
be amiss to give an account of his life and 
labours, in these days of cheap biography .. 
The Hajaam in Gujarat is Hindu by caste;· 
sometimes he is Mussalman. There is no Parsi 
Hajaam. There are several little handicrafts at 
which the Parsi fiatly refuses to work. He 
may be a professional gambler or thief, but 
a Hajaam or blacksmith-never. There are· 
religious scruples in the way of his becomizig a 
Hajaam. According to> his Shastras* there is 
sin in paring the nails or picking up, clipping. 
or shaving the hair. 

How THE HAJAA.M OPERATES ON A HINDU •. 
.. ...·4 ..,. 

But to return to our Hajaanl. and hQW he 
operates upon an Aryan brother. The opera
tion generally takes place in the forenoon, 
immediately before tiffin. Patient and ope
rator squat before each other, each chewing 

• Scriptares. 
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pan sllpal'i - a process which the ignorant 
might mistake, from a distance. for either 
making faces at the other. After discussion 
of the latest news, the Hajaam takes out his 

. tweezers and falls to picking the bair off the 
patient's forehead. There is torture uny.tter· 
able in this part of the operation ; but be it 
said to the credit of both that the more yigor. 
ously plies the hand of the Hajaam, the more 
gratefully grunts the Aryan brother. The ob· 
ject is ltigh polisl~, and both have set their 
hearts on that object. As soon as the tonsorial 
part of the operation is finished, the Hajaam 
presses the patient's head· downward~; and 
meek as a lamb, the latter bows till his head 
is fairly ensconced in the Hajaam's brotherly 
lap. The water is now applied for a. few 
seconds, and then is applied the, trusty razor. 
As it moves backwards and forwards, the razor 
makes a distinct noise-perhaps a wail com· 
plaining of the rough surface to which its edge 
is applied. 'Vhen much put out, the razor 
sometimes makes a gash hel'e or there; but 
the patient being persuaded that a little blood ' 
thus drawn averts apoplexy, submits to the 
l'nzor's vagaries with cheerfulness, encouraging 
the Hajaam, every time there is a gash, with 
a vigorous smack of the lips. It takes abotlt 
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an hour to shave a well-developedAryan. The 
razor has to glance north to south, east to west, 
to see all is smooth as an ivory ba.ll. This much 
ascertained, the Hajaam takes a. handful of 
limejuice and rubs it on the newly-shaven 
cranium with an air of superiority. The patient 
smarts under this operation just for a moment, 
but, knowing it to be for his own good, he 
is the last man to complain. The process is 
not yet complete. Though the head is as 
smooth and shiny as ivory, there is something 
yet to do. There are the cheek-bones to be 
similarly treated, the hair on the upper lip to 
be tOMhed up, the hair in the nose and the 
ears to be picked out, for,-with Oriental charity, 
every respectable Aryan cUltivates hair' in 
both these organs to a considerable extent.· 
After the picking, clipping, and shaving are 
over, there is the nail-paring. Then follows 
the shampooing. Here the Hajaam puts the 
patient in various positions, and rubs and scrubs 
and currycombs him with a vigour that would 

. . do good to the heart of a . veterinary surgeon 
to witness. After half an bour thus employed, 
the patient is released, and the Hajaam is 
paid about a pennyworth of copper on the 
assurance that the operation will answer fOf 
fifteen days. 
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HIS MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES. 

,Thus plies the Hajaam at his principal work. 
He is good at many other jobs besides. He is 
the hereditary torch-bearer of the village, and 
has the honour of lighting in or out the Collec
tor or his young man. The Hajaam is also a. 
good pleader, not a High Court or District 
Court pleader please. but a pleade,·-that is, he 
pleads the cause of an enamoured youth before 
his divinity. The village Hajaam is the priest 
of Hymen, and his wife is the accoucheur
general of the village. This is a fair division 
of labour' between husband and wife. 

The village Hajaam is also a good herbalist, 
and in this respect sometimes a more trust
worthy person than every L. M. and S.*-he 
never poisons his patients nor hacks and hews 
their limbs. . 

The village Hajaam labours under one sad 
infirmity. He has a very loose tongue. He 
is an incorrigible gossip. The best use you 
can make of your enemy's secret is to entrust 
it to the Hajaam. If you want the secret to 
be most widely known,. just say you give it 

.. Bombay Licentiate of Medicino and Surgery, 1\ passed 
medical man. ' , 
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him in strict confidence. He will rush off to 
the bazaar* directly he leaves you, .and will 
not rest till the whole village knows the sedret; 
of course with due exaggerations, but in strict 
confidence. 

But though the village Hajaam is a ,great 
CI spendthrift of his tongue," he never dabbles 
in politics. He has an idea that the Police 
Superintendent is the natural enemy of .those 
who discuss politics, and that he has tlie power 
of hanging any such person in the back part 
of the jail at the Collector's command. 

,.. Market quarters. 



THE V A'QUIL. 

ANOTHER. character, as busy as the Hajaam, 
and ahout as popular as the Marwari, is the 
mofllssil Vakeel (Pleader), or, as Persian scho
lars would call him, the Va'quil. 

A Va'quil* may he described as a column of 
vapour issuing from the Ocean of Emptiness. 
\Vhen coudensecl, after repeated manipulations, 
hy the Professor of Law, and mixed with a 
strong solution of brass, the Va'quil is rolled 
up hefore the Chief Justice, who licks him 
into shape. generally after tiffin. The exercise 
is said to be very exhilarating for both parties. 
As soon as the Chief Justice has licked into 
shape and breathed life into himt the Va'quil 
starts up as if from a state of Nirt'ana,:t rubs 
his eyes, stretches his arms, and, shuffling out 
of the august presence, passes the rest of the 
day in contemplation: Under co!er of night 
the Va'quil steals homewards, and hiding his 
guilty head in the bosom of a greasy quilt, he 
cries for relief . 

.. He i8 loquaoioul and assertive, say his enemies. 
t The Va'quil gets his BlUmd 01' diploma from the Chief 

Justice after an examination. 
: A bsorption, the Buddhisi theory. 
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TIlE V A'QUIL'S FIRST START. 

Next morning the Va'quil is placed in a 
cage*" on a fashionable road, where he can be 
interviewed from a safe distance, for about 
Rs. 3. The fee rises from Rs. 3 to Rs. 30, 
according to circumstances. But it is very sel
dom. that the fee comes. This process of the 
Va'quirs profitless exhibition is tecJ:tnically 
termed "vegetation." In this state he re
mains from six to twelve months, when he 
begins to bud forth into something like a 
useful being. 

Tug VA'QUIL WITH THE llARW.ARI. 

At this stage the Va'qui! is taken in 'hand 
by a Marwari, or such another worthy recQg
nised by the Court as Daldlt or Mukhtydr. 
But his existence is not yet generally recognis
ed. ·He has more leisure. than he cares to 
have, whjch he devotes to the columns of the 
Amrita BaMf' Patrika, the. pages of Jlalthus, 
of the Sarvajanik Babka, or the Tlteosophist. 

THE V A'QUIL DABBLES IN POLITICS. 

The Va'qui! is now about. thirty, and has 
already joined several institutions, where he -

• Shop-or Office. t Law-broker, 
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can sit cross-legged and read the newspaper 
and discuss the leading articles with friends. 
This he does in the evening. Occasionally he 
borrows a Famine Report, on which he pores 
for nights together. The result of this lucu
bration is a lengthy critique on Sir Richard 
Temple's administration, especially his famine 
and forest policy. At times the Va'quil draws 
a caricature of the late Governor, and, when 
he can afford to do so, he buys cheap photo
graphs of him, Sir J ohn Strachey~ and others, 
which he hangs in his room head downwards. 
The practice mayor may not have a signi4 
ficance. 

THE V A'QUIL RETIRES • 

. At forty the Va'quil becomes staid and sober. 
His youthful exuberance, which found vent i'n 
elocutional antics in obscure reading-rooms, is 
now exchanged for argumenta.tive criticism: of 
the measures of Government, at public meet
ings. He also takes to strictly religious and 
patriotic modes of life-disposes of his offspring 
in marriage, retires to his gaum, encourages 
indigenous art by using everything that is 
made in In~ia, and generally dies at the age of 
sixty. The Va'quil dies, as a rule, in fairly 
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good circumstances, though he does not live so. 
Formerly he used to migrate into the mofussil 
immediately on coming out of the larva state ~ 
but the Collector and his brood of assistants 
having made the districts quite unendurable for 
him, the Va'qui! seldom goes far beyond Poona 
on one side or Ahmedabad on the other. 

THE VA'QUIL'S COMPOSITION, NATURE. &0. 

As a chemical compound, the Va'quil is de· 
scribed by the Collector and the Political 
Agent, who are, by the bye, his natural enemies~ 
as consisting of butter, brass, and asafretida. 

Physiologically. they say, he takes after the
kangaroo, and has much of the intellectual 
force which is believed to be derived from daily 
indulgence in vegetable marrow. 

Official phrenologists are also agreed that 
the most prominent characteristics of the 
Va'qnil are the bumps of combativeness, ot 
secretiveness, and obstruct~veness. 

But whatever the official bahadur may say~ 
the Va'quil is a friend of' the people. When 
his fee-earning fever is gone, the Va'quil be·· 
comes a custodian of' public interests. "He is. 
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the backbone of the standing opposition which 
is so often a thorn in the side of bureau
-cracy. The Va'quil defies the mamlatdar, the 
,sirkarkun and other knights of the feather; 
-and even when it comes to a fight with the 
.collector, the Va'quil will not shirk it-nay, 
he will at times beard the lion in his den. 



SCENES IN ASUALL CAUSE 
COURT. 

SWEARING AND ALL. 

HAVING described the Pleader or ya'quil, I 
might as well record here some trying personal 
experiences in the Court of Small Causes-ex-
periences which more than confirm the popular 
belief as to the glorious uncertainty of law,_ 
and which may be of use to some unwary
simpleton like myself. 

I once perpetrated a book. It was a wonder
ful book that, no two critics agreeing as to its. 
merits; -but it brought in a good deal of money,. 
a good deal of praise, and a good deal of abuse. 
Amongst· the many other things this wondrous 
book of mine brought me was a Small Cause- _ 
Court summons. The poets sing of '~ death and 
~oom." I had a very vivid idea of these un-
welcome twins when the summons was put 
into my hands. I went about my business with 
my poor knees knocking together; and, though 
friends assured me that I had nothing to ap-
prehend, I felt a vague foreboding of the goods 
and chattels at home being sold by auction; 
and myself being sent to jail for at least six. 
months. In those moments of trouble I did 
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not think well of my poor book. The suit 
was for recovery of Rs. 200, or something like 
60 per cent. of the value of copies sold, for 
th~ir delivery in town and such other services. 
I have paid more handsomely for still lighter 
services, hut could not do so this time. It was 
not a question of will, but of power. 1 and 
my friends proposed all manner of compromises, 
but the man was obdurate. He had made up 
his mind to milk his cow dry. He had retain
ed the services of a Va'quil, and nothing less 
than Rs. 200 and counsel's fee would satisfy 
him. In a word; there was nothing for it but 
to go to Court and contest the claim. So one 
fine day off I went to Court with a number of 
friends and followers. At first it felt as if one 
were going to his own funeral. We p~used at 
the door 'Of the Court, and, looking round to see 
if the eye of the public was on us, we rushed 
in, breathless with suppressed excitement. 
Inside we were besieged by a number of dal&1s, 
offering their services. I had no occasion for' 
such services, as my friends said there was an) 
excellent pleader to plead the cause. But the 
case was to come' tte in, the day; and as 
the feeling of horror subsided by degrees, I 
allowed myself to be taken to various parts of 
the court-house just to divert my thoughts. 
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At every step almost we encountered a "knot 
of lfarwaris engaged in' hasty but animated 
conversation with the harpy of a dalal. These, 
we were told, were concocting a story to ruin 
some poor debtor. False documents, false wit
nesses, and every other form of perjury were 
here gone through in open dltylight, and almost 
in the presence of the judge. The Marwari 
seldom gets a Va'quil to conduct his case. 
Between himself and the l\!ooktiar they often 
hood wink justice. 

SUMMARY SUITS. 

'From here we moved on to the court of the 
last judge, a native gentleman. His Honour 
had just" then a case before him. A house
owner was asking for the removal of his tenant, 
a poor Goanese. The Bible was given and the 
oath. mumbled. Then asked His Honour of 
the defendant: 

" How many months? " 

"Seven months, Sor," replied poor Caitan. 

·ct How many ru)?ees a month 1" asked His 
Honour again. 

"Foive rupees, Sor," replied Caitan. 
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"Decree for Rs. 35, with costs, time up to 
the first~" drawled His Honour, turning to the 
clerk. 

"Call next case," continued the Judge, asl
iug for another case to be decided. 

" But, Sor, me paid two months' rent regu
larly," whined Caitan. 

"Appeal to Full Court," drawled His Honour, 
turning condescendingly to the man. 

This was a "summary" suit, we were told 
by our guide. I~ was. W' e waited for two 
other cases. 'Y esaw a good deal of swearing 
by the Book, and a good deal of audacious amI 
easily-detected lying gone through in turn. 
But except for the Judge's frown, we noticed 
no other punishment for false witness. All 
this was far from reassuring to m.e, and I' once 
'more requested friends to compromise with my 
persecutor, as the case would be soon coming 
on. Negotiations were opened, but now the 
pleader on the other side told my friends he 
could not conscientiously advise his client to 
withdraw. 'Ve saw we had to take our chance j 
but there was some hope in the Judge, before 
whom we were presently to stand, being re
puted a patient and all impartial man. 
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We entered the room, and pn our pleader 
asking the interpreter where His Honour was, 
that pompous functionary declared: "The Court 
have gone to---';"" water." There was no -time 
to laugh over this interpreter's joke, for the 
"Court," alleged to have been in such undig~ 
nified occupation, had already returned. The 
Judge fell to business at once. The complain
ant, my persecutor, was administered the 
oath. He promised by the life of everyone 
of his 330,000,000 gods to tell the truth, "and 
nothing but the truth." The Judge asked the 
interpreter if the complainant had been sworn. 
"SworE;d, your Honour," vociferated that 
obliging official. Then the complainant was 
asked to say what he had done for the defend
ant to earn Rs. 200. Hereupon, the man who 
had just a m,inute ago solemnly pledged him
self to truth, gave utterance. to a number 
of lies appalling in their magnitude. I and 
my friends were . astounded. Complainant 
deposed to having witnesses to corroborate 
the statement that he had done enough to 
earn Rs. 200. 

His Va'quil looked triumphant, mine was 
quite crest-fallen. I was shivering, as if with 
the ague, and a young friend actually bUfst 
into violent gesticulations at the man perjuring 

15 
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himself with s?-ch malignity of' purpose. The 
Judge then asked for a few particulars. 
Among these the complainant, unfortunately 
for himself, stated that he had procured for the 
defendant a loan of Rs. 100, at 36 pe?' cent. 
per annum. 

"Is this to be orie of the services entitled to 
. a honorarium ofRs. 200, Mr. 1 ", asked 
the Judge, ,turning. with benevolent surprise 
upon the plaintiff's pleader. 

The game was lost. Client and counsel look
ed foolish. Every remark they hazarded after 
this miscarriecl· Witnesses for the plaintiff 
were at last called. Like true men of the 
world, these Aryan gentlemen had already 
,vanished! Profiting by the turn affairs had 
taken, all of them had bolted except one, and 
this man in his evidence damaged complainant's 
case, whispering to him after every pause, "I 
told you I would tell the truth; I have to face 
my Maker." The Judge having done taking 
his notes, the complainant's counsel opened his· 
speech. The Aryan orator began somewhat 
in this strain :-

"Although my client is confounded here and 
there, I have reason to believe that he is an 
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honest man; he IS also· elderly. ~~en~ 
ant is a mere lad who owes much to myCIleiit.
He more than . once offered to compromise. 
Why, if his conscience did not prick him? 
Having made these general observations, .. I 
now leave the matter with your Honour, on(y 
remarking in the end that my client has a 
large family," &c., &c. 

The defending counsel, knowing full well 
that in certain cases silence is golden,merely 
said, ,e I can do no better than leave the case 
entirely to your Honour." 

The Judge awarded the plaintiff about Rs~ 30, 
which, seeing that he had promised a much 
larger sum to the Va'qui! who had picked up 
his case, was a sore disappointment. The 
Judge passed severe strictures on the complain
ant's conduct, and his judgment was received 
with delight by all save two in the room. . -

B~t I have not looked upon the issue of the 
case as a success. What I suffered that day 
in mind I have not yet forgotten. Even in 
the hour of triumph I wished I had never gone 
to Court. What a ruin I had so narrowly 
escaped! But for the Judge having been patient 
and considerate, for his' having that day 
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assumed the double role of judge and counsel, it 
. is impossible to tell where I would have beenr 
And thoUgh the visions of bankruptey and jail 
were the offspring of my morbid imagination,. 
there is no doubt that, with a hasty and inex
perienced judge, I would not have been able 
to clear myself of the many charges' foisted 
upon me by the baffled fiend. Since, then, in 
the plenitude of my experience, I have warned 
all from going to Court. Suffer any amount 
of reasonable inconvenience, but do not rush 
into courts of law. You can never be sure of 
what may happen. Courts of law are a luxury 
for the well-to-do and the nothing-to-do. 
Audacious lying and deliberate perjury some
times get the better of truth. Where there are 
men ready . to swear away your reputation, 
your best course is to avoid coming in contact 
with them. Pay any small sum if you chance 
to stumble upon such persons, but go not to 
courts of law, especially with a summary suit, 
where perjury has the greatest chance of 
success. 



SCENES. IN A JOHUI(UJl* MAGIS
TRATE'S COURT. 

No mortal thinks himself so happy as the 
Johukum Magistrate in India; But there are 

. times when even he, whose smile gives life to 
the evil-doer, and whose frown annihilates him, 
feels insecure and; uneasy. He does not fear 
the Collector, the Judge, the Revenue Com-

o missioner, or the Governor himself. He meets 
the requisition of each with nonchalance. But 
whenever he hears that an English barrister 
is engaged to plead for a prisoner before him~ 
or that a EuroFean soldier or sailor is defend;. 
ant in a suit, the Joltukum Magistrate loses 
his appetite and his sleep.. He studies his 
Penal. Code as he never studied the most 
sacred o!, his· shdstras. He also reads his Com
pendium, of English Grammar and Composi tion, 
and"on the day the case is to appear, goes to 
Court after many prayers and supplications to 
the gods to "preserve his abru." t Poor 
native suitors know the Majisltter's weakness, 
and take all precautions they can to counteract 
its effects . 

.. Jobukom=" As yon please," Servile. 
t Reputation. 
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. Some time ago one of thes.e dispensers of 
justice had to decide a case in which the town 
barber was plaintiff and a discharged Irish 
soldier defendant. The soldier seems to have 
thrashed the barber for reasons best known to 
himself. Now the barber, who was a man of 
sense, knew that he could not establish his 
case against the white man. SOl with grim 
Oriental humour, he made his mother-in-law 
plaintiff in the case, and ·with the aid ·oftwo 
or three trumpery witnesses, undertook to 
prove that the soldier had assaulted the tC poor 
defenceless woman" in a field of bajri* hard 
by, and that the whole town knew of it. The 
barber had only recently married a fourth 
wife, with a neat little dowry; so he said, "As 
Prab/tut has given me. the means. I am deter
mined to set an example." With this purpose 
in view,·the barber went to the best pleader 
in his town, a very learned man, who ".had 
once been to Bombay." What better counsel 
for a righteous cause! 

On the day fixed for hearing the Court waS' 
crowded by spectators, some of them Parsi 
lads on a holiday tour. The Magistrate came 
first, looking very mild and anxious. Then 

• Millet. t His god. 
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came the soldier, looking very cool and careless. 
Third came the plaintiff's pleader, looking very 
warm and important, and with a robe and 
high-heeled creaking boots on. Last of all 
came the plaintiff, the barber's mother-in-law,' 
with a crowd at her back. She seemed to 
have rheumatism, paralysis, and many other 
dreadful ailments besides. . -

"From the tears she shed in the streets," 
explained the jocular :Mussalman constable, 
"one might think we had rain last night; at 
any rate, there will be no need for watering 
the streets this noon" ! 

A minute or two after the proceedings were 
formally opened. I shall only transcribe here 
the supposed examination of the soldier by the 
barber's counsel. 

VA'QUIL (with easy familiarity, and intending 
to procure. co;ifeBsion jor the mere asking ).- . 
Well, my man, why did you do this thing? 

SOLDIEB.-What thing? 

V A'QUIL.-You know it, i, it not? 

SOLDIE&-Hanged if I du I 

V A'QUIL.-Don't use vulgar curses; you 
should not be contemptible towards the Court. 
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SOLDIER.-What d'ye want, thin? 

VA'QUIL.-I>id you assault thts tail!!, or not? 

SOLDIER (looking at the lady and breaking out 
into a hoarse laugh).-:-Did yesee me assault 
her ~. 

VA'QUIL.-N 0, but others -did.· it was a 
most indecent and brutal outrage, and you will 
have at least five years for it .. 

SOLDIER.--Ye are a d-d---. Why the 
dickins should I. assault that hag? Ax. her 
yerseI, ye mu!dhering thafe ! . 

VA'QUIL (in a dreadful funk, tU1'ning to tlte 
Magistrate).-I seek your Worship'S protection. 
of my person and property. 

MAGISTRA.TE.-OMut, .ehhut. Mr. Ramdas. 
What do you mean by indecent assault in· this 
case? That word should not be imported at 
all; it is not in the original plaint. . 

y A'QuIJJ.~By the fifth of--

MAGISTRATE.-N onsense, all nonsense; that 
appli~s to cases of murder only~. 

VA'QUn. (in 8ulks).-I will then leave the 
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case to your Worship. I can go to the High 
Court. 

SOLDIER (to tlte Magi8trate).-Why don't ye 
lave this varmint to me,. and ye ax the old 
woman hersel 1 

MAGISTRATE.-Mr. Soldier, don't use bad 
words. Yes, I'll ask the woman. 

SOLDIER.-Begorra, ye are a handsome gin
tIeman, yar honour. 

MAGISTRATE (to tlte bar7m"s rnothe7·~in-taw).-:
Here, woman, stand up. Did the sahib assault 
you? 

WOMAN (blubbering).-You are my father 
and mother I -

MAGISTRA.TE.-You will have to be fined if 
you don't answer directly. Did the sahib beat 
you 1 

W OYAN.-l am a poor widow; my husband 
used to shave you, mdbdp 1* 

MAGISTRATE (losing his tem.per ).-Here, 
J emadar,-now, will you answer or not 1 Did 
this sojer beat you at all 1 

• Mother and father; 
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W OllAN.-M&bdp, beating my son-in-law is 
beating me! (Va'quil hanging down his head, 
ba1'ber looking daggers at his dear wife's mother, 
magistmte tittering and soldier smiling.) The 
whole town knows it. 

MAGISTRATE.-Knows what 1 

WOllAN.·-That I am an honest woman! 

~fAGISTRATE.-But, woman, that is not the 
question. 

WOMA.N.-That my Lakhi's father shaved 
you! 

MA.GISTRATE (turning in disgust to the Va'quil). 
-Mr. Ramdas, you see thedefendnnt may 
have assaulted another person. 

VA'QUIL (taking up tke cue).-Did you assault 
this gentleman? ( poin~ing to tlle barber and 
asking the soldiel·.j 

SOLDIER.-N ow, say ye so, me jewill 

VA'QUIL (sententiously).-Weigh your words~. 

SOLDIER.-How kin I weigh me words 1 

VA'QuIL.-Sir, have you come here to brand!! 
words with me 1 
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SOLDIER.-Do ye think SO, thin 1 

VA,'QUIL (furtously.)-N ow, hold out your 
tongue, Sir. 

Pat seized this golden opportunity, and 
throwing a world of solemnity into his atti
tude, held, out his tongue-a big, red, lolling 
thing-to the infinite amusement of the spec
tators, who knew not why they laughed. The 
Va'quil was dumb-founded j the barber looked 
at him with pity and contempt. The Magis
trate was convulsed with laughter j he thrusi;. 
his silk handkerchief into his mouth till he 
was nearly suffocated. 

The case may be taken as dismissed. 



NATIVE MENDICANTS. 

INCLUDING THE AGHORI. 

OSE of the most prominent sights, though 
none of the pleasantest, that the visitor en:. 
counters in Gujarat, is- the professional beggar. 
No people had ever before them higher ideals 
of charity than the Hindus~ . As in the new, 
so· in the old world, charity has been the 
corner-stone of the edifice of Faith~ But 
nowhere, not even in Christian Europe, have 
the subtler and more potent forms of charity 
been so fully realised as in the land of the 
Aryas .. It is only in these degene~ate days 
that ideas of charity have grown vague and 
puerile. Charity at present, with many of our 
well-to-do men, signifies the giving away of 
superfluous wealth to the worthy or the un
worthy, for certain objects~ especially what 
they call (, personal distinction." It is wise of 
the Government to recognise public spirit by 
the grant of titles; but the 'indiscriminate 
showering of these empty honours is perverting 
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the popular instinct of charity. No one in 
these days can indulge the luxury of giving 
away flo few thousand rupees, however earned, 
without being overtaken for his -folly by the 
inevitable Khan BaMdurshipor some such 
"mark of His Excellency's favour." The 
grand old doctrine of THINKING WELL, SPEAKING 

WELL, AND ACTING WELL-the triple badge of 
Oriental charity-is becoming forgotten day by 
day, and in its stead we have a grosser, an un
real substitute, the giving to others thatwhich may. 
not lJe of particular use to oneself. !tis hard 
to convince some people that there is not the 
least flavour of charity in the miser leaving 
his millions to a charitable institution. There 
is no merit in it. The wretch leaves his hoard
ings behind, simply because he cannot take 
them with him to where both the miser and 
his mon~y are equally unwelcome. 

One of the best means, perhaps, to obtain an 
insight into the principle and working of 
charity in this country-thus far materialised
is by a study of its mendicant class, a numerous 
and potential factor of the great Indian pripu
lation. A study of their habits and modes of 
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life would be highly interesting. But what I 
can here do is to briefly characterise each 
division, and leave the reader to take the cue 
for further investigation and comparison. 

STREET PENSIONERS. 

First among native mendicants we shall take 
the street pensioners-a numerous body of 
men, women, and children, partly diseased but 
wholly indolent, who infest the streets by day 
and night, and are content 'with a morsel of 
rice for a meal. They are Hindus as well as 
Mahomedans, and are patronised indiscrimi
nately, though not to' an equal extent~ The 
Hindus reserve their favours more or less for 
their own people; and so do the Mahomedans 
for their people. The former generally give 
their pensioners what remains of the food after 
the household have partaken of it. The 
Mahomedans often do more. They cook It huge 
quantity of rice and dul* on particular holidays, 
and it is a sight to see the lazy' fellows falling 
to the godsend, licking their fingers and smack
ing their lips at short intervals. 

WHITE MENDICANTS. 

: Hebrew mendicants are not a rare sight in 
our streets. They are generally females with 

~ Pulse. 
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a troop of children, their own or borrowed for 
the occasion. It is not an offensive sight, this 
group of quietly-clamorous "whiW' beggars. 
But it is not a credit to the rich and influential 
.class to which ~he beggars 'belong. In this 
,respect, as also in another wherein the insensi
bility of the elders is much more reprehensible, 
our Hebrew brethren might easily imitate the 
Parsis. A sort of arrangement was, I believe, 
attempted some years ago, but the people break 
loose from it. It also seems that they cannot 
do without begging and the other vice. In 
the former avocation, if not in the latter, they 
have Europeans and Parsis mostly for their 
patrons. 

PRIVATE AND PROFESSIONAL MENDICANTS. 

But let us return to the mendicant proper 
, to India-the indigenous growth. He appears 
in various guises-the Sdin, the Mowld,the 
Falcir, the Sddhu, the Bhata, the Ohd"ana, the 
Gosain, the Jogi, the Gora-and their females •. 
Some of these are public beggars, the rest 
being pt:ivate or professional. They are gentle 
or violent in their clamours as circumstances 
warrant. They "go from house to house and 
shop to shop, and aq,optvarious expedients to 
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obtain their "due." They sing, dance, philo
sophise; they cry, curse, and raise a storm, in 
order to move the hard-hearted Bania. They 
are more powerful than the police, and certainly 
more numerous. r;I.'he· respectable ones are also 
professional. For instance, there is the poetic 
mendicant, with his harp, his veno,* or other 
rickety instrument. There is the historical 
mendicant, with his rag of a Sanskrit or Per
sian reference-book; there are the astronomical, 
the medical, the moral mendicants, all with 
their peculiar hobbies and peculiar twangs, 
always amiable and often instructive. Then 
there is the friendly mendicant, generally a 
Mahomedan, who. will button-hole you in the 
streets, discuss with you a variety of subjects~ 
from polite literature to the rates of salt fish, 
and then, just before p~rting, startle you with 
the whispered query, "By the bye, do YOUJ 

Sir~ happent() have a loose piet in your 
pocket 1" 

DOMESTIC MENDICANTS. 

But the most influential of all is the reli
gious order of mendicants. It begins with the 
domestic priest, the Guru, and ends with that 

• A Borb of guitar. t The smallest copper com. 
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disturber of social virtue, the Vallabhacharyan 
Mahafllj. The Guru is as meek as he is sleek, 
and generally a worthy, jovial fellow, 'Yho is 
much, too much, trusted by the ladies of the 
house. Then there is the temple priest who 
keeps the idol, and is, in return, kept in the 
best style by the .worshippers. The moo1'lis* 
of l\Iahard.shtra and their sisters of Bengala 
are also subjects of great interest. They are 
fair devotees who profess to have consecrated 
their virginity to the favourite god. But they 
are very obliging creatures; and their highest 
merit consists in earning most for the temple. 
Several daring youths, who once crossed the
threshold of· the Kali temple near Calcutta; 
are said to have come out of it with recolIec
tionsof their one night's adventures which 
are likely to last them their whole life. 

THE P...OHORI. 

We now come to the Aghori mendicant. 
The Aghori, as his name implies, is an atrocity •. 
It is a human being who, by a serie5 of exer_ 
cises, has achieved the highest pitch of his 
ambition-the feelings, habits, the very nature 

• Unmnrried women supposed to have dedicated them
selves to a favourito god or goddess. 
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of a beast. The Aghori is. insensible to all 
bodily discomforts; in fact, he courts them. He, 
has been very rare; but by no means altogether 
extinct. One has only to see him to realise 
the loathsome object. Dark, muddy, hirsute, 
with eyes on fire, the nostrils wide-distended, 
the nails. grown to the length of an inch, 
diseased in various parts of the body, which 
is actually being worm-eaten, with vermin in 
the hair of his head, vermin on his body, and 
generally stark-naked. Such is the Aghori. 
His look is that of a' mad idiot. There are 
the insane leer, the protruding tongue, the 
filthy teeth. The Aghori neve~ washes# never 
dresses. He takes only carrion or putrid food, 
and drinks foul water. In one hand he carrielt 
a human skull, in another some hideous instru
ment of torture and death. These are his in
signia. To complete the picture of this horrible 
process of brutalisation, it has only to be added 
that the Aghori besmears himself with filth 
of every kind. He does not hold human li~e 
in the least account. Nothing is too sacred for 
him. He can enter any house and ask for 
at?-ything. The least hesitation makes him cut 
himself or others frightfully. He delight3 in 
the infliction of wanton pain. He is parti
cularly fond of human flesh and blood, and 
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the larger the number of his victims, the 
higher his merit in this life and the other. 
With the advent of the British the Aghori has 
almost disappeared. But he still haunts remote 
villages, and the havQC he works by his mere 
appearance is incredible. His sight throws 
women and children into convulsions, and 
there are instances of premature and painful 
births induced by the sight of this atrocious 
monster. 



THE MISSIONARY IN THE 

:MOFUSSIL. 

"\V HAT HE IS LIKE, AND HOW HE COMES INTO THE 

WORLD. 

IF the visitor is not altogether unlucky, he 
may, in course of his tour through these parts, 
meet with the Missionary. The Missionary is a 
great soul split up by many pettinesses. A man 
of infinite trust, but slow to trUst the heathen; 
of sanguine hope, but always despairing of the 
world's future; of boundless charity, and yet 
very strict in judging of all outside the pale of 
his little communion. Learned as a book and 
simple as a child, too sensitive to g'rovel in. 
poverty, and yet too proud to renounce it-the 
Christian Missionary presents a strange para
dox in the economy of social life in India. There 
are many theories in circulation amongst the 
vulgar as to the object of England sending out 
so 1113.ny Missionar~es to India. The most 
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original and plausible of these is at W~~?t~Itf 
En~lish pai.r have no children, t \ ~tP~~d~1' 
their God, Just as we pray to our ~a,s li1?~ ~(n ~ 
grant them at least a son, who, the pa;rent~.-Jo:W:r-
shall devote his life to preaching Christ to· the 
perishing millions of heathendom; and God 
being, in popular estimation, always obliging, 
does not tire of granting such requests. 

Infancy and boyhood are a period of severe 
discipline to the missionary in emb1·Yo, and of 
acute anxiety to the parents who,' whatever 
-their means, will not rest till the hopeful is an 
M.A. or a B.D. by the time he is twenty-one. 
Then he comes to India, generally in connection 
with a school. Immediately on landing he 
is taken in hand by the Munshi,* thePandit,t 
.and the Khabard'r or informant. He falls to 
the work of studying the vernaculars with 
a.vidity, and ,the stories of the Khabardar, too, 
he swallows with equal zest. In less than two 
years the padre is monarch of all he surveys. He 
bears a charmed life in the village. He is sup
posed to be in the Collector's confidence, a 
favourite with Collector's worthy dame, or 
of the Engineer's elder sister, who sometimes 
keeps house for him. The Munshi and the 

• Persian and Hindustani teacher. tSanskrit teacher • . 
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Pandit have taught the padre just enough to 
give him the worst possible idea of Mahome
danism and Hinduism. Duty being a matter 
of choice with him, the Mi5sionary never hesi
tates to hold forth whene·ver he ;can. 

HIs DAILY DUTIES. 

Let us accompany our friend in his round of 
daily duties. He begins the day with a short 
prayer in the little church where all his 
" people'J attend. After the prayer and a few 
kindly inquiries, the padre re-enters his little 
shell, from which he emerges after breakfast .. 
A few visits to the poor, and then two or three, 
hours ·of literary work. This done, he goes to 
school, from which he returns for afternoon 
tea. This' is his leisure-time, when many an 
honest inquirer reads the Book with him, and. 
J;'etails .to him his latest spiritual experiences. 
About 5 o'clock, the padre leaves his neat)ittle 
cottage ·pn his preaching tour. He walks 
sometimes for miles together, and returns. 
home exhausted. But he never complains-'-.. 
there js the same bright smile on his face as in 
the morning, and the early supper and cup of 
tea are gone through with much pleasant. 
chitchat. 
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Such is the Missionary in the mofussil. He 
is not so stiff as he used to be, and many of his 
foibles, too, he is getting under. But the good 
that is in him would compensate for weak
nesses a hundredfold. He has a pronounced 
predilection for sermons; but then, that is his 
craft, his calling, the very mission of the 
Missionary. It may be that he sometimes 
emphasizes "hell," "damnation," and snch 
words with a sort of frenzy; but he al ways 
means what he says. -

THE MISSIONARY AN INSTI'l'UTlON. 

It is ridiculous to expect the Missionary to 
retire for good. He has taken deep root in 
the soiL He has a firmer hold on _ our hearts 
than any earlier growth. The Collector may 
go, the· Engineer may be turned out, the 
Governor may be recalled, ay, the very Govern,:" 
ment of the country may change; but the Mis
sionary . will remain. He will endure to the end 
of time, a monument to the silent in1iuence of 
his faith. .AJJ a friend of tho people, an adviser 
of· the State, teacher and guide of youth, 
preacher of a grand idea, as general leavener 
of society, the Christian Missionary will always 
occupy a high and beneficent prominence in 
India. 
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One standing complaint against the Mission
ary is "that he reaches the soul through the 
body. But is that his fault 1 The Aryan 
Gentoo, of the lower order especially, has so 
much of body, and so little of soul, that it is 
impossible to reach the latter before oiling 
every nook and corner of the "tabernacle of 
flesh."The Gentoo is of the flesh, fleshy; and 
as cU7'ry chawal* has a very soothing effect on 
the flesh, and through it, on what little of soul 
4e may have in him, the padre says he is 
justified in his tactics. 

THE MISSIONARY'S WIFE. 

To write of the Missionary and omit his good 
wife would be a sin. She is his right hand, 
his real ~elpmate." A simple, unselfish, devoted 
woman, of even gentler sympathies than his; 
she ofte_n, tames hini when, under sudden 'pro
vocation, he forgets the obligations of his sacred 
office. To t~e sick and the starving she is an 
angel of mercy, She ministers both to the 
body and the soul, and bestowing her little gifts 
she seems as if actually receiving them. Truly 
womanlike, she is the best friend of girlhood, 

• Rice and Curry_ 
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and parents cheerfully acknowledge this. In 
all the lighter duties she is indispensable-at 
marriage, birth, baptism; whilst it would take 
too long to tell what good she does in school. 
work and t.eaching. 



NATIVE MEDICOES. 

THIS little essay on the Medical Art as prac
tised in Gujarat would be incomplete without 
a passing notice of the work of indigenous 
practitioners. In the economy of a native 
family the grand-mother plays the part of nurse 
and doctor. This is well known.. The grand
mother or the great-aunt is credited with hav
ing at her fingers' ends all requisite knowledge 
to cure diseases, from cough to cholera: She 
helps at the birth bf the new baby. She .puts 
him in a barrel of cheap brandy to give him 
warmth after his long confinement. She squirts 
treacle water down baby's narrow windpipe, and 
she puts him to bed. She is not like the usual 
run of cackling busy-bodies, this dear old 
mother or aunt of the family. From birth up 
to about seven years old baby is her exclusive 
charge. She tends him in convulsions and 
whooping cough, in fever and heat j she pulls 
him through the teething period. She hovers 
over him all the restless night while the little 
sufferer lies tossing in bed, ready with her milk 
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and her flannel and her syrups; her barandin 
. and kolml water and her panlcler. She has a 
thousand recipes for a thousand infantine ail
ments. But be it said to her credit, that 
throughout this period of probation the old 
lady never experiments on her patient; and as 
a natural consequence, she never kills, though 
she seldom cures. Such is, strictly speaking; 
our family doctor. Though she gep.erally con
fines her attention to the baby, she is by no 
means unmindful of the adults of the family. 
With these she stands in the relation of con
sulting pbysician, and often acts as interpreter 
between the patient and the outside doctor. 

Of this latter class there are various spec!es. 
First is the itinerant lady-doctor.· The poor 
black hill-woman, herself sickly, ill-clad and 
carrying a bundle of virtuous herbs on her 
head, and her little family of a boy and a girl in 
a swing hanging by her arms; and if she have 
a more numerous progeny, the elder ones 
trotting by her.· side. This doctor literally 
carries her dispensary.on her head. She has 
the whole pharma.copmia by rote, and perambu
lates the streets,ofi"ering the benefit of her drugs 
and her stock of medicine for fever, for wind, 
for rheumatism, for paralysis, and medicine for· 
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:all other distempers affl.icting·the Aryan race. 
She sells her herbs for a mere trifle, often for a 
morsel of ddlbMt or a handful of uncooked rice. 0 

She seldom examines the patient, but contents 
herself by prescribing. She expects the patient 
to know what the matter is with him, and 
leaves her drug with a few simple directions. 
But where the patient seeks an examination of 
his complaint, she may not refuse. And often 
may this ragged sibyl be seen going with a 
stout bullocky fellow into °a corner, and twist
ing andtul'ning his limbs with vigorous dex
terity, handling him in the roughest manner 
without much concern. The woman is apparent .. 
ly no prude. She is too poor to be one. She 
also possesses some' occult powers, such as of 
soothing theo turbulent or hysterical to sleep, 
()utstaring the evil-eyed, rubbing the dyspeptic 
into health, &c. Our itinerant doctor is pre
osumably a. married woman-who is her husband 
is more than what I can say. But she cares 
.not for a husband's protection after she has 
manage,l to have a little family. Poor woman! 
For her children she will gladly beg in the 
streets; and as she cannot borrow, she will 
not scruple to steal a morsel here and there to 
.lavish on the fatherless bairns. So much for 
mother's love. 
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Next to her comes the Valand or the village 
hajaam. He shaves the male population of 
the village, and sometimes an unfortunate 
widow. For our present purpose the Valand 
is useful in three ways. He is a skilful hand 
at cupping, applying leeches and at surgical 
opera tions of sorts. From extracting a thorn 
to pUDcturing the most dangerous tumour, the 
Valand is invaluable. As for small troubles, 
such as pimples, moles and other eruptions~ 
his practice is to shave them off the surface. 
I have seen many a wealthy and well-fed Aryan 
writhing in the Valand's grip, whilst the latter 
cuts away at the :fleshy excrescences, regardless 
of mute agony, and at times obstreperous 
remonstrance and abuse. And why do people 
submit to this vile treatment 1 Because the 
homely surgeon ofthe razor cuts at the root of 
the disease and heals it with the soothing oil 
and balms which he carries about with him; 
the secret of which is only known to the eldest 
son of the family. 

And now come we to the Vaid.· He is a. 
Hindu, and deals extensively in drugs. He 
speaks and writes in a jargon which he says 
is Sanskrit. His fotte lies in pills, decoctions. 
and infusions. He takes pleasure in prescrib-
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ing in large quantities. What physic he gives 
for one Aryan man or woman is enough to 
stagger three Ceylon elephants. He also revels 
in bitters. His potions are poisonous in taste 
and nauseating in look. But for. all that, it 
cannot well be denied that the Vaid makes an 
efficient healer. He generally takes time to 
effect a complete cure. The raid is by nature 
very avaricious. And in order to secure his 
ends he will stoop to any unworthy means. 
He often lives on the superstitious fears of 
his patient. - He dabbles in magic, astrology 
and other sciences, and is supposed to have 
spent a life of exemplary devotion and research 
for the discovery .of the elixir of life. This he 
holds next to his heart, and gives of it to 
princes and such others under peculiar circum
stances and most favourable conditions. The 
Vaid is a capital hand at Mantras, Tantras. and 
various other practices by which the patient 
may profit when all other efforts of the heal
ing art have failed. He also deals largely in 
charms and amulets, and is altogether a man of 
such multifarious experiences, that it would be 
rank presumption to say he could not cure any 
form of human disorder by means of his medi
calor magical art. The Vaid is also called 
'Bkogi, Joslti, ~c., and when at the top of his 
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pr(,fession, they call him Kavirdj, which must 
r _ be mistaken us meaning a poet. The Kavi
raj is a man deeply learned in the shdstras and 
deriving his wonderful power for healing the 
sick from the primal source of health and 
knowledge, the Vedas. 

And then comes our friend 'the Halim, the 
Mussalman doctor. 'He too is a learned man, 
knows the Koran by heart and can teU the 
faithful from the Kufar at a glance. The 
Hakim is in most respects quite the reverse of 
the Vaid. He is all sweet in manners and 
conversation, and sweet in- his doses. He 
generally gives powders, and invariably plea
sant. He seldom frightens the patient with 
those ominous shakes of the head wliich the 
Vaid knows so well to practise.- The Hakim 
Salteb is bright and pleasant, promising rapid 
cure and professing the utmost indifference as 
to pecuniary-gains. He does all for Allah; but 
at the same time he will not object to accepting 
anything the patient may offer. It is the 
Hakimji's creed that Allah cures fastest those 
who pay haudsomest. His system of medicine 
is called Undni or Grecian. His doses arc not 
so drastic nor so nauseating as of the Hindu 
Vaid. Sweet herbs and fruits, dried and pow-
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dered, and sometimes boiled and mixed with 
sugar, generally suffice for the most chronic 
disorder. But though thus far unlike the Vaid, 
the Hakim is quite another Vaid in exercising 
mysterious influence over the patient. There 
is a strong miXture of superstition in his pre
scriptions. He sometimes cures by breath, 
touch or speech. Sometimes he gives the 
patient little pieces of paper scribbled upon 
in mysterious hieroglyphics to be washed in a 
glass of water and drunk. Various theories 
have for some tim~ been afioat as to the signi
ficance of these bits of paper, the most rational, 
but only plausible, I believe, being that the 
ink in which the Hakim scribbles his charm 
is some medicinal juice of potent virtue. 

Before closing· this brief account, I may take 
the" occasion to introduce to European readers 
the well-known Parsi bone-doctor, or as he 
is popularly called, bone-setter. Bhimji was 
his mime; and" this Bhimji has left a pretty 
numerous family of Bhimjis who can be seen 
in various parts of Gujanl t ready to restore the 
broken or dislocated limb. Their skill excites 
wonder. They will do what the European 
doctor has given up in despair. The founder of 
the family, who is sai~ to have acquired the 
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secret of the curious art from a Yogi, used his 
opportunities with enviable success .. In fact, he 
made a name, and is remembered, long after 
his death, with gratitude. He iswellrepre
sen ted ; and the little craft which he ennobled 
into an art is as much songht after to-day 'as it 
used to be in his time. 

And here ends my description of the various 
native practitioners of medicine. Each variety 
is useful in itself, and each has peculiar ad
vantages over any other. The Vaids and 
Ilctkims are useful to society as before, though 
no doubt there is much reason in the cry 
against them of the English doctor. But there 
are quacks in every community, and the Vaids 
and llalcims form no exception. There are 
men, however, in this mnch decried profession, 
including Parsis, of course, whose insight into 
the nature of diseases, and whose knowledge 
of specifics are marvellously correct, and are 
superior in this respect to the arrogant, ever
experimenting G. G. M:. C. or L. M: and S. 

17 



NATIVE TERMS OF ABUSE. 

SYMPTOMS, CAUSES AND TREATMENT THEREOF. 

THE terms of abuse amongst Natives are 
numerous as the hair on one's head. An English 
writer thinks they are the exclusive property 
of the Mahomedan rough. By no means. The 
writer is not native, to the manner born; and in 
his weakness he errs. The lower order of Ma
~omedans do abuse, to be sure; and sometime's 
they abuse till the ears of the listener split 
with shame. But to the true Mahomedan an 
abuse is, an abomination, as much as' Shardb, 
which means spirituous drink. According to 
my experience Hindus and Parsis are the 
most skilful abusers. This may be a revelation; 
but it is best to look a violent disease in the 
face. Native .. terms of abuse are of endless 
variety. There is the male and the female 
abuse, the boy or girl imi ta ting his or her parent 
of either sex. Then there is the moral, social 
or political abuse; the professional abuse, the 
shop abuse, the street abuse, the school abuse, 
the home abuse. (By abuse I mean bad lan
guage.) In' fact, there is not. a phase of life 
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which has not a department of choice words, 
all its own. Among all these the most viru
lent and the most shocking is the social abuse. 
The symptoms generally common to all phases 
are-swelling of the veins, protruding of the 
tongue, glaring of the eyes and hoarseness 
of the voice. The symptoms are as multi
farious as are the causes. But in every case 
the coarseness and the rancour concentrate 
about the social abuse. The other forms are 
not so venomous. They are not so prurient 
as in this case. The female abuse, that is, the 
words used by a female against another, con
sists of 'death and disease,' with now and then 
a gentle hint as to the abused being guilty of 
bigamy, of being a witch and other impossible 
things. At this stage the faithful recorder 
must not forget to record that there is bad the 

. friendly abuse and the abuse hostile. The 
parent may reprobate the child, and the child 
may remonstrate with the parent. This lan
guage of reprobation and remonstrance resem
bles, but is not· abuse. . The genuine abuse 
ought to have the element of hostility in it. 
'May you or yours have liver, spleen, head
ache, heartburn '; 'may you and yours die and 
go to hell '; these are the specimens when two 
females exchange unf~iendly words. Wh~n the 
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disease has developed, it breaks out in charges 
of bigamy, abduction, bewitchment, &c. But 
be it said to the credit,of the sex, that on no 
account and in n.o circumstance do they resort to 
terms of abuse expressed by males. Nature is 
ever true to herself; and the wise doctor need 
not wonder at even a degraded and illiterate 
sex in India refusing to court a moral .conta
mination which is worse than death to her 
finer, though alas! uncultivated- feeling. _The 
male abuse has an. infiD:itely wider range and 
an infinitely nastier ring. To begin with 
home abuse, the simplest form is to call the 
offender S(llo. that is wife's brother. To the 
European reader there may be nothing parti
cularly disagreeable in this familiarity. But 
he will see that ~hen a married man calls 
another sdla with whose sister he has nat mar
ried, the thing ceases to be a joke. And yet, 
it is considered a .very ordinary and very harm
less abuse .. It is applied in conversation to the 
greatest warrior or statesman, as also. to the 
most venial delinquent. Amongst low-class 
Hindus it is applied by the father to the son 
and by the son to the father. In this sense 
the word so..1o, no doubt. means 'rogue.' In 
a more extended sense it means rascal, vil
lain, fool and so forth. The other home abuses 
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are more or less like other abuses. Amongst 
school abuses the select· ones are dunderpate, 
dolt, mincing idiot, tremendous piece of stone, 
&0. At the shop the customer calls the de
faulting shop-keeper 'swi.ldling rascld,' 'the 
son of a butcher,' &c., which compliments the 
shop-keeper repays with 'stony miser,' 'ill
omened. owl,' 'custom-taking-away spectre: 
and so forth. But the most dangerous of all 
is the social abuse, the bad language used in a 
social connection. It is the bane of native 
society. It poisons infancy, seduces youth, and 
disgraces age. In variety and vituperation, in 
rancour and prurience, in revolting obscenity, 
the native social abuse is unrivalled. No 
sentiment is too vulgar, no epithet too brutal 
for'the native abuser. He is not content with 
.abusing his enemy himself, but his whole 
family. his ancestors and his descendants. What 
is most to be remarked about these wholesale 
denunciations, is that the females of the house
the daughter, sister, aunt,. mother, grand
mother, form the butt and target of ribald 
language. It is through the female that the 
male is abused: the implied dishonour of his 
female relatives is the sweetest revenge a man 
takes upon his opponent. And in this direction 
there is no relation of life which is too sacred 
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for the vulgar abuser. There is no moral 
depravity which the abuser's mind would seem 
incapable of. conceiving; whilst there are some 
abuses the scope, or even possibility, of .which 
cannot be conceived. Old men of sixty or seven
ty see no harm in abusing their enemies in 
the most indecent language in the presence of 
their wives and daughters and granddaughters,. 
and these latter are in no way surprised at the 
vagaries of the hoary libertines. They may 
shiver with inward shame, poor creatures, or' 
leave the room, if they dare so far. But as a rule 
they get used to the thing and take it as a mat
ter of course. Little boys of six and seven utter 
words revolting in their exquisite ingenuity .. 
The vulgarest and coarsest expression comes so
natural to the precocious abuser, that one would 
be excused if he thought that native children 
sucke<l the spirit of vituperation at the mother's. 
breast. They certainly do not know the 
precise significance of the choice epithets they 
retail; but what with home influence and the 
influence of older and more depraved com
panions, they manage to learn it all too soon. 
And it is not a very unusual sight to see a little 
profligate of eight or nine abusing hi~ opponent 
in the street with such extreme unction that 
the .spectator may not hesitate to conclude 
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that the little boy of eight or nine, on who!,!.e 
lips the mother's milk has scarcely dried; is 
already initiated into' the mysteries of vile 
animal nature. The effects of such customs can 
be imagined. . Hinaus and Parsis are equally 
bad. I am, of course, speaking of the lower 
strata of society. But at the same time it would 
be well to say that even in the higher circles 
both sections use language in ordinary conver
sation, which is decidedly objectionable. Your 
Parsi or Hindu Shett, who' is looked upon as 
samewhat of a witty animal, cracks jokes at his 
table, which have no pleasanter element in 
them than of defamation and dishoriour. But, 
as I said, the worst forms of the ~vil are en
countered in the street. There the disease is 
uncontrolled. It is worse than cholera or small
pox, inasmuch as it contaminates generation 
after generation. It is time native society 
were purged of this deadly moral taint. T'O 
the timid maiden, the modest wife, the sober 
matroil~ it is worse than death to have to listen 
to words which would 'rend the web of heaven' 
or ' move the bowels of the earth.' I know of 
no plague which enjoys such unlimited power 
for evil, and at the same time such immunity 
from our social or civic law. The street boy, 
the shop-keeper, the cart-driver, has each a 
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vocabulary of his own, which he reads out now 
and then to the extreme discomfort of every 
mlln or woman of feeling. I fear I have taken 
up too much space already in describing "the 
disease. The causes are, among others, the 
following :-'Yant of moral tone; promiscuous 
living, that is, the whole family: living in one
house, and at times in the same room; want of 
honest or healthy occupation; evil custom; 
backward state of woman; and fantastic ideas 
of wit. Of all these perhaps the most poten~ 
cause is the small esteem in which woman is 
held by the illiterate. Almost all odious 
epithets are levelled at' her, and that, too, for 
no sin of hers. 

Having indicated some of the causes, I now 
come to the question of treatment. -For a 
social disease, a social remedy would of course 
be the best.' All our clubs and other public 
places, therefore, would do well to proscribe in
decent language, in light conversation qr grave. 
I believe there are some clubs at which this 
vice is rigidly proscribed. But the evil is too 
widely extended to yield to individual or even 
class interference. Who will prevent the old 
man using indecent language at his hearth, 
or the priest indulging in the same luxury in 
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the temple? These may be left to some 
future caste legislator. Meantime, for the 
street nuisance an appeal to the Penal Code 
would not come amiss. Nothing less, I fear, 
can check the disease. The policeman is no 
doubt instructed to stop language which would 
lead to a breach of the public peace. But how is 
Baloo Sepoy or Govind N aik, who himself calls 
his neighbour's sister, mother ,or daughter 
all ·opprobrious names, to see any harm in 
an enlightened citizen abusing another 1 The 
root of the mischief lies here. The native 
policeman is useless for such delicate duties. 
And unless he is told that there is a great 
deal of harm in one man abusing another, 
that it is a public nuisance, that he, the police
man, is bound to protect the public from such 
indecent exhibitions, he will not move in the 
matter. 



I I 
SHETTJAMAL GOTA 6 

PHILANTHROPIST. 

IN the course of my itinerary through Guja:. 
rat I\vas necver so much amused, and shocked, 
as when learning the particulars of an extraor· 
dinary character. The history of Khan Bahadur 
J aIDaI Gota,J.P., may show, amongst other 
things, how certain native families have risen 
under the patronage of the Collector or the 
Cantonment Magistrate. Shett Jamal GoM, I 
must explain, is an extreme case of oddity. 

How HE ROSE. 

Khan Bahadur Jamal Gotd. C is the only son 
and heir of his father by his "own mother," as 
he proclaims to the 'world. J amaI Gota pater 
was an honest liquor sho~keeper at Charub. 
One Christmas Day he took a bottle of country. 
made mow1·d, to Colonel Buttercup, Cantonment 
Magistrate. The Colonel and his wife, Mrs.' 
Millicent Buttercup, were at dinner with Col-. 
lector Jalap, when JamU Gota approached the 
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presence, saldming* repeatedly, with something 
like a bottle wrapped in a clean white napkin .. 
Making his best bow to the company, Jamal 
unwrapped the bottle and placed. it on the 
table; then folding his.arms, as the Native does 
before his Kebla, orated to this effect:
" N amdar Sirkar Saheb, it is our custom to lay 
before such feet as yours (Buttercup had left 
one of his feet on the field of Assaye) the first 
frui ts of the season. Hence the trouble, Lard 
Saheb, for which give pardon, General Saheb." 
Buttercup. who neither relished the allusion 
to his absent foot nor the bottle in the 
presence of the strict Jalap. affected to be 
thunderstruck. After a gasp or two, he found 
coherent articulation enough to ask, "Are you 
mad, fellow? Who are you 1" Jamal GoM, who 
had come prepared. hereupon fell to the ground, 
sobbing al:3 if his heart would break, and 
whining. " Oh, Saheb, you are my mdMp. Is it 
not the duty of a son to keep his 11.dbdp khush ~ 
Do what you like with it, but don't give me 
back the bottle. . Else I am a disgraced man." 

. Buttercup could not resist the force of such 
reasoning, and that on a Christmas Day. So he 
nodded to the suppliant, remarking byway of 
reward. " You old humbug! How can I be your 

.. Bowing obsequiously. 
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mdbdp? We shall suppose, for the fun of it, 
that I am your hap, but how can you make me 
out your ma?-unless he means you, my dear," 
whispered the wicked Buttercup, turning to 
his spouse. At this sally there was a great 
laugh. .J amal gathered strength, and offered 
to serve his da1'oo* with his own hands. The 
request was gran ted. J ama:! knew he had made 
his fortune. In less than a week he installed 
himself head butler. He stuck to his shop, too, 
but at dinner time he would be at the bunga
low, with one novelty or other to provoke 
appetite. It need not be said that Jamal rose 
ra.pidly in importance. He was on confidential 
terms with Mrs. Colonel Buttercup, the people 
knew. She consulted him upon every concern. 
When there was cholera, J ama] would advise 
madam to fly to a distant village with her dear 
Colonel. And off they would go, leaving 
everything to Jamal. When they returned, 
Jamal would explain how he had burnt or 
buried the metal, wood, or other utensils at 
home, for fear these should retain the germ of 
the horrid disease. " What is money before 
your health, Saheb 1" The Buttercups were 
delighted with Jamal's deep devotion. They 
made a contractor of Jamal, who in less than 

.. Wine. 
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four years rose to be the leading Shett of 
the town. 

But as he grew in public importance he dete
riorated in domestic virtues. Jamal found that 
his marriage with the present Mrs. Jamal GoM. 
was a mistake, that his only son ~nd heir was 
also a mistake. They tried to humour him 
every way at home, but Shett Jamal was not to 
be reconciled. At last, "with the advice of" 
friends and patrons," he took to ·him a second 
wife. Bigamy was no offence then; but the 
first Mrs. Jamal, whom, strange to ~ay, her 
husband treated better after his second mar
riage. repaid his kindness by dying within three 
months. Young Jamal accused his father of 
having killed the old woman by Jadoo.* This 
was too much for Sh~tt, Jamalji, who swore 
that he· had disinherited the "thief," and 
in a fit of passionate upbraiding, was carried 
off before he could make another will. 

JAldL GOTA Fils AT HOME AND IN PUBLIC. 

Come we now to the history of Jamal Gota 
Fils, Justice of the Peace, Khan Babadur, &c.~ 
&c. Young Jamal's first care'was to look into 

• The black arts. 
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the finances of the house. He ascertained that 
he was master of about five lakhs of rupees. 
He then counted how much he should spend 
every month, so as to leave a few thousands for 
his" brats," as he paternally called his sons. 
Having settled this point, he opened his cam
paign of luxury, dissipation, and waste. He 
pulled down house after house and built bun
galows instead. He organised dinner parties 
and nautch* parties, and other immoral enter
tainments. He invited the elite of the town 
three times a week on one pretence or another~ 
He took a Mehta t in. confidence, only bargain
ing that he should be supplied with what 
he wanted daily, the family to be reared 
with strict economy. He spent Rs. 1,000 
one night on a party, and threatened the. 
Mehta with dismissal next morning for allow
ing to the family of eleven members~ besides 
servants, Rs. 2.for bazaar expense. He denied 
that his family had any claim upon him. 
" Did they bring this money? ", he asked of 
remonstrating friends. He kicked his wife and 
children, 'and abused them in the presence of 
his dancing girls. He married. his children 
with great pomp, spending large sums on 
dinners and other parties, and then put down 

• Dancing. t Accountant. 
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double those sums against their names, explain
ing that each had already received his or her 
share of the inheritance, and that none should 
expect anything more. He, however, promised 
them their two meals a day, provided they be
haved themselves. The boys, seeing no future, 
asked to be sent to school, though already 
fathers themselves. Shett Jamal hereupon 
complained that they wanted to dishonour him. 
Why should they go to school like poor people 1 
Had they not every blessing of life-a generous 
parent,handsome wives, and a number of 
children 1 Was he not feeding them all 1 It 
was no use arguing with the man. The sons 
then went to the Collector who had made Jamal 
GoM a Khan Bahadur, and said, "Sir, we 
are starving; give us to eat." The Collector 
gave them respectable berths under him, ask
ing them to learn soon to qualify themselves 
for the posts. When Shett J amal hear~ of tbis 
he ran up to the Collector, took his turban off 
his head, put it at the Saheb's feet, unclasped 
his Khan Bahadur medal, and said, with te~rs 
in hi.s eyes, ., Sir, you made me Khan BaMdur; 
this great honour has given me a chair beside 
Queen Victoria; the sun smiles on me, tbe , 
moon courts my smile: all this lowe to you, 
Now take away this honour and killme. My 
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ab1'U* is all gone, and you, my own patron~ 
have done this by making clerks of my sons. 
Oh! oh! 'Vhy did I live to see this day? 
What will the Queen say to this?" 

"You old brute," replied the infuriated Col
lector, (. you old, vicious, stinking brute! Had 
I known you were a drivelling idiot like this! 
Talking of Queen and sun and moon, when you 
have no more sense than my stable-boy! 
Here, remove this man; take him to the 
Magistrate; let him be bound over to keep 
peace towards his "family," broke out the 
Collector,.half laughing and relenting, 

The butler was immediately sent with in
structions to take the" beast" home, lest he 
should die' of fright before the Magistrate 
'whom he had so often feted. 

HIS DECLINE AND FALL. 

Khan BahadurJam:H was done (01'. He,took 
to his bed. He would see nobody (except his 
nautch girls). He would eat nothing (except 
sweetmeats). No, no; he had done with life, 
he explained. But he had still about a lakh of 

, rupees left, safely invested by the Mehta:. He 

to Reputation. 
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withdrew this sum, and left it with a Bombay' 
firm which promised 12 per cent. interest. In 
about six months the firm broke, and it was 
with immense difficnlty Jamal could get back 
about 40,000. This, with a couple of bunga
lows, is all that is now left to Khan BaMdur 
J am~n Gota. He leads a retired life, a,vay 
from his family, whom he has altogether 
discarded. But, indulgent father as he is, 
he has still "kept his sons' salams "-that 
is, once a year his sons go to sall1m . him 
from a distance, in the faint hope of getting a 
hundred or'two from the unnatural wretc~. 
Vain, vain js. the hope. The father IS a thief 
and a traitor, developing a degree of selfishness 
which is absolutely fiendish. And still he is an 
ornament of mofussil society! He is ever on 
the alert to catch the eye of the public. He 
presents a stable-house to the Anjuman,* and 
his charity is loudly praised. "Leaders of 
society" crowd at his dinners, caIl him a public 
benefactor, while at the same time they know 
that the imbecile, whose substance they are 
eating up like vultures, has a family literally 
starving-the sons going about from office to 
office for work which they have not been tauglit 
to perform, the daughters eking out a pre-

• Community. 
18 ' 
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carious existence by sewing and stitching, and 
the wife, the" lady of the house," daughter of 
a true gentleman, ending her days in sorrow 
and in suffering, aggravated by. the cries of 
adults and infants of an ever-increasing family_ 
And honest editors immortalise the virtues of 
Jamal Gota, Esquire, Justice of the Peace, 
Khan Bahadur, "our great philanthropist," 
whom they know to have been an undutiful 
son, a wicket! husband, an unnatural parent, 
a false friend, so worse than brutal in selfish
ness, that a very brute would have blushed for 
him had Jamal Gota been assigned the place 
in creation which he so well deserves. 



I 
. HOME LIFE IN GUJARAT. 

A FEW details of domestic life in Gujarat may 
. not be uninteresting. Let us begin with the 

beginning-birth. The birth of a child is, of 
course, an event in the family. Want of issue 
is fdt as a curse and a reproach by the wife 
.as well as the husband. No Hindu can enter 
Swarga, bis heaven, who does not leave a son 
and heir in this world to perform the post-mor
tem ceremony named Sltrdddka. The ):larsi is 
not quite free from ,this superstition. When 
conjugal life is unblessed with issue, a thousand 
means are tried by the poor wife. She is not 
an'honoured wife before she be.comes a mother. 
She appeals to gods and goddesses without 
number to grant her prayer. Charlatans and 
Jmpostors are not wanting to take advantage of 
her ignorance. It would fill a volume to record 
the ad ventures of a Hindu wife in search of 
I.)fi'spring. Suffice it to say that the uneducated . 
creature will stop at no means to get at the 
desired end. 'She is at peace when once the 
prize is secured, no .matter how. 
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BOYHOOD. 

Every care and comfort are lavished on the 
mother expectant. She who was a few months 
ago the most despised of th~ family, even less 
important than the servants, no'Y finds her. 
self real mistress of the house.' As the time of 
trial and triumph approaches, a dinner party 
is given in her honour, at which, besides some 
insane rites, ~he poor woman has to put up 
with many a rabid joke and ribald song. 
Three days after the child ig born the astro. 
loger prepares i~s horoscope. The young 
mother's heart" bursts with happiness" as she 
listens to the astrologer's glib forecast of the 
child's career. If it is a boy, the baby is taken 
in hand by the grandparents, who transfer all 
their affection for their son to the infant. 
At an early age the boy has the Janoi* cere
mony performed upon him, which makes a real 
and responsible Hindu of hip:'!. The Parsi boy 
likewise has the Ktestit ceremony performed 
on hi'In, and the Mahomedan undergoes Sun
nat·t 

, GIRLHOOD. 

The girl is a heavy responsibility, and parents, 
are always uneasy about her future. They 

• The sacred thread. t The triple cord. 
~ Circumcision. 
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anxiously look out for a suitable match,. and as 
soon as they can they get rid or the dangerous 
possession. "A girl is best at her father-in
law's," says the native proverb, I, as is the 
elephant at the Raja's." Indeed, every parent 
looks upon a daughter as a "white elephant." 
Amongst the Hindus it is often'very difficult 
to find suitable husbands in one caste and 
suitable wives in another. 

MARRIAGE AMONG HINDUS. 

Not only is intermarriage between two castes 
nearest in customs and rites prohibited, but 
marriage between two cousins of the remotest 
degree is sternly looked down upon. Such 
connection is incest, .according to Hindu law. 
How rare a really happy marriage is can thus 
be conceived. And still, curious to say, a 
Hindu marriage seldom turns out unhappy. 
The credit of this .is mainly due to the Hindu 
women. The evils of infant marriage are too 
numerous ,to be depicted in the course. of a 
brief notice. Such unions often turn out 
uncongenial when the parties come of age
disparity, is only to be expected. This means 
lifelong misery to one or to both. Then the 
married boy or girl .has to pass through the 

• ordeals of early life-small-pox, measles, and 
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so on, which may leave the patient: deformed 
£Or life, if they do not carry him off. If it is: 
tlle boy. his deatp: leads to' perpetual widow
hood for the child--wife. But even if the world 
goes well with the little pair, they have to 
defer to rites and customS'by no means com ... 
patibIe with social happiness. The boy may. 
become a father while he is still struggling at: 
school; he may have- to' leave school all too 
soon to eke out a miserable livelihood for him· 
self and family. Hundreds of such cases have 
come under my notice of schoolboy-fathers 
looking and feeling old in youth and going· 
down. to the grave with the burden of life too 
heavy to bear. Who is to take. care,- in eacb 
case, of the' widow and the orphans r And the 
girl-wife fares worse than the boy-husba.nd:. 
She is a. mother at 1 I or 1~. Her beauty of 
person and strength of mind may fail her at 
:lS, and before 30 she' may become old. 

PARSI MARRIAGE. 

Parsis, toO', cannot marry out of casts"; but 
there is an incipient revolt at work against. 
this ruling,. and several daring youths have 
taken. unto them fair' .European; brides:.. Thill, 
however, happens: in. rare instances. and i~ is 
n-ot at. aU desirable, I believe. 
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B~t the Parsi can marry his cousin-even 
first cousins marry. In fact, such alliance is 
always preferred. To such an extent is this 
practice of "breeding in and in- carried by 
certain families, that the results have told dis
astrously on the progeny. Eminent medical 
men have strongly condemned this practice. 
Of one European doctor, high up in the pro
fession, it is said that he was once called to 
the side of a young Parsi lady in trouble. The 
new comer was so slow in coming, that. the 
mother's life was at one time despaired of. 
But at last she came. Her grand-father, a 
very wealthy merchant, looking at the tiny 
little babe, small enough to make a morsel for 
man or beast, asked the doctor very plaintive
ly how it was that his grandchildren were so 
very diminutive and often deformed. The 
doctor is said to have replied, cc My dear sir, if 
you keep up the practice of marrying cousins. 
I will not be surprised if, ten year$ hence, yo~ 
get babies no better than half-formed ourang
outangs" I And no mistake. Too much of 
cousin-marriage has given us not a few ourang
outangs in physique as well as in intellect. 

The Parsi is a monogaIllUit j not. so . the 
Hindu and the lIahomedan. Polygamy ob-
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tains amongst the very highest circles or the 
very lowest. 

A friend of mine has a Dhobi (a washerman), 
a low class Hindu, who has six wives. Being 
asked one day what a poor man like he could 
do with so many connubial luxuries, the man 
explained, that he had originally married only 
one wife, of his own caste, that she was his 
queen-wife, and she attended to his personal 
wants. The second wife, he explained, he had 
married for'mere convenience, and so also the 
other four. The first looked after his kitchen, 
the second and third earned money for the 
whole family. the fourth was intended for per
petuation of his race ; she having failed, the 
fifth was takell in, and the sixth came as her 
sister! All save the first were of lower castes 
than himself. and besides paying him' in money 
for his condescension in marrying them, be
sides working for him like slaves, they felt 
honouredalld happy! He did literally no
thing, he continued with a horrid 'leer, except 
going to customers on pay-day. Not· a bad 
idea I 

l\IARITAL TRAVESTIES. 

llarriages, both among Parsis and Hindus, 
, especially the latter, are often very strange 
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perpetrations. I read sometime ago a graphic 
account of a marriage recently perpetrated at 
Poona. The happy bridegroom had just enter
ed on his fifth year when he took to him the 
blooming bride of two-and-a-half. _ The parties 
concerned seemed to have taken the matter 
very lightly; so much so, that to the outsider 
the ceremony seemed to have been performed 
between the two parents who stood sponsors, 
and to whom the usual query, " Dost thou take 
him or her as thy lawful,''- &c., was addressed 
by the priest. The bridal preparations were 
complete to a degree-the.groom was turned 
out in all the bravery of the toga ."irilis and a. 
huge sugar-loaf turban. whilst of the bride 
nothing could be recognised save the blinking 
eyes and the cry for milk from under her heap 
of trou8seau. It was a. Parsi marriage, an<;l 
indicates the march of progress characteristic 
of a highly advanced people. Such "marriages" 
are now extremely rare among Parsis. 

MARRIAGES AMONG KUDWA KUNBIS. 

Perhaps the strangest form of this kind 'of 
., marriage" obtains amongst the Kudwa Kun
'bis of Gujarat, a well-to-do class of cultivators. 
The" season" for marriage among the Kudwas 
occurs only once in twelve years, when all 
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marriages are settled after consulting Mdtd, 
the tutelary goddess. Among these are adult 
marriages, child marriages, infant marriages, 
and marriages in the womb. The last-men
tioned are highly amusing arrangementsl in 
which the mothers expectant undergo the pre
liminaries. Many curious results attend these 
marital travesties; but the national instinct is 
equal to all extraordinary occasions. For, in
stance, if the "married mothers" both give 
birth to girls or boys, these are looked upon as 
sisters or brothers, and the previous marriage 
is annulled. The marriage is held good only 
in case of one of the births being a boy, the . 
other· a girl. And in this case neither disease 
nor deformity, nor any physical inadaptability 
stands in the way of the validity of the mar~ 
riage contract. Who will say, after this, that 
the Hindu mind is not saturated with a sense 
of rich and grotesque humour! Of this mar
riage in embryo, and its results, I have culled 
an account from several curious manuscripts, 
in prose and verse, that came to hand during 
my travels. }.Iany of the quaint incidents 
recorded in my idyl wel'e witnessed personally 
by Hindu friends, some of whom have gone 
through the experiences. 
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'llN ~RYAN IDY~ 

Motichana Zaver and Kastur PiMmber were:· 
merchant princes. ',I'hey were castemen, neigh
bours, and friends; each was called the very 
"nose" of ~hmedabad society. Mrs. Moti 
and Mrs. Kasturwere also sisters.* Many' a;, 

friendly chat had the two Shettst together. 
chewing pan 8upari and congratulating each 
other on tne success of the week's operations.. 
Many also were the meetings between the two
Shethanis,:j: who went to the Gorji together. 
and often' examined eacU other's heads, to de
tect vermin. (an. unfailing. sign of bosom friend;'· 
ship).. Ono afternoon,. as Bai Devkore was:. 
looking into Bai Shamkore's locks, she pinched. 
the latter's cheek and chid her for not hav-· 
ing acquainted her ,. own sister" with an 
interesting, secret she had only then discovered.. 
by accident. 

" Sister," said DevKore, "thy heart. is not. 
clear like mine. Did I not tell thee, without. 
asking, that. r was siX. months gone 1 How' 
far art thou 1'" 

Then: teplied. the modest. Shamkore, "Oh ... 
sistel: Devkore" I was- sO, aahamed, you would... 

• In affection. t Leading wealtbJ citizens. 
:- WealtJi1 matrons.. 
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go on joking and teasing. You have done 
it so often-you have four already. I am 
five months gone, and it will be a boy, I 
know." . 

" I '11 have a girl," replied the impetuous 
Sh~mkore. {e What say Y9U to a match, sister 
:mine ~" 

" Oh! sister," replied the younger friend, 
" it will be an honour to our family; I'll ask 
my This (husband)." 

That night SM,mkore's This saw Devkore's 
This, and in less than a week the mothers
expectant were .e married" in right Shrawak 
fashion. 

e'It is a splendid stroke, my dear," said the 
uxorious Kastur to his young wife one night. 
" That hog [his friend Moti] is worth a plum." 

But unluckily for them, both gave birth to 
girls. This was a sore disappointment, but it 
was overcome by the device that the next 
male birth should wed the promised bride. 
It was four years before Mrs. Kastur presented 
her lord with a thing which the midwife de
clared would be a boy by-and-bye. Unfeigned 
were the rejoicings thereupon, not so much at 
Kastur's house as at Shett Motichand's. Mrs. 
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:Moti was wild with joy." 0 sister mine! I 
feel as if I had done it, I so badly want the 
little rogue; my poor Mankore (the profJ.\ised 
bride) is growing so fast. " . 

Time flies. Mankore is now sixteen, her 
boy-husband is nearing twelve. Mankore looks 
older than her age by at least five years.· Dev
chand, her husband. looks ~ine at most. He 
is short. dull, consumptive. She is the re
verse. But is she ·not his promised bride 
The families now live away from each other; 
but the wife is informed of her husband's rapid 

progres$, physical and mental. :Mankore is 
"bursting" with youth and hope; she is already 
a moogdha ;*. her season of leafage is over; her 
wise mother has already disclosed to her 
enraptured gaze the . mysteries of wife-hood. 
"Oh dear, how I long to meet my lord. I 
am more eager for his company than is the 
pea-hen for rain drops. Indeed, indeed, I 
must be married, mother." And married she 
was. 

J.fankore's heart died within her when, after 
all these years, she beheld her lord. Her 
fancy had pictured another fOl'm altogether. 
But she would not repine. like the true 

• Mature. 
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.:Hindu :girl :she was, she w.ould iCQnsem:a.te .her 
life;to :rendering .his happy. 

"He is little, he is ~gnorant, he is ugly ; but 
is he not my wedded lord 1 I'll give him my 
-.own health', ;my own knowledge, :my own 
. beauty. Bhugwan* will help a -virtuous wife. 
-0 Prabhu !O Parasna th! make me ugly and 
ignorant, and give the gifts ye have given me 
to my dear lord. I'll cherish him in my heart. 
I '11 soothe hioi in my arms, I '11 kiss him into 
:glorious manhood; I 'iLbe amo.therly wife unto 
him." .. 

So reasoned lfankore, and so -she vowed. 
'The wedding ceremonies are -over; the bridal 
-party disperse; the bridegroom is ·takeninto 
nis room.' An hour later the bride follows. 
All is hushed. With a light step lfankore 
enters the magnificent apartment, mirrored all 
round, with the ·t;andalwood -bedstead, its 'silk 
:and. satin .trappings, its gold and silver posts, 
its lovely curtains. But She heeds not all these 
tinsel effects. The" life" of all this beauty 
is her lord, and he is-SNORING! There js no 
ecstasy of'limpatience ·on his par.t. Devchand 
:sleepeth tnie sleep of the innocent.1Iankore 
~ees this and sighs. But her love fortha 

"God. 
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miserable little creature is supremely unselfish. 
She feasts her eyes on the object which, under 
other circumstances, she could not have too 
strongly loathed. She lays herself down gently
on the floor. Oh, the horrors of· this bridal 
night! " The water of despair extinguishes the 
fire of my love, but I'll venture.'· Gently she 
nears the bed, and looking around, all fearfu1, 
she touches his feet. . T hey are so clammy t 
Then, overpowered by an undefinable feeling
pity, loneliness, despair-she attempts to 
ra vish a chaste wifely kiss from the slumbering 
bride-groom. But unused to this osculatory 
exercise, the boy half a wakes and sets up a 
shriek: "Oh, 'fIuU* oh, bdpd !tcome, come! 
some strange woman is .biting my lips! t oh 
11U£ I she is gagging my mouth! oh, she is 
breaking my legs! oh, oh, oh I" There is a 
rush into the room. The poor fainting bride 
is removed gently to another room by the 
mother-in-law. There is wondrous sympathy 
between these two women.· The little Sheth 
Devchand is soothed to slumber by promise of. 
a long holiday from school and the Bhaiaji § 
sleeping in his. room to prevent further 
intrusion from the" strange woman." 

• Mother. t Father. 
: Devchand has forgotten all about the marriage. 
§ Gat-e.keeper. . . 
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And thus ends my Aryan Idyl: what, fol
lowed- is only known to the chief actors. The 
Gorji tried to improve his opportunity. But 
Mankore is not like others. She can only 
cry in corners, raad Karsand:i.s Mulji's Moral
Essays, pray to her" True God." She is very 
gently treated; her parents are gone, her hus
band is going. He cannot last over a' few 
years more. She waits upon her lord. "I 
am his handmaid, and I pray that he may live; 
I am quite happy," she reasons falsely. " Let 
him only live~he .must survive me. Is he 
not my lord? ,What he can't give me lte1'e 
he'll give me there, surely-I have learned 
that much." Poor child, poor child! What 
a wealth o~ faith and hope is thine! 'Vidow 
of a living imbecile, amidst trials and tempta
tions, surrounded by sin and sorrow, . thou art 
pure of heart.,-a virgin immaculate! But 
thou canst not hide it from thyself that custom 
and the folly of parents 'have blighted thy 
life. May none of thy sisters realise thy fate! 

EXPERIENCES OF A NEWLY-MARRIED PARSI. 

An odd marriage is not a rarity among 
Parsis, too, as I have said-it'may he odd in 
various ways. Here are the experiences, of a 
mixed character, of my friend Ookerji. Any' 
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honest Parsi can vouch for the fac~,~h~~ 
I very much doubt if he will like to be Ideuti:: 
fied as the " happy" bridegroom. 

Last week I was dined by my motJ:1er-in.law. 
Mother-in-law is a well-endowed widow who 
keeps her own accounts-and her own counsels. 
I hail from Panch Kaliani, a small possession 
of N awab Khuda. Bux of Mowlaghar. I was 
an orphan before I was born; so one might well 
doubt my existence. But fact is a stern thing, 
and so is mother-in law, to whom at once I 
must return. Well, the dinner was in honour 
of my marrying mother-in-Iaw's only daughter. 
It was an 't affair of the heart,"-=-had not 
mother-in-law set her heart ouit? And when 
she sets her heart, or head, or hand, or foot 
on anything, there is small hope of resistance, 
you may be sure. Our union was arranged for 
just after the fury of the Share Mania had 
subsided into bankruptcy and suicide. One day 
father-in-law "was not." So mother-in-law: 
came to Panch Kaliani, a woe-begone widow to 
all appearance, but with small effects of large 
value hidden in mauy odd corners of her, capa_ 
cious motherly person. I distinctly remember 
this visit. MyoId aunt received her, and a 
little girl trGtting behind her, at the threshold 

19 
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I was busy eating my meal of Indian corn, but 
instinctively made out that the little girl was 
her daughter and my destiny. 'They lived with 
us for about a year, during which time our 
troths wer~ plighted. Shortly after my poor 
old aunt died, leaving me and her neat little 
.fortune to mother-in-Iaw's care. We then came 
up to Bombay, where mother-in-law at once 
set up for a rich widow with no desire to be
come a . woman again. She put us both to
cheap schools where we were happier thaD: at 
home. Mother.-in-Iaw had a horror of over
feeding us, and whenever we cried from hunger 
she would remind us of the day when we would 
be wedded and free. . And, in very sooth, she 
was making grand preparations for the day, and 
the repeated threat was, "~he wedding once 
over, I'll lay,down my aching bones in peace/' 
This was an empty boast, for, as far as could 
be gathered from a respectful distance, the doc
tor was of opinion that her constitution was 
liot predisposed to generating much ossific sub
stance. But I see the reader is looking out 
for a picture of mother· in-law. Well, she was 
no meet subject for a poetic pen. Horizontally 
.a.nd perpendicularly she measured the same. 
She had a fine head of hair, which grew in 
rank- luxuriance, shooting out their delicate 
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downy germs on the fallow surface of her facial 
region, notably on the upper lip and chin. In 
voice and manners she was more mannish than 
is usual So much for mother-in-law. As to 
her daughter, I am not the man to betray what 
is in my safe keeping. 

How THE MARRIAGE WAS MANAGED. 

Well, mother-in-law worked for a . successful 
wedding business, as I said. She set apart 
Rs. 5,000 for one day's expenses. She got 
invitation cards printed in red and blue, com
mencing with a brief history of her house~ 
mentioning the names of parties to be married 
and concluding with an invitation to the reci
pient and ce all with you"-meaning your whole 
family including the ayas,* hamals,t and even 
the next-door neighbour. Those invitation 
cards mother-in-law got liberally distributed 
by Parsi priests, who have, not a few of them, 
taken leave of their priestly calling, but 
who make excellent dry-nurses, match-makers, 
waiters, and errand-boys. Well, well, the day 
came, and with the crowing of the cock we 
started for the wedding-hall. Three hundred 
cushioned chairs were scattered over the spaci
ous grounds, while the hall inside was being 

• Women attendants. t Men house-servants. 
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swept and scO.ured. That day must have CQst 
mQther-in-Iaw ten years Qf her life. She lived 
in an acute agQny Qf hQpe and fear. W QuId 
the day go. Qff well? One local magnate WQuid 
send wO.rd that he eQuId nO.t jQin because his 
wife was ill; and away WQuld gO. PQQr mQther
in-law to' the stubbQrn dame, CQax, cajQle, and 
bribe her into' gracing the QccasiQn. In SQme 
instances, she-says, she PQsitively bQught bril
liant silk dresses fQr ladies who. did nO.t care to' 

- disgrace their families by appearing in the 
garments their husbands CQuld affO.rd! By 
4 P.M. visitO.rs cQmmenced pO.luing in. We 
were nQW asked to' go. and purify O.urselves
myself and the bride. This is dQne by repeat
ing sundry pr~yers ~aid by the priest, drinking 
a glass O.f niranga,* and taking an O.ath. A 
rupee to' the priest had changed the nil'anga 
into' palatable eau de vie· -On dressing we were 
seated side by side, _ and the high priest 
approached with a high-and-mighty gait. One 
O.f these hO.ly men managed to' treat upO.n SQme 
plantain bark. I dare nQt describe the result, 
but that evening anO.ther priest had to' O.fficiate 
fQr Dastur Bamlmeijad. We were SQQn mar
ried, and then mQther-in-Iaw came to' wash my 
feet, accO.rding to' custO.m. The five minutes 

• Cow urine. 
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<lccupied by this ceremony were to me an age. I 
was in such fear of having the foot disjointed. 

I was now led to a seat outside between two 
venerable guests, and took a leisurely survey 
of the assembly. Most of the guests were 
Parsis, but there were some Mussalmans, Hin
dus and Portuguese. How these latter gentle
men came to know our family is still a mystery 
to me; but mother-in-law is certain they were 
representatives of Government. As far as I 
-could guess, one of them was Dr. De Lucha, 
the Sonapore apothecary, and the other Mr. 
Annunciation, the undertaker. But each had 
.a cocoanut and a nosegay in his hand, and that 
meanS they were welcome guests. I have no 
time to speak of the dresses of ladies and 
.gentlemen, and of the exquisite music the 
former discoursed alternately with the Portu
guese band. 

But here's how we dined on the occasion. 
The guests sat at table instead of squatting on 
the fioor, each having before him a fresh plan
tain leaf. On this leaf the waiter served the 
·dinner-about two dozen little dainties from 
:sugar, ghee and plantain, up .to cake, custard, 
.and cream. It was beautiful to see the' liquid 
!Jh~e meandering through the viands and mak-
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ing friendly overtures to the cqat and trousers 
of the diner, while the oil-lamp was fiickering 
from nervous exhaustion. It was beautiful to 
see how the dinner was eaten in big rounded 
balls of mixed viands-the rice, ddZ and plan
tain fir~t, and then the solids and substantials 
by way of dessert. The toasting, too, was 
beautiful to witness. How the health of de
ceased ancestors was first drunk, then the 
health ofremote descendants, and, oftener than 
was necessary, of the living worthies of the 
community. The toasts were proposed by 
professional toasters, sometimes by friends of 
the host and sometimes by the waiters. Have 
you seen the dirtiest chimney-sweep of Lon
don? W ell,then, the average Parsi waiter 
lJeats him. 'There is not one white speck to 
relieve the dread darkness of his appearance. 
A cold shiver runs through your body as you 
see the waiter stalking out of the kitchen and 
serving the pudding or custard with his five 
dirty fingers. 

The Parsi waiter is only next in harrowing 
associations to the Parsi corpse-bearer. There 
is a subtle sympathy between the two wretches,. 
which the student of nature can easily account 
for. 
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NATIVE SINGING. 

The art of singing is highly developed among 
the Hindus of Gujar:H as elsewhere, but it is 
not II proper" for a lady or gentleman to sing 
or play in company. Hence it has been mono
polised by dancing girls and other professional· 
hirelings in whose hands a noble ar~, has 
degenerated into an ignoble trade. Profes
sional singers are engaged by gentlemen during 
holidays or festivals. Some of these are, no 
doubt, honest men and women, but, as a rule, 
the nautch girl puts her art, as she· often puts 
her person, to the basest use. And yet, 
Hindu gentlemen and ladies, and Parsi and 
Mahomedan, too, for that matter, see nothing 
wrong in the hired dance-song. ' 

At home it is incumbent on every Hindu
man or woman-to sing a few snatches of devo
tional music at stated hours. But the singer's 
heart is not in the song. I have heard some 
beautiful devotional music in Gujarat, especial
IY,among the mendicant class, with simple but 
exquisite accompaniments. In not a few points 
such natural music surpasses the strained 
European art. Hindu women also sing what 
we call season songs, at times siting, at times 
in a circular dance, with rhythmic hand:.clap. 
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ping. There is music to celebrate birth, mar
riage, &c. Much of it is good and wholesome, 
tinged with: religious ideas, with superstitions, 
and at times demoralising associations. But 
whatever the state of music in the province, 
the Hindu of Gujarat is essentially a musical 
animal. 

What I say above of Hindu music applies 
in a degree to Parsi and l\Iahomedan music. 
Parsi women sing very much after their Hindu 
sisters from whom they have borrowed the 
modes as well as the words. But they 
often make a hash of the whole thing for want 
of appreciation. To a stranger orthodox 
Parsi sing~~g sounds a dreary monotone, 
a a ra, e ere, -0 0 ro, u u ru: ma ra ma a a a a re 
e e e ...•• an endless array of vowels unin
telligible save now and then for a glimpse of 
sense which reveals a curious medley of ideas~ 
ghee, sugar, gold, silver,. sun, moon, flower, 
and so on." -The orthodox Parsi gentleman will 
not sing or play to sav~ his head-'--that is~ not 
to please another. He may whistle or hum 
when the dinner is to his taste, or he may 
thump a favourite air when he has done a 
stroke of business, but generally he is content 
with the band-stand drumming or the gallop of 
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the dancing girl. The younger generation~ 
boys and girls, are already taking to improved 
methods, though, to my mind, they lean too 
much to the European side. Playing on the 
piano and the organ has passed the stage which, 
the heartless male critic, calls It grinding .... 
But it has to be improved a good deal. Schools 
and clubs can do much in this direction, but an 
honest effort has yet to be made by society. 
Great credit is due to individual amateurs, 
notably to Mr. K. N. Kabraji, who has given' 
years to the cultivation of the art and to mak
ing it popular and respectable among his com
munity. Like Hindus, Pars is have a rich 
literature of devotional music, but unlike other 
nations-be it said to the Parsis' shame-they 
never sing sacred music either at home or at. 
church. 

Mahomedans, too, indulge more or less in 
hired singing. But often in the privacy or 
domestic life a wife or a mother sings and 
plays with very rare taste and effect. The' 
group of amateurs-wife, husband and children 
-make a picture of luxury and ease to be sel
dom met with in the country; nor does the 
music lack the dignity of art. Mussalmans 
make capital singers and singing masters. The 
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best known on this side is Professor Maula 
,Bux who ought to give me a song next time he 
meets me, and a song such as I may reproduce 
for European lovers of the art. 

DEATH. 

Parsis and Hindus make a merit of remov
ing the dead for final disposal with the least 
possible delay. Parsis are not so particular 
as Hindus, but both realise equally well the 
value of this excellent sanitary rule. The 
more orthodox carry the patient to the ground
:floor while the" vital spark" is struggling to 
escape, and after a bath, they administer to 
him the consolations of his faith. No sight 
could be ~9re affecting; none more inhuman in 
some circumstances. No wonder if a delicate 
sufferer at times goes off in the act of removal, 
either from exertion or sheer fright. If he 
survives the bath he is laid upon a bed-stead; 
otherwise the body is stretched full length on 
a slab. with a light by its side. The priest is 
always at hand; so also the" Sag," the watch
dog. This reminds one as a relic of the ancient 
rite when the most. faithful of domestic pets 

\ watched by the side of its deceased master on 
the mountain's top. till, in good time, it was 
itself laid to rest. What wonder if the Parsis 
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cherish the dog more than any other nation1 
Now follow ceremonies--a posse of priests offer-· 
ing prayers for the spirit just disembodied, 
female friends surrounding the body on a mat
tress or a carpet, and male friends sitting on 
benches outside. The principal mourners in
side recount, one by one, in a dismal and de
pressing monotone, the merits' of the deceased, 
his private relations, his SUQcesses in life, &c., 
winding up no.w and then with a covert hit at 
an obnoxious sister, or brother, and very often 
the relations-ill-law. The challenge may be 
taken up by the. person thus treatt:d or by her 
frien~s, and a retort is averted by friendly 
intercession. :Many of the distant relatives 
keep up a mournful sing-song by way or inter
lude, I suppose, beating the breast and other
wise exhibiting grief-the refrain of the dirge 
being " Oh mother mine b ! oh sister mine 0 ! 
oh father mine 0 !" according to circumstances. 
There is genuine feeling in what is said and 
done, but not so in aU cases. Outside the room 
the bereaved ones are busy arranging for the 
funeral and bowing to friends as they. drop in. 
These male mourners are the greatest bores
they pass nearly two hours in discussing the 

"latest scandals, in drinking iced water, taking 
snuff and otherwise behaving in a most callous 
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manner. The more sensible ones pass the 
time in silent prayer. Meantime the body 
is being dressed in ?ld linen, and placed on 
the iron bier on which it is·to be carried to 
the Tower of Silence. Two ordained priests 
now stand up at the threshold and offer prayers,' 
part of them appropriate enough, but tp.e rest 
mere recitation of sanitary ru,les. These warn
ings against the danger of contact with the 
dead are admirable in their way, though utter
ed in ancient Zend; but they are no more of 
the nature of devotional r.ecitations than are 
chapters from our Sanitary Commissioner's 
Report. After the "prayers" are over. the 
mourners take their last farewell of the 
friend, and form themselves into a procession 
to follow him to his resting-place. The body 
is removed amidst outbursts of grief. Only 
a few of the mourners follow the dead body 
carried by· professional carriers. The proces
sion, though orderly, is by no means edifying. 
There are more rites and ceremonies for 
days, weeks, months, up to the first anniver
sary. This depends upon the means of the 
survivors, and their gullibility. Death may 
be a rich harvest to the Parsi priest, but it 

. often nieans an unbearably heavy. bill to the 
'bereaved. -
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. The Hindus. follow more or Jess the rites 
~bove mentioned. They are more rigid in the 
Dbservance than are Parsis. They hurry off 
the dead to the burning-ground in cruel haste, 
be it night or day, (Parsis never remove the 
:lead after sunset), and it is terrible to be dis
turlled of a quiet night by the cries of Bama 
70lo. The female mourners in this case are 
more violent, many of them abandoned to grief 
tor the hour, standing in a circle, beating the 
.>reast and .singing the virtues of the deceased 
triend or relative. The sight is very pathetic, 
but because of its being so common, and be~ 
)ause the mourning song is gone through in the 
;treets, and because mourners are often hired 
tor the occasion, it has lost much of its w~ird 
pathos. The relatives no doubt suffer keenly. 
-the poor widow is. worse than dead on the 
husband's death. The Hindus have their post-. 
mortem ceremonies like all Eastern nations
the sltrddlLa being the most important. The 
slu-ddha is based on a beautiful idea. Nothing· 
(!ould be more touching than a son recounting 
the trials and troubles of a mother, acknow
ledging his life-long obligations to her, and 
imploring his God to give rest to her spirit for 
her own good, pure, devoted life, and through 
his humble pious intercession. I believe the 
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·ceremony is a powerful domestic discipline. But 
among the unreasoning mass it also leads to ex
travagance and ruin. The survivors have to 
give caste-dinners. And in some cases these 
dinners cost more than the parties can afford. 
But being a compulsory institution, no decent 
man can avoid giving the dinner. It is dread
ful to think of an old man giving up his every
thing,in order to feed the Caste on the death 
of a beloved son or daughter! Here we see 
Caste in the character of a cannibaJ.. 

The Mahomedans manage a funeral much 
better. There is no hurry or bustle. The 
body is carried on friendly shoulders which 
change every few minutes as passers-by meet 
the procession and claim the honour of- carry
ing the deceased. Prayers are shouted all the 
way, sometimes perhaps more loudly than is . 
necessary. But the rest of the business is 
as quiet and dignified as I should like to have 
at my own funeral. . 

DEATH-rrs EFFECTS ON THE LmNG. 

In dealing, though very cursorily with such 
a solemn subject as life, it would, 'not be well 
to omit'death, its twin-brother; . Death is not 
a stranger to us; but he is never a' welcome 
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guest. And by none is a visit front him so 
much dreaded as by the Hindu wife. The 
death of her husband is a' crushing blow to 
her; she cannot recover from its effects. The 
Hindu widow is doomed to wearing life long 
weeds. The widow is not treated like a human 
being. Her look is "inauspicious," her touch 
pollutes everything. Despised, neglected, 'and. 
often betrayed by the wolves of society, her 
woman's life often becomes a burden to her. 
She has nothing for it but either to abandon 
her pure womanhood to impure customs, or to 
drag on her miserable solitary sojourn to the 
bitter end, often reached long before it is time. 
I am here speaking of the YOUNG HINDU WlDOW

-she who has all her life before her. The 
widow who has the consolation of children left 
to her is not so completely at the mercy 01 
caste and custom. Indeed, the widow with 
grown-up boys does not think she is to be so 
much pitied as her neighbour who has been 
left alone. Of such widows .my bold but 
'unhappy heroine, Moghi Thakrani, * is a 
notable instance. Let her speak out in her 
own way. 

• Wife of a Bhattia, also of a Rajput prince. 
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CONFESSIONS OF l\fOGHI THAKRANI. 

A Oltapter nf Lapses, Relapses and Collapses. 

"My father married late in life- after his 
forty-eighth year. My mother was then about 
twelve. She looked old for her age, my aunt 
Kevli, tells .me.' My father was really old, 
having led a laborious and irregular life; but 
he had hoarded money, with which he bought 
my mother. She made a devoted wife. He, 
too, was kind to her in his own way. Three 
years after the marriage my mother gave me 
life and lost hers in the attempt. My father 
mourned her truly, but his grief was selfish 
and arbitrary. What grieved him was not so 
much her death,as her not having left him a 
son and heir. My father loved and was very 
proud of me. He would not part with me 
under Rs. 50,000, he used to say. That was 
his love! I remember my youth from six years 
upwards. At this age I was first taken to the 
Maharaja's Mandir. My aunt and several of 
my cousins came with me. . Up to nine I 
worshipped the Maharaj at a distance; but 
after my marriage with an old man I was 
initiated in~o the sacred rites of Maharaj wor
ship. My father as well as my husband did 
not know, or rather pretended not to know, 
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of my dedication to th~ Source of True Bliss. 
On the day of our visit my aunt decked me out 
in the best of clothes and richest of omaments, 
murmuring softly all the while, Thou lucky 
little rogue, thy life will be, blessed to-day. 
And thus fell upon my life the cruelest blight 
that could befal womanhood. I would not have 
the heart to wish su,ch a curse to fall upon my' 
deadliest foes. After my dedication I went to 
live with my husband. He was an old man, 
,vith many of the infirmities of age-he was 
deaf and colour-blind for two things, and made 
dreadful mistakes through jealousy. I had 
scarcely been with him for three months when 
an undesirable acquaintance sprang up between 
me and an opposite neighbour. I'made very 
light of the sin, and so we lived on for about 
six months. The knowledge .no way interfered 
with my happiness. But soon came its punish
ment. The Brahmin cook, learning of it~ 
looked bold, and threatened exposure when I 
disregarded his importunities. It is impossible 
to deny favours which are asked as a price for 
secrecy. Next year I presented my husband 
with an heir, who died in a few weeks. . The 
old man himself died soon after." 

. "I now entered on a career of what we caU 
widow's freedom. When inconveniently situ,at-

20 
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ed, I would organise pilgrimages to holy 
shrines, whither I would go with half-a-dozen 
wi ves and maidens, accompanied by two or 
three servants." 

Let me now give a few instances of the Sad 
results of caste. A man being strictly forbid
den to marry out of caste, and eligible girls 
being very few, he has to pass the best years 
of his life in low intrigues for the acquirement 
of money and the gratification of sense. He 
is often a: wreck at the time of his marriage, 
and makes an indifferent guardian for what is 
his exclusively. After a few years of such 
marital foolery, the husband dies. What be
comes of the young widow, or what she makes 
of herself, I need scarcely explain. 

. On the other hand, when the wife dies first~ 
leaving a son of, say, ten years, the father gets 
for him a bride of thirteen or fifteen. There 
may be a double object in view. He cannot 
marry again if he is a poor man. He will have 
sooner or later to bring a wife for the son; so he 
resort~ to this stratagem. Such arrangements 
must be very rare. The re-marriage of widows, 
and permission to marry one degree out of 
c!lste, woul~ do:away with practices the infamy 
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of which attaches to many sections of unedu
~ated Hindus. 

'WOES OF THE HINDU WiDOW. 

A case of infanticide at Jetpur was report
ed the other day. A II high caste" widow, 
long suspeded by the Police and closely watch
ed, gives birth· to a child. The new-comer's 
mouth is immediately stuffed with hot kitchen 
ashes. Thus t. religiously disposed of' and' 
thrust into a basket of rubbish, his loving 
grandmother deposits'the child into the nearest 
river. The village Police THEY come to know 
about it. 

A very similar case, is reported from Veeram
gaum; high caste widow, new-born babe, and 
hot ashes, though no mention is made of the 
loving gt:andmother or the basket of rubbish. ' 
Three persons are implicated in the former case. 
n must be remembered that the mother is 'Very 
seldom a party to the· It act of merit:' After 
all, it is her child, flesh of her flesh. Woman's 
love shines best under trials. The wife of a 
thief or murd\~rer will cling to him all the closer 
the more he is shunned by the world; the 
mother of a bastard will love him more intense
ly, perhaps, to make up for the father's neglect 
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In the J etpur widow's case, I may say, she is 
no more a murderer than ,is the ,head of the 
local Police. The father of her unclaimed 
child, whom your humane English law never 
thinks of calling to account, is the prime mov,er, 
with the widow's parents and Caste people as 
his accomplices. So cleverly is the affair 
managed that hardly one ca~e out of twenty 
can be detected. In most cases the child dies 
1!efore birth. The patient is removed far frum 
her home, on a visit to a friend's 01' on a pilgrim
age, and there she is absolved of the burden of 
sin. She is lucky if she escapes with per
manent injury to the system, for the village 
surgeon is but a clumsy operator. If less lucky, 
she succumbs un'der the operation. But least 
lucky is the widow whose case does not yield 
to the ma8ipul4tions of the Dai.* And woe 
be to her if she belongs to a respectable family. 
Then they get up a ceremony in her honour, 
what they call a cold Suttee, they serve her 
with the best of viands, they ply her '\\'ith 
sweet intoxicants, and they cap her last supper 
on earth with something that· will settle the 
business. The widow is soon a cold Suttee, and 
is forthwith carried off to the burning-ground' 
(the pious Hindu can't .keep a corpse in his 

-Midwife. 
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house for ten minutes). This cold Suttee 
pleans a double murder. Let us hope it is now 
out of vogue. But a case is known where the 
widow suspected foul play in the midst of the 
nocturnal festivities in her honour. She turned 
piteously to her mother and asked to be saved, 
but she was urged in reply somewhat to this 
effect :-'1 Drink, drink, my child, drink to cover 
-thy mother's shame and to keep thy father's 
abru; drink it, dear daughter, see I am doing" 
likewise " I 

As for the village policeman, he is too stupid, 
as a rule, to be of any use. And. where he is 
less stupid than his brother, he makes up by 
that low cunning and duplicity which render 
him so dangerous to the community. He is 
open to corruption in any form, and where 
Caste conflicts with duty, he is to be least 
trusted. He bullies the weak and the helpless. 
With the powerful and the well-to-do your 
policeman is always reasonable. But what can 
the policeman do even where he is intelligent as 
well as honest ~ 'Ihe lapse of a widow is no 
offence in the law; the Magistr~te has no right 
to inquire how "a widow came to be in the 
family way. It is only when abortion is feared 
that a sort of watch is kept upon the widow 
The Magistrate receives anonymous petitions. 
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Many of these he does not attend to; but 
where_ the petition appears bona fide, the 
Magistrate forwards it to the Police authorities. 
Even such a case is not looked upon as a press
ing one, and I think wisely. ·Delays being fre
quent, the Police are unable to prove five cases 
of abortions out of a hundred. 

The only remedy is to dispossess Caste of its 
power of excommunicating the widow who mar
ries again. Government sanctions re-marriage 
and Caste opposes it. What a position for the 
Government of an Empire ~ It is all very well 
for English officials to say that the widow and 
her friends ought to defy Caste. They do not 
know the terrible effect of the 1\fahajan's curse. 
The widow and ber husband, and very often 
her and his families are shunned like pariahs. 
FJ.'hus some . forty people may suffer for the 
courage of two. They suffer in life and in death. 
No castema.n joins them in any domestic cere
mony ; none of them can take part in the soCial 
affairs of any casteman. So cruelly rigid is the 
discipline, that it drew tears of anguish from 
that most patient Hindu martyr, Kursandas 

. Mulji. He used to cry helplessly when his 
wife wanted to know It'lten her fam.ily fvas to be 
re-admitted into tIle Caste. Englishmen can have 
no idea of the bitterness of this social seclusion; 
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it is wor~e than the bitterness of death. One 
result of the persecution is that few remarried 
couples live happily. They are hunted out of 
Caste, out of profession, and if I am not quite 
wrong, out of part of their inheritance. And 
not being sufficiently educated to take to 
new modes of life, husband and wife pine 
away in despair, accuse each other of folly; , 
and under a sense of injury they sometimes 
take to evil courses. What a trium'ph for 
Caste 1 Thnt the widow marriage movement 
in India is maldng head in spite of such 
crushing opposition is a proof of its neces
sity and its ultimate triumph. . If the Govern
ment only rulea that Caste has no right to pre
vent re-marriage ; if the Public Prosecutor is 
instructed to lay heavy damages against the 
Mahajan for putting a re-married widow out of 
Caste, the reform will have an easy victory 
oyer prejudice. Is there. no Englishman to put. 
down this unnatural interference with a move
ment sanctioned by the law of God and m~n? 
Is there no Englishwoman to plead for the 
rights of her voiceless sisters in India 1 

GoVERNMENT AND THE HINDU WIDOW. 
It is really surprising that the enlightened 

British Government, which considers it a para-
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mount duty to put down ·any practice tending 
to conflict with public interests, should hang 
back in a matter like the prevention of widow 
marriage, which leads directly to heinous offences 
against society and against nature, culmi
nating in 'almost daily D?-urders. . The Guja"ati, 
which is generally opposed to any form of State 
interference, in the social affairs of the people, 
is convinced that the evil cannot be put down 
except by the strong hand of authority. In such 
matters the· orthodox Hindu is as perverse 
to·day as he was ever before. or himself he 
will effect no reform, however. imperative. He 
has always refused to move with the times, and 
it can be historically proved that without legis· 
lative interference, either undet· the Hindu, 
the Mahomedan or the British Government, 
Caste would never have made even the little 
progress that may now be laid to its credit. 
For instance, had not Lord Bentinck boldly 
legislated against Suttee, threatening offenders 
with capital punishment, that national crime 
would not have disappeared. He might have 
preached against the crime for a thousand years 
without effect. It is a:ction taken by the 
authorities that tells upon' Hindu society. A 
howl may be set up now, as it was set up in 
that case,if Government attempts interference. 
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But the opposition will not be so fierce as 
before-which Lord Bentinck's Government 
stood easily enough. There is greater general 
enlightenment now; three-fourths of the Hindu 
population, if not more, are anxious to see re
marriage guaranteed-freedom from priestly' per
secution. And is not Government bound to 
consult the happiness ofthe many, even at the 
risk of offending the few 1 It is folly to;expect 
the Hindus to work out the reform for them:
selves. Where man can exercise his free will 
in every concern, and woman is stigmatisEld as 
'a creature of circumstances,' can we expect 
justice for woman? 

For these and other reasons the Guja1'ati 
urges that Government should call upon grown
up widows without children, who are not likely 
to withstand te,mptations, to show cause why 
they may not marry and what prevents them 
doing so. Such an arrangement will have two 
salutary results; re-marriage of widows will be 
forced to come into fashion, and infant marriage 
will be put a stop to. May this be so ! 

A BaA.HMIN: WIDow'ADVERTISING FOR A HUSBA.ND. 

What will the English reader think of a 
Brahmin wido~ advertising for a husband? In 
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England, where tIle courting is done all by the 
young men, except perhaps in the agony columns, 
such a thing as a Hindu widow offering public 
court to a possible husband may appear in
credible. But here is a young and fairly educated 
Brahmin widow bidding fr>r a partner-a deli
verer from lifelong misery and worse-with 
an incom.e of only Rs. 50 a month. As a rule, 
the Hindu maiden -never responds to love's 
appeal except by a shy glance. And here we 
have a case-well, it won't do to dwell upon it. 
But what are we" to think of the so-called 
Ct men" of India when its women are drivel1 to 
such straits in a matter with which the honou~ 
and the very growth of the nation is so inti
mately connected? 'What are we to think of 
the twice-born Brahmins, of our enlightened 
reformers 'and patriots? So long as het· fair 
daughters are at the mercy of a foul supersti
tionso long will a curse hang upon the 
country. . 

And will the poor girl find a husband from 
among the Brahmin class? I doubt it. There 
may beB.A.s and M.A.s and no end of patriotic 
reformers ready with a speech or a pamphlet 
on " the regeneration of Aryavrat." But the 
minute' it comes to action, they fly from the 
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field like timid bulls with their tails set on fire. 
Or, there Jllay be enemies in the camp scar
ing away applicants by reHections on the cha
racter of the widow. But as this \ddow-has 
gone so far, why won't she go a step further 
and accept a suitable Khshatri or Vaishya. 
husband? A decent Vaishya is better than a 
degenerate Brahmin, even though the latter be 
a B A., LL. B. 

THE THRALDOM OF CASTE -ITs ApPROACHING 

END. 

Oh Caste I what hayoc hast thou wrought 
in Gujarat and elsewhere in the name of religion 
and under the sanction of antiquity I We have 
been thy slaves for centuries-and no sla ves so 
abject as we Gujaratis, no tyrant so absolute 
as thou, cruel, cruel Caste! But thy days seem. 
to be numbered. Yes, the reign of King Caste 
must draw to a close. Nature, the sovereign 
controller of affairs, is already assert,ing her 
supremacy; and though it may be years. perhaps 
whole decade8, before the rightful sovereign 
resumes her sway, I doubt not that Cr.ste, in 
his more hateful aspects, is retreating. Twenty 
years ago, the re-marriage of a Hindu widow 
was an event not to be dreamt of. In the 
course of last year I have recorded fifty such 
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unions. The bold spirits, who defy Caste in order 
to save their honour and secure the happiness 
to which instinct tells them they are entitled, 
have to put up with bitter persecution, even 
personal violence from bigots in power; but the 
eye of an All-wise Providence watches over the 
victims. The timeis coming when, sanctified 
by Him, and blessed by all sensible Gujaratis) 
widow remarriage will grow up an institution 
.of the land. Meanwhile, the following account 
of the Caste meeting may afford some cue to 
the observant reader as to the knowledge and 
pow~r for good of the representatives of Caste) 
and the attitmle of the advocates of reform. 
The proceedings"are' conducted in a very primi
tive manner. But I need not apologise for that, 
inasmuch as it is my business to place before the 
reader the real pictures of life and manners-
rough, crude, sometimes half· naked, but always 
natu1·al. 

A HINDU CASTE MEETING. 
THAKAR KHOKHRA, THE SHETT (smoHng opium 

from his 1mbble-bubble).-tt Brothers, it bas 
come to my ears that some of us here assembled 
~re children of the devil." 

MANHORDAS (at'dent refm·mel').-cc Yes, fatlter!" 
'l'HAKAR KHoKHRA.-"Why should it be so, 

tmy son ?', 
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MANHORD_~s.-t'Father, if thou wilt forgive 
thy cltltom (child), III spea.k." 

RANGILKAKA (a gay widoue1"):-"Yes, Man.: 
horbhai, tell the truth and sllame the--". 

MANHORDAs.-"Well, then, we are going to 
the--,as Khokhra 'Mpd says, because we 
would rather follow the--than such a Maha
raj as Chandoolalji. " 

LADUBHAT (orthodom priest).-"Shut up your 
mouth, shut up your mouth; you are to-day a.. 
Sudhlhawala (reformer), but did you never 
worship the Mahapurusha 1" 

MANHORDAS ._.iN ever." 

LADuBHAT.-"I have myself seen you kissing 
the sacred foot on the 6th ofVaishak. " (Cries 
of Ie Shame! Shame I"~ " The hypocrite I"~) 

MANHORDAS.-" It is false. I can prove it 
false." 

KHOKHRA SHETT.-"Prove it, young man." 
MANHORDAS.-" Because on the 5th of V ai

shak the Maharaja's toe was· bitten by rats, 
whilst he lay exhausted after a frolic. Dr. Bhau 
Daji* could prove it." (Hisses and groans and 
uproar.) 

• Our mos6 accomplished Hindu physician and scholar 
or Bombay-died in 1872. 
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THAKAR KHOKHRA (upsetting the hubble-bub
ble).-" You shameless infidel! I have put you 
out of caste !. !" 

VX5HADH.ARI (a man who loves "wiilow-fi'eedom" 
in private and hate8 it in public).-u I decla:re 
that Manhordas is a Kristan* fellow. He is 
vetlel (convert). What are these Sudhara wa:lils ~ 
One cheats widows out of their portions; an- . 
other keeps a number of widows in his house 
under show of protection ; a thil·d gambles ·and 
becomes a bankrupt: they become S udhara wallt 
to please the Saheh loques, and that way assume 
importance. They are the thieves. and pirates 
of society. Shame upon their birth !" 

l\fANHORDAS.-tc Don't make me speak out, 
Veshadhari. I know you and the widows of 
your family." 

VESHADHARI.-" .They are your.motltel's, you 
rascal I"~· 

MANHORDAS.-" Ah ! they never keep their 
children I''. 

VESHADHARI (losing tempe1').-" Oh, you slan
derer, murderer ! Is not your widowed sister a 
witch ?" 

MANHORDAS (relapsing into street-arabism).
"Your daughter, your sister, your mother. !" 

• Christian. 
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V ESH.\DHARI.-" Your aunt, your grand
mother-were they not Mahomedans ?" 

l\fA.NHoRD.\s.-"And can you swear who is 
your father 1" 

V ESHA.DH.ARI.-"Yes, and 1 can also swear 
who your real father is. Now, will you fight 
it out, you malicious liar " • 
• THAKAR KHOKHR.\ (teaking from hiK nap and 
falling back upon tlte hubble-bubble ).-" Is the 
business before the meeting over!" 

MANHORD.\S.-"No; you must listen to me."· 
KHOKHR,\ SHETT (st1'il:ing ltis bell!J).-"I will 

listen to this first. It is time for supper. I 
have put you out of caste, also all your family 
and friends, unless you do the proper penance 
in time,. and give three caste dinners of ghee 
and mango juice. So long as I live I will 

. trample upon Sudhal'a. I am not such a f061 
as to pretend to be wiser than my fathers. Re
turn home in peace, my children, and may the 
blessing of the Mahapurusha be with the faith
ful !" 

SPORTS AND PLAYS. 

Nothing could be a 'fairer index to the social 
ch,aracter of a people than the sports and games 
that obtain among them; and nothing could 
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afford -a greater scope for comparison than the 
plays common to two nations.' There are a. 
good-many popular sports in Gujara t, indoor 
and outdoor, which one reads of in English 
books on the subject, though, as is to be expect-' 
ed, we in India have no record of our own-no 
sporting literature to speak of. As this is not 
meant to be a lea~ned essay, I must hurry on. 
to the plays and games sacred to Gujarat. 

. Kite-flying is perhaps the most popular among 
these. It is in favour with all classes. From 
boys of seven to elderly youths of seventy, the 
Gujaratis enjoy the 'pleasurea of kite-flying. 
Paper kites are made of many shapes aud sizes, 
sometimes so big that a child, holding the string. 
may be carried away by the force of the fragile 
aeronaut frisking in the air. During the kite
flying season there isa rage after the sport,and 
it gives rise to bets and wagers ad libitum. Of 
the two or mOl'e prize-fighters he who flies his 
kite the highest, wins. At· times there are 
regular kite-fights; the two combatants in the 
skies aloe brought illto contact after a good 
deal of military manoouvre, one taking the 
offensive and the other standing on defence, 
and that whiQh is torn, broken, pinned to a 
roof or drowned into a well or pond, or other
wise damaged, is set upon by the street boys 
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from whom the owner will exert his utmost to 
save his kite. The sport is very keenly fol· 
lowed, arid the kite that has lost the day has 
poor chance of escape from the street urchins 
who give it a hot chase and finally capture it. 
to carry off as a trophy to the enemy's camp. 
The scramble leads to accidents at times, boys 
in pursuit tumbling down roofs and galleries. 
But in spite of such mishaps kite-flying ~.s 
l~oked upon as a jolly good sport. It is a 
aid to the sight, steadies the hand and sharpe 1 
the presence of mind. . 

Next in vogue is Giliddndci, . something like 
cricket, which has now almost entirely supersed
ed the indigenous sport. So Illuch for your 
wicked English rule! Then there are the run
ning, jumping (leapfrog), swimming, riding (the 
hobby horse) and climbing sports; also racing .. 
especially in bullock carts. There is the Okor
Kotwal (Thief and Magistrate), Nas(}goso (Blind
man's buff) and a number of athletic sports. 
There are the marble and the top for the small 
boys, and night plays, one set for the dark half 
of the month, another set for moonlit nights, 
for grown-up youths. Among domestic games 
we have cards and dice often played for heavy 
stakes, from.the player's moneY,·house, up to 

21 
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his wife. Breaking of sugar-canes on thp. wrist 
and striking oftwo eggs against each other are 
among plays reserved for the wet weather. 

Women have their special indoor amusements' 
besides some .of the games abovenamed, the 
favourites being swinging, Garba singing, story
telling and examining one another's hair. There 
at:e no outdoor games, of course, for women.. 

ARTS AND INDUSTRIES. 

In the matter of arts and industries Gujarat 
has lost much of its former importance by 
reason of the general poverty of the' people, 
want of encouragement, and the competition 
of cheap machine-made articles. Still, there 
are a few kinds of loom-made cotton cloth, 
excellent i~ design and texture, which the 
outturn of: the European factory can scarcely 
rival. Gujarat can also show silk and em
broidered work...,..Kinkhob for instance-more 
-or less in' the hands of Mahomedans and 
ffmdus-for which the province has always 
been famous. You may see good pottery work 
in some parts, rough soap, glass, beads, &c. 
There is some slight business in the cutting 
and setting of precious stones, too. Among 
the more curious little crafts is Kusti-weaving 
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by Parsi women, in which they may defy the 
deftest seamstress in Europe. Surat has Ii brisk 
trade in what are popularly known as "work
boxes " and other elegant nicknacks in sandal
wood, ivory, &c. The work turned out by Mr. 
Bhamgara is in much request, and is sent 
out to various parts of India, and, latterly· to 
Europe and America. This is a . very meagre 
account I have given; but as a rule the spirit 
is being crushed out of Native arts and indus
tries in Gujar~t, and one scarcely feels recon
ciled enough to cheap imitations and degenerate 
-originals, to go into raptures. To the European 
visitor to SUl'at I may recommend a taste of 
its barfi and khutai, of its cream cheese and 
real butter-biscuit, not the lumps of clay we 
get in Bombay. The khutai prepared by old 
Nusserwanji Shaer, as gpod an innkeeper as 
was ever born, had something in it to tempt 
the most capricious appetite. 



HOLIDAYS. 

A HASTY glance at some of the national holi
days of Gujarat may not be an unfitting con
clusion to our itinerary. Chief among Hindu 
holidays is, of course, the far-famed 

DrwALI. 

No description of Diwali would be complete 
that did not extend from nine days before 
Dasara to fifteen days after D~wali proper. The 
holiday preceding Dasara is called na'l7a 1'at1,i, 
" cine nights," which in vulgar parlance has 
come to be called norta. 

These nine nights are sacred to garMs, 
popular songs sung in the streets of Gujarat. 
A few oil~lamps are placed on a hmpholder 
in the centre of an area, close to which are 
placed a virgin pair-" a bonny youth and 
maiden fair." About these a bevy of from twen
ty to sixty women of all ages circle round and 
round, taking up a refrain, and often repeating 
in chorus a verse sung by one and, at times, 
two women, keeping time to the clap of hands. 
These garbas are evanescent scintillations of the 
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genius of Dayaram, the Byron of Gujarat. The 
hero of the~ongs is mostly Krishna, the lord 
of 16,000 gopi/';(£s* who are' maddened by love 
of him, who are drawn to the" nonrisher of our 
souls" by the enchanting tones of his murlit 
in the by-lanes of Brindahan. and who fly 
to him at early morn-one "slipping from her 
husband's side," another ".leaving the morning 
duties undone," and a third wjthout "suckling 
her babe," all with tumultuous delight, panting, 
perspiring, and half naked! There, in the 
wilderness of unbought love, they meet him, the 
"soul-subduer," and in converse with him ,their 
souls "drink delight." This legend is assert
ed to be no more than a poetical portraiture of 
the passionate yearning the soul feels towards 
her Maker-a feeling that surpasses in intense
nes'3 the love w~ feel for children or parents, 
even that selfish and vehement longing we 
have for "the flesh of our flesh, the bone of 
our bone." This harmless legend is worked 
by Dayaram into various orgies of songs whose 
luscious sweetness and witchery 'of style have 
done more than any other social vagaries. to 
perpetuate the horrors of those dens of iniqui
ties, the Vaishnava Maharajas' Mandirs. In this 
respect Dayaram's poetry works in Gujarat as 

.. Cowberdesses. ,t Flute. 
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" procuress of the lords of Hell." But the days 
of street garb&.s· in Gujara t are numbered. Surat 
was head-quarters of these midnight songs, and 
attracted, during the nava rdtri, visitors from 
outlying places, even from so far as Bombay. 

To be allowed to join a ga1'l)o was an honour,. 
imd none but your Langtrys and Wests* could 
claim the privilege. The amhitious songstress 
must have a figure like the cypress, her eyes a 
pair of young lotuses, her mouth a full moon, 
her teeth a row of pearls Ot· pomegranate seeds, 
her breath like citron, her lips corals, her fore
head virgin marble, her nose the parrot's beak, 
her hair like the graceful nagavel,t her cheeks 
dimpled love-gardens, her chin a sloping mea
dow, her neck like the swan's, her breast like 
the dove's, her waist like a liquid jet, her feet 
like moonbeams playing at hide-and-seek, and 
her dance must be like the peacock's! Her 
laugh must be a shower of mogras,t her voice 
sweet but varied, now simmering like the lloft 
undulating bubbles in a bowl of Cyprian wine, 
then roaring and splashing like the giant Nia
gara, now warbling like the silver flute of 
a Circassian houri, then thundering like the 

• 'rhe two fllr-famed English beauties. 
t Betel plant. : Jasmine flowers. 
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war·drum of a fierce Amazon I Fot'months and 
mon ths was the pure virgin soul saturated 'with 
sweet, silly, domestic legends, and thus pre. 
pared to take part in the garMs. 

But those scenes are now, happily, visions of 
the past. In place of the lovely. sylph-like 
Hinduani*-the maiden who blushes as she 
smiles at her heart's happiness in having been 
allowed to join the street song, and whose guile
less glance enthrals a crowd of gay butterflies 
-you have now the ~ubstantial matron, with 
her brown little progeny pulling at her skirts, 
whose voice is formed all for gutturals. and 
whose charms are only for the meek husband 
to admire. 

G ARBAS SUNG BY MALES. 

In other places, especially in temples, you 
have males keeping up the garMs-Banias and 
Bhathias swaying backwards and forwards 
their fat inelastic carcases, ogling one another, 
and making night hideous with their voci
ferous howls and hand·clapping. I know seve
ral influential Hindu merchants, Government 
officials, and even ministers of Native States, 
joining in the incongruous buffoonery. At 
Bombay you have little of street garMs, except 

II Hindu lady. 
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those sung by the gipsies for hire. These are 
wanton wanderers of the. lowest order. going 
about from street to street and asking the 
housewives, "Will you have the ga1'bo sung, 
ladies ?" The songs are rude, disjoined snatches 
stolen from here and there-a sort of patchwork 
poetry, sacred to Amba BhCtlcani. * 

THE DAsAu.~. 

At the end of Navardtri you have the 
Dasara. This is a grand national holiday, com
memorating the event of the mighty heroes, 
the Pandavas,t having girded their loins 
against their cousins, the Kaurawas. t But 
the Dasara, and, in fact, the whole range of 
days from Navaratri to Kartiki PW"nimd, is 
more a social than a religious holiday. It is 
the nationa1. harvest holiday. Pity such an 
interesting holiday has not yet been immortal
ised by any local bard. Dasara is a most 
auspicious day for sending children to school, 

. for generals marching against the enemy, &c. 
The housewife gets up . that morning before 
the cock crows, cleans and sweeps and scours 
the house, chanting a simple hymn the same 
time in subdued tones, lest' that sluggard of 

.. The Mahratta type of the dread goddess Kali. 
. t The heroes of the MahabMrat8. 
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her husband be. disturbed in his slumbers. She 
is assisted by her daughter, if the domestic 
circle is blessed with any such "phantom of 
delight." There is nothing' more beautiful in 
the home life of the Hindu than the love bet
ween mother and daughter. Through thick 
and thin, through good report and evil report, 
the two cling to each other at every and any 
sacrifice. As soon as the master of the houee 
gets up, there is uproarious bustle aU around. 
The metal gods and ornaments are furbished 
up, the domestic pefs are fondled and decor
ated with flowers, and the horse is presented 
with a new harness. Later on in the day the 
father performs the havana ceremony; feeding 
the fire with .qkee and grain, and,with his 
children, goes 10 a tree called s7tami or 8om
patrOl, worships it, picks or purchases a leaf of 
it, goes to his friends, embraces. them and gets 
embraced (a regular bear-hug), returns home, 
partakes of holiday dainties, making a sly 
compliment now and then to the poor drudge 
of a wife who waits upon her It lord" while at 
dinner, and then goes to bed . 

. DHAN TERASA AND KALI CHAOODASA. 

Twenty days after Dasara is Diwali. It com
mences on the 12th of the dark part of the 
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month.. That day is Vagha Barasa or Guru 
Dwddashi. The day after Barasa is Dhan 
Teras or Dhan Tra!Jodashi, when the merchant 
brings together his hoards into one room, and 
after gloating over the heap, offers prayers to 
it" sprinkles it with red ochre, and kneeling, 
requests the presiding deity not to take unto 
her wings. The deity presiding over wealth is 
Lakshmi. Then comes Kdli Cltaoodasa or 
Narka Chaturdashi, observed in honour of 
Vishnu's victory over N arakasura. The most 
effective illumination is on this or the follow
ing day. The housewife gets up early in the 
morni,ng, sets a lamp burning in each nook and 
corher of the house, f'ubs herself and child. 
ren, and even herlora, with ointment, 'and per
forms hot-water ablutions. The· hotter the 
liquid the greater the efficacy of the prayer 
following. No little nrchin in the house can 
escape a good smothering bath, and happy he 
whose skin does not peel off under the opera
tion. The mistress of the house then performs 
arti with a lamp in a brass plate in her hand, 
and receives various presents. 

DIW ALI PROPER. 

Next day is Diwali proper. The day is sacred 
to Saraswati, goddess of learning, when all the 
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shop papers are solemnly worshipped. The 
worship is called Vahipuja. The family priest. 
a " little round fat oily man of God," requests 
Saraswati :Matlt on this day not to ~esert his 
client. The merchant opens new accounts, new 
branches of his firm, and new business, on the 
auspicious day. These are public ceremonies;. 
there are private doings, too, on the occasions, 
drinking, gambling, and revelling. In these· 
games the Hindu ·is joined heartily by the Parsi 
and the Mahomedan. Diwali illuminatiops are 
enjoyed by all classes, young and old, rich and 
poor. The vast multitude of a hundred nation
alities surging up the thoroughfares, like the 
waves of the ocean. in all colours o£the rainbow. 
each heart bent upon enjoying the present, and 
each face beaming with the enjoyment, must be 
a m~onificent sight indeed. Noone feature· 
of the night is perhaps more attractive than 
the different head-gears-the Parsi Cf sargar
loaf," the European "chimney-pot," and the
Mahratta ., cart-whee!." The glory of Diwali! 
holidays is now almost gone. But even in 
these degenerate days the Hindu merchant is. 
able to show you a decidedly larger margin on 
Diwali than the Parsi or: the Mahomedan. 
And this, not because the Hindu has greater 
sagacity or enterprise, but because the Parsi 
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or the Mahomedan knows not ,what a large 
revenue parsimony is to the merchant. 

Next to her marriage day and the day on 
which she becomes a mother, Diwali is the 
most welcome occasion to the Hindu girl. 
The poor weary heart has then some glimpses 
of sunshine; it is full of song and sweetness, 
and of the thousand little charities peculiar 
to the sex. Two days after the Diwali is the 
Bhau~ij day, a holiday reminding you of patri
archal times and customs. On this day all 
members of the family are drawn towards the 
warmth of the family hearth; brothers gone 
to other towns on business, sisters gone to 
their husbands'l uncles, nephews, auntsl nieces, 
all meet. at home. The wife is nowhere this 
day. She must make room for her husband's 
sister, who cooks his food and serves him .with 
it. In return sh!! gets presents from him before 
returning to her husband's. , 

THE KhTIKI PURNn.rA~A TREMENDOUS 

GOD-FIGHT. • 

The last of the holidays is Kartiki Purnima. 
It celebrates the victory of Shiva over the 
demon Tripurasura. The monster, once upon a 
time, grew so unmanageable that Brahma and 
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the other- gods, whom he had driven out of 
Swarga, were obliged to seek redress of Shiva, 
the Destroyer. Shiva received this deputation 
of deities with courtesy, and promised to make 
short work of their common foe. One fine morn
ing the mighty Destroyer sallied forth. Noone 
can say that our warrior went ill-equipped. The 
Earth was his chariot, with the Sun and the 
Moon as its wheels. No less a god than Brahma 
was made his Jehu; the Himalaya mountain 
served him as his bow, the Serpent King as 
his bow-string, and Vishnu himself as his 
quiver! Tripurasura fought Shiva manfully, 
but even he could not long cope with the 
Destroyer thus equipped. The worshippers of 
Shiv a promote a splendid fair on the. anniver. 
sary of this renowned pre-historic battle. At 
Bombay the fair is held at Walkeshwar. At 
Surat you have it at As4winikumar, a neigh
bouring village. 

THE KHI.hs OF SURAT. 

The Surat fair was enlivened by the singing 
of Khials, rhymed romances and philosophical 
or polemic songs. There are two schools of 
Khials, the Turrawalas and the KalgiwaIas. 
The first worship the male essence as the prime 
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cause, the second the female power. This is 
-the bone of contention. The founders of the two 
-schools are said to have been Tukangir and 
Allabux. Both claim divine origin and divine 
inspiration. Both had miraculous powers, such 
as bringing down rain, causing eclipses, and 
even reviving the dead. This used to be cen
turies ago, and we had better not be too in
'quisitive about such miraculous doings. About 
fifty years ago the two schools were re
presen ted by Bahadursing and Allibhai. The 
former was a Pardesi,* the latter a Bora. 
Both were illiterate. The first served as gate
keeper for Rs. 7 a month, the second eked out 
a precarious existence by patching up old 
gunny-bags. What would Carlyle have said 
-to this 1 Men who could answer, in impromptu 
verse, the most intricate ques tions of meta,.. 
physics, who could thus hold forth at public 
meetings for a week and Ii. fortnight: illiterate, 
ill-favoured men "building the lofty rhyme" 
with the rapidity with which fairies build 
enchanted castles I Few know of the struggles 
of these heroic souls, the If mute inglorious 
Miltons" or India-men like Kabir t and 

• North-India man, or stranger. 
t The great Sikh Reformer. 
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N anak, * Sahajanand, t TuJd,ram,:j: and Baha
dursing and Allibhai. 

The Kalagiwalas were remarkable for their 
., linked sweetness," a lively fancy, and all those 
lovable little arts which suit and adorn the sex. 
The TurrawaJas, on the other hand, were 
known for the vigour and solidity of their 
productions. From their lips flowed "wisdom 
married to immortal verse." Both schools have 
now sunk in obscurity, and thus one great 
charm of the Diw:Ui holidays has fled Gujarat. 

• Founder of the Sikh faith. 
t The great Gujarat Reformer. 
: The great Mahratta Poet aDd Reformer. 



· . THE INIMITABLE RAMAYAN. 

RAllA, SIU, LAXAMAN. 

ANOTHER attractive feature of the Diwali 
holiday is the recitation of the epic of Ramayan. 
I had the most enjoyable time of it at Baroda 
when listening, for a few hours every evening, 
to recitations fro:Ql the Ramayan. 

I here read the Ramayan, the Diad, the 
SMhnameh, and other masterpieces of human 
thought, but none in the original. I never ad.. 
vanced much in the learned languages, though 
I attempted all by turn. I remember having 
taken up my friend Professor Bhandarkar's 
First Book of Sanskrit, ~to keep oft' the a.wful 
sensation one feels when conscious, for the 
first time, of having a baby at home. But 
baby was obstinate that night in mistaking me 
for the mother. I loved Sanskrit, and. I loved 
baby, too, in a sort of way. What was I to 
do ~ Oh, happy thought! I put baby on 
the table, and tried to soothe it to slumber 
with excellent Sanskrit conjugations. But it 
was no use-baby conjugated with me in 



chorus. Now came the time to decide, and I 
foolishly decided to give up Sanskrit. You do. 
enough for one man if you can manage a new 
baby. It is a terrible task, especially for 
absent-minded students. You take the little 
being lip with a shiver of anxiety lest it should 
melt in your 1,l.ands, or lest it should slip 
through your fingers; or lest, in deep brown 
st.udy, mistaking it for a plaything,.you should 
put it out of the window. Then, again, you 
have the presence of the mother to disturb 
your peace of mind-the mother who sleeps 
with one eye eternally open. Oh. it is a sad-, 
dening thing! But one must do one's duty. 
Babies take very kindly to me, except when I 
am hungry. at which time they avoid me with 
that instinct of self-preservation which is the 
first law of our nature. Well, then, if ~ gave 
up Sanskrit, you see it was not on a flimsy
pretext. 

POPULAR REClTATIOYS OJ!' THE NATIONAL EpIC. 

But to return to the recitation of the Rama
yan at Baroda. These popular recitals from 
the epic are done into Gujarati in easy,. 
flowing, narrative verse. I have often listened 
to them, and always with increasing interest. 
I think the Gujarati rendering· is by Prema-

~2 
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nand, the sweetest of our bards, and an 
inhabitant of Baroda; It is read out by an 
intelligent Brahmin to a mixed audience of all . 
-classes and both sexes. It has a perceptible 
influence on the Hindu c~aracter. I believe 
the remarkable freedom from infidelity which 
is to be seen in Hindu families, in spite 
·of their strange gregarious habits, can be 
traced to that influence; And little wonder. 

Every true lover of poetry knows what the 
Ramltyan is. It is a work for all times, for all 
men. I have read poetry of varions ages and 
of various climes, and it is Iriy· deliberate 
opinion that in the field of ancient litei'ature~ 
so rich in imperishable prose and. verse, the 
Ramayan stands pre-eminent. It appears to me 
to be tp,e greatest of intellectual efforts of its 
kind; inasmuch as it has moulded the character 
()f perhaps the mightiest nation of antiquity. 
One can hardly believe it to be the work of a 
mortal. I have faith in the efficacy of lifelong 
prayer arid contemplation-contemplation of 
the eternal God, the Source of all Knowledge; 
And thus I can see nothing unnatural in 
Valmiki* ha virig been inspired by Hea ven; after 
such a life of contemplation, to write the 

,. Supposed. author of the epio. 
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Ra;IDayan, a work which has been the most pre..: 
(lious and the most cherished heritage of the 
Aryas, though the Mahabharat isa greater 
favourite in Gujarat. William Gladstone, the 
greatest Englishman of our day, has done much 
to enlighten the student on the life and times 
·of his favourite author. Had· he studied the 
Ramayan, he, and Europe with him, would 
have known infinitely more of India in every 
way than at present. Yet Horace Wilson, 
William Jones, and others, too many to mime 
~nd too distinguished to need being named, 
have rendered conspicuous service to this 
branch of Hindu literature; and the Hindus will 
cherish their memory to the latest hour of their 
national existence. The records of ancient 
literature give evidence of the wondrouS energy 
·Qf thought and expression the old masters com
manded ; but none equals Valmiki in depicting 
-those soft little domestic charities which are 
.equally powerful to heal the wounds and bruises 
-of severe misfortune and to soothe the wrinkles 
of every-day care. Works there are in 
India, to which the human intellect owes much 
'of its refined culture; but none so imbues, so 
possesses the mind with deep, calm, abiding 
~:ffection, as the Ramayan. 
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HERO AND HEROINE. 

Look at the principal characters. There is 
Lanman, lesser of the· brother heroes cf the 
solar dynasty. His generous heart recoils at 
the thought of living in ease and comfort when 
his elder brother is threatened with exile. He 
is indignant with the step-mother for her arts 
and machinations; but, obedient to his brother,. 
he suppresses his wrath, and vows henceforth 
to renounce the world, and follow the brother 
and his bride in their forced banishment. 
humble as a slave, dutiful as a son unto both. 
Laxaman's bearing towards her he honours 
with the name of "mother" is extremely touch
ip.g. Look at Rama. The loving, dutiful 
son, the faithful brother, the tender protecting 
husband, the devoted friend, the magnanimous 
foe, in every relation of life he realises our 
ideal of man, while his character as sovereign,. 
"a ruler of men," transcends all his private 
virtues .. The picture drawn by the poet 
is faultless,. absolutely fau1tl~ss in detail as 
in the. aggregate. And Sita? Mistress ,of a 
thousand womanly graces-the fond, faithful 
wife, twice tri1nsplanted by relentless fate from 
the bosom where she had learnt but yesterday 
to nestle so close-suspected and. repudiated,.. 
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scorned of the foul-mouthed rabble, left alone 
by the husband in the trackless desert to the 
mercy of the fierce beasts and the fiercer ele
ments, leading an aimless, hopeless life; now 
exhausted by reason of her loneliness, now 
cheered by the thought of her precious burden, 
the pledge of her short-lived union-whose un
selfish I)oul rises superior to all personal discom
forts, and who, in the midst of insupportable 
misery, even in the agonies of travail, has no 
thought but of her Rama, "the beloved of my 
heart, my true, my tender, my eternal lover, who 
has deserted me because he thought it right"! 

Happy the nationw:b.o can claim Rama and 
Sita. for their ideal.· Blessed the hearth at 
which are offered tributes of national homage 
to this peerless pair, when the simple children 
of toil-the rough old artisan, his matter-of
fact dame, and the sweet, simple, romantic girl 
-mingle tears as the family priest recites some 
favourite passage out of the sacred volume! 
And blessed, thrice blessed the man ( if only 
man he was) whose genius could soar up to the 
very fount of divine inspiration; and who could 
-create two beings of such exquisite grace,before 
whose realistic and ever-enduring nature the 
works of such literary giants as Homer and 
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l'irdousi sometimes look vague and artificial. 
With all its varied brilliap.cy, .an Indian student 
may be pardoned for saying that European 
genius pales before the fire of Oriental genius, 
even as the wan and sickly queen of night pales 
before the glorious lord of day .. 

THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE. 

Sanskrit is a wonderful language ; almost each 
word of it has a double meaning, the esoteric
and the exoteric. In this respect, as in others,. 
it is the most capable of the world's languages. 
l\.nd when such a poet as Valmiki writes in 
such a language as Sanskrit, the outcome of 
his labours must, of course, be inimitable. Each 
verse of the Ramayan has a world of hidden 
meaning. Each simple line, which looks com_ 
monplace at first sight, discovers, when carefully 
studied, an unbroken scene of beauty under the 
surface, a glorious panorama of sweetness and 
light, where tho reader, drinking his fill of the 
freshest and healthiest sentiment, forgets him_. 
self in the contemplation of the genius that 
conjures up a creation so perfect in symmetry 
and proportion. At such times his first 
thought is to forswear his own namby-pamby 
puerilities and be content in life with a loving; 
study of the master. 



THE BALEVA. 

ANO 'J'HER popular Hindu holiqay is the Ba
leva, or Ndliari Punama, what the Europeans 
are pleased to call the Cocoanut Day. On 
this fullmoon day (in August) the violence o~ 
the monsoon is supposed to have come to an 
end, and Father Neptune is 'supposed to be 
ready, on the customary propitiations, to allow 
ships to have a safe voyage. In writing of the 
Cocoanut holiday, it would not perhaps pe 
amiss to describe the scope and significance of 
this peculiarly Axyan fruit in shell. What, of 
all other nuts, it most resembles in form is' the 
human head. It is in~ispensable on ~very 
religious occasion. Its wate:t;' is considered 
holy nectar. The hairy surfac'f of its c:oating 
goes to make miniature c~ir pur~es, bags, &c. 
The coating or husk it~elf makes ~xcellEmt 
huM,s or hubble-bubbles. For this purp~s~ the 
kernel is removed thro:ugh th~ "ey~ ,. of the 
nut, which is otherwise ~ept intac~. Wl1~n 
broken into two the shell m3:k~s goqd ha.n:~y 

. , 
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'Curry or liquor cups and oil vessels. When 
burnt to cinders and mixed with vinegar or 
lime, the coating is very good for ringworm 
.and other cutaneous eruptions. If burnt by a 
certain process, the coating yields an oil which 
is said to be peculiarly efficacious for the above 
purpose. Thus far the shell. Its kernel is 
,good for children. Taken with date or 
molasses, it is excellent food for travellers. It 
enters into the composition of a hundred dishes, 
and is much relished alike by Hindus and Ma
homedans. Its milk makes a very good hair
restorer, and one may often see Mahomedan 
and other lads buy' a piece of the kernel, chew 
it, take the fluid in the hollow of the hand, 
apply it to the hair, and eat the remainder! 
Cocoanut oil is used in cooking. The oil is also 
a mild, pleasant burner. But at religious per
formances the nut is indispensable. It makes 
the ambrosia of the g9ds, if mixed with ghee 
and sugar. When given to strangers, it means 
welcome;' on the other hand tqe phrase . CI to 
give the cocoanut" means a peremptory and 
ignominious dismissal, used ironically. 

The Cocoanut holiday is a great day in 
Bombay. Your Gujarati servants generally 
become ill a. fortnight before the day. You 
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have to grant them leave, or they will take 
French leave, without any thought of the· fu~ 
ture. But this is not because of the Cocoanut 
day; the whole month of Shrawanis a prolon
ged feast-day; there is a little fair every day 
of it at Walkeshwar. The Mondays are sacred 
to the goddess of revelry and song. The Vai
shnava Maharajas have the jolliest time of it 
all through the month. 

At Bombay, the Esplanade and Back Bay, 
and of late years Mody Bay,are worth a visit on 
Baleva day. The fair commences after three, 
and is kept up till very late. Merchants and 
traders first go to the sea, propitiate the deity 
with a cocoanut and some flowers duly conse~ 

crated. The merchant then receives the Brah
man's blessing, with a thread on hIS wrist, and 
wends his way homewards througJ1 the slow
moving mob, picking up cheap things here and 
there from the stalls and booths erected on the 
Esplanade. Some people take a short cruise on 
the sea by way of first trial; others do the 
house-warming, and others still have the nautch 
performed. But on the whole, compared with 
other national festivals, Baleva is a tame affair, 
as could be guessed. The show is mostly held 

. on the sea-shore, and therefore afl'ords a pic~ 
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turesque spectacle for griffins* and, up-country 
Anglo-Indians. . 

The most comprehensive of Hindu holidays, 
so to speak, is the 

SHRAWAN MAs. 

In this holy Shdwan lIas Hindus of all 
castes, and of all parts of the country, keep 
their high carnival. The whole month is a 
prolonged holiday, with the four Mondays as 
special red-letter days. To the stranger the 
Shrawan festival is the most innocent and least 
grotesque of the numerous popular festivals. It 
resembles the Christmas more than ~ny other 
Hindu holiday. Members of a family, who may 
have left the domestic hearth on various pur
poses, meet again; old quarrels are made up, the 
sacred thread is changed, the new dress is put 
on (in many cases the only new dress of 
the year), :f10~er and fruit offerings are placed 
before the gods~ Taking your morning consti
tutional by the Queen's Road (Bombay) you 
are sure to encounter, during these days, be~ies . 
of Hindu maids and matrons, tripping by~ 
singing softly to themselves, and discussing the 

t: . Fresh.anived Europeans. 
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kindness of their respective hu~bands and 
mothers-in-law. For, be it remembered; that i~ 
this holy season the hea:r;t even of the mother
in-law is too joyous to seek quarrels. Here ,,
you see a Mara thin. lissome of figure, passing 
demurely by, with downcast eyes and a gentle 
cautious tread. She is very lightly. but still 
always becomingly dressed, this fair daughter 
of MaMrashtra. Her national sari and choU 
sit !esthetically on her graceful person-grace 
beyond the reach of art. Her raven-black hail: 
is gathered up into a knot at the back of the 
head, which knot is adorned by a pretty little
gold ornament, or a prettier Hower of, the
season. 

A few paces behind her is the robustious 
M:trwaran. shuffling past in her cumbrous petti
coat. She is a big strapping body, and the tread. 
of 1;ler beje'Yelled foot . is extremely assertive. 
She, or perhaps her lord, has peculiar notions
of personal adornmen~. She throws her sari 
~:t;ound, or, :r:ather, shrouds herself in her sari, 
till e~ery vestige of her face is invisible. She 
1Vears ivory bangles or rings on her arms-both 
~rms are literally covered by these ponderous. 
articles. The palms of her hands at;ld the nails 
t~e Marw~ran dyes, red, and t1;le li!l~ and, teeth .. 
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black ~ Her swathing petticoat she wears so far 
down as her ancle, and below she has ornaments, 
silver and brass, or both. The Marwaran is 
more parsimonious than her lord, and though 
she is constrained to take some cheap offering 
to the gods once or twice in the year, she does 
not scruple to bring part of it back, thus cheat
ing deity itself. The Marwaran is a rare 
phenomenon in Native society. She is purchas
·ed by the husband at a fearful cost. TheMarwari 
·does not marry till late in life. He comes to 
Hindustan, or the Deccan, only with his dhoti* 
.and his loti. t After ten years or so he goes 
home to see his mother. As long as a relative 
is alive, the Marwari does not care for a wife. 
But when he has accumulated It a sum," and 
when he sees he is waxing old, he invests a 
.good slice of his fortune in a wife. But she is 
a luxury in the buying only. As soon as that 
is over, the husband never repents him of the 
bargain. For, whatever mathematicians might 
'think of it, it is a well-known fact that the 
Marwari and the Marwaran between them 
'spend exactly a half of what the Marwari used 
to spend singly. This may be a lesson to 
Miss Susie Trots, the railway-guard's wife. 
'The M:trwaran is not visible to the vulgar 

• Waist garment. t A small brass ewer. 
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gaze, except during the Holi holidays. She 
is then in her element. She squirts paint and 
water on the gallants that serenade her, and 
gives them back joke for joke with the keen
est relish. All this while her face is veil
ed. In fact. few young lIarwarans are seeIL 
unveiled. 

But by no fair Hinduani are the joys of the· 
Shrawan lIlds drunk with such avidity as by 
your Vaishnava lasses-the BM ttia and Bania. 
females. To them it is a month of love and 
liberty. And, thanks to the pious Maharajas, 
the month passes as swiftly as a dream. Wife, 
widow, and maiden, each has the jolliest time 
of it in Sh,"dwan. There are the dances to be 
danced before the l{aMd:j, plays to be played,.. 
songs to be sung, his Holiness to be washed 
and dressed and fed. Oh, the joys of Sltrawan r 
-to the Vaishnavas. The beauteous Sltruwan 
Mds, when the days are devoted to ~inging 
and when the fair R2:dlul.* is lluttered by a 
whirlwind of love. "All fair sisters go to the 
Jamna for holy ablutions. their foreheads adorn
ed with Kesari,t and their graceful feet 
coloured. The fair ones worship Gowri,with 
wreaths and flowers in one hand, in the other 

• The beloved of Krishna. t Saffron. 
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hand the box of Kunkun colour, and the name 
o.f Shri Gopdl on their lips. Four pohoras* the 
lovely ones devote to singIng songs, forsakiJig 
sleep; the night is short, and the sports are 
long. Oh, I tremble lest tne envious morn 
soon breaks in up'on our joys!" So sings the 
fair daughter of Gujarat. 

The PARS! has many holidays, but none of 
such religious import as the Hindu, uniess it 
be the Muktad. 

THE MUKTAD HOLIDAYs. 

-:°Muktad reads like a Zend word, closely allied 
to Sanskrit, and means t.he "saved," or cc re
leased." It alludes to what the Occidentals 
>call "emancipated spirits." Dosld is a Prrik1'it 
Hindu term,and means, if anything, "the old 
fellows," what English newspapers call "the 
venerable departed worthies." This is the 
-origin: MukMd is of Pagan growth, no way 
belonging to Zoroastrianism; pure and simple . 
.'Zoroastrians in Iran, over twelve hundred 
years ago, had between five and ten days set 
.apart every year for prayets and fasting, as ex
piation for their own sins, and more as offerings 

.. A Pohora equals three hours. 
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for repose of the souls of their relatives. But 
all this is changed in India. The praying is· 
changed at times into gambling, and the fast
ing into feasting. The simple ceremonial seems 
to have sunk into a gross and debasing pagan 
rite. 

Twenty years ago (the Parsis have since im
proved) this was the explanation of the Do~la 
holidays :-Those of our departed relatives, who 
had behaved themselves on earth, and there
fore were admitted to Heaven, were allowed 
every year a long holiday for eighteen days to. 
return to earth and live with their earthly 
friends. There are proofs positive of these "spi
rits" having visited our grandmothers and 
mothers-in-law (in their dreams, of course), and 
having told them what good things of earth 
they would like to have for their creature com': 
forts during their holiday sojourn here below. 
Their wants were often unconfined. But gene':' 
rally they consisted of the following :-Brarid~ 
new clothes, various dishes of fowl, fish, and 
fruit; good country wine and toddy, and, in 
short, all those things they had a relish for 
during their earthly existence. They also re': 
quired things for amusement; sUch as paper 
kites, tops, packs of cards, &c. This is how the 
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dear ones were received : The best room in the 
house was reserved for them; it was washed, 
scoured, and furnished with pictures. In the 
centre was placed a many-branched iron frame; 
on the top of the frame was placed a tray of 
choicest :flowers (the only redeeming fe&.ture in. 
this heathen show); along with the Howers 
there were fruits. On all side& of the frame 
were placed metal pots filled with crystal 
water, by virgins, female and male. Sur
rounding the frame, on the Hoor, were ar
ranged steaming dishes of edibles and rows of 
favourite playthIngs. The pdest consecrated 
the food and other things, and took a mouth
ful from every dish (a full distended priestly 
mouth seldom measures under 3 inches by 4), 
he then declared the feast open to the enjoy
ment of the. spirits visitant. These entered 
the room unperceived, except by the priest and 
the grandmother or mother-in-law; they wash
ed thems~lves with the water, and fell to. 
This degrading farce was carried on for eight
een.days, three times a day. Many Parsi 
families have got rid of the superstitious part 
of the ceremony, but still it lingers on: The 
whole thing is intended for the good of two, 
the priest and the cook. The eighteen day~ 
are a carnival to these fellows. ,To the pater-
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familias, and his son,_ who is an unemployed 
graduate of the University. they are the worst 
days in the year. The old· gentleman has t() 
spend his cash. without stint, an~ the young' 
gentleman has to submit every noW' and then 
to the bitter reproach,es of his progenitor, who 
turns fiercely upon .him and says; "See, you 
idle unskilful vagahond I Look at . that, barber* 
of a cook; we have to pay him Rs. 30 for 
eighteen days, and he knows not how to mak() 
an omelet. And you, sirrah, you are what they 
call a B. A· and M. A., and your education 

-alone has cost ~e Rs. 5,000. And what dQ 
you earn 1 Nothing. Oh, why did not your 
mother re-marry. before you were born I" The 
old man is jus~ified in complaining, though the 
logic of his concluding remark js too Hibernian. -
And who can help pitying the poor. "B.A. and 
M. A." 1 

But look at the rotund Mobed. How busy 
he is I What a roaring trade he drives! Though 
he visits a dozen houSes in swift succession, 
~here is only ~me 'room for him a~ every house, 
and that is the well-stocked prayer room, " the 
Mecca of his appetite." Helives in "a para-' 
dise of pies and puddings." He prays, eats" 

23 
• An uUerlv useless fellow. . -
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a:hd~leeps'; sleeps, eats, and prays. While 
muttering the meaningless prayer, his eyes 
are on thesolids--"the substantials, Sir Giles, 
the substantials." !Ihe jargon he mutters 'is' 
dry, U so he Dloistens his words in his cups." 
And when, with his 'inner man thus fortified; 
he proceeds to· prayers," his words al'edf 
marrow, unctuous, dropping fatness.'" He is a 
droll fellow, this ;Parsi levite, and laughs over 
the folly-of those on whose substance he fat
tens. He has materials in him of a good 
divine :and a scholar, but 'he is born in an 
atmosphere of hollow imposture and sham, and 
lives and dies a cheat and a charlatan. To 
this man is due the invention 'of the -haze of 
superstition which envelops the pure and 
simple form of 'worship bequeathed to us by 
the Prophet-Priest of Iran~* 

The MAHOMBDAN holiday of the year, if holi
day it .m~y be called, is the 'Mo'haram. 

THE MO'HARAM. 

ct Hai :Hassan, Rai' Hussein," are the wails 
of genuine grief -that pierce -the air of Imam
bara on Mo'hatam night. :Cf Hai Hassan, Hai 
Hus~ei2''' ___ form ~hein:terlude :to the tou-

• Zoroaster. 
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ching national elegy,recited to· the echo of 
frantic breast-beating, by stnrdy, hard-f~vou.red 
Moguls'and Seedies (African Mussalmans), who 
abandon themselves for .the nonce touncon
trollable woe. It is the last nigh tof the 
Passion wee,k throughout Islam, when the 
SheM Moslem enacts his Passion Play, and 
,the Sooni Mahomedan keeps up his high .car
nival. ' In the month of Mo'haram, "holiest 
of the holy," eight -days are sacred to the 
memory of Hassan and Hussein, grandsons of 
the Prophet by his beloved daughter Ftttima, 
and his no less beloved disciple, Ali. The 
youthful heroes are said to have fallen victims 
to partisan fury. The SheMs,by aU.accounts 
the true believers, who acknowledge Ali ,as 
he,ir and successor to the Founder of Islam, 
spend the early part of the week in erecting 
the taboot, the paper mausoleum which is sup
posed to hold the murdered hopes ·ofthe 
Prophet's house, in reading the fath.id, the, 
initial verses of the Koran, before it, and in 
other religious rites.. On a ·raised :seatsquats 
the venerable Mohla, surrounded by the Had
jeesand :other dignitaries :and ,elders of the 
Moslem Church; :and ,at a distance squat 
crowds of the faithful. Xo the breathless 
audience the 'voice of the MohJa is "more 
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than the miraculous harp." In tones of intense' 
anguish: does he- recite the tale of woe--how 
one of the heroes was poisoned by the foul 
assassin at Yezd, how the other was slaugh. 
tered by the dastard soldiery of Damascus, on 
the field of KerbaIa. . In the course of the 
recital the High Priest lays solemn emphasis 
on an incident here and there, swaying his 
portly person backward and forward. At such 
times his deep-drawn sigh generally makes 
itself heard at a distance-a sigh that seems 
"to shatter his bulk." This prolonged in
spiration is taken up by the audience, converted 
into a loud sob, a"united but discordant groan, 
decidedly more striking to the ear than har
monious. Here the agonised spirit finds vent 
in moans of "Rai Hassan! Rai Hussein:.!" 
Here ply the brawny hands on the livid 
breast-a cruel torture unfelt, owing· to the _ 
self-abandonment of the hour-though to the 

. onlooker the _ breast is a piece of raw flesh 
besprinkled with the vital fluid. Then super
venes a simultaneous hush. as the Mohla's lips 
are observed quivering in a painful effort to 
speak. The sigh is subdued, the pain endured 
in silence. The grief surging up . the breast. 
empties itself at the eyes. It is not the hired 
lip-homage of the Hindu mourner, this Marsia 
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song of the Moslem. The cold philosophy of 
the fatalist is nowhere this evening. His 
emotion has usurped the seat of reason. Here 
ine no external" trappings and suits of woe'" 
-the grief is genuine. of and in the heart. 
Given the time, the place, the frantic enthusi
asm of the Moslem na. ture, and the awfulness 
~f the tale of murder and assassination; 
the veriest day. drudge . will develop into a 
hero and, a patriot, the most arrant coward 
will raIse himself into a sympathising martyr. 
Wonderful is the influence of Islam on the 
believer's mind j and a faith. that has such a 
hold on men's minds will endure with the sun. 
It was years ago I first witnessed the Ma1-aid, 
and in other plac.es than the Im:iinbara of 
Bombay. I t was in Gujarat. and in early 
youth j but the impression. still remains, in 
tlpite of the assertion of the half-true poet, 
that "youth holds no fellowship with woe." . 

The Soonis, that is, the Indian converts to 
Islam, get up a frightful caricature of the 'pro
<leeding. They look upon Hassan and Hussein 
(Anglice. Hobson Dobson) as pretenders. If 
'you speak to a Sooni of the premature death of 
the brother-heroes, he will reply in mock .sym
pathy I( Pity they died not earlier." This is 
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mortal offence to the parties concerned, but as 
the dead feel no resentment, their friends, the 
Moguls and other Shehas, take up the cudgels 
for them. Hence bleeding noses, broken pates 
and other paraphernalia of carnage. The 
hatred the two sects bear each other is impe
rishable. The Sooni's idea ·of the holiday is to 
make merry at his rival's expense. He keeps 
up mad revels all these days exactly in pro
portion to the .intensity of the Sheha's mourn
ing. He will become ~. monkey, a bear. a 
tiger, an old hag, a mock Mohla, a pious dust
begrimed Dervish, a street dancer, anything 
and everything; in fact, except a respectable 
human being. If he is well-to-do he enters oil a 
career of indiscriminate hospitality, where the. 
invitation to the guests is in the golden langua.
ge of the ancients, " Drink or depart.'· I need 
not say that many prefer the former alter
native. When he comes out into the street, 
with his very much mixed following, he looks 
Ita. king of shreds and patches." . Altogether, . 
the Sooni makes a. discreditable figure during 
the sacred season which he converts into a 
saturnalia. But lie is little to blame, poor fel
low. GOvernment don't seem so anxious to 
dispel his mental fog, his own· people won't 
wash and clean him. There is, no J amsetjee . 
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Jeejeebhoy institution for him. He won't re.s~ 
pect law, because, he looks upon law: as&. hocus~ 
pocus. Who interprets the law to him ? It i3 
rather unjust, therefore, to think Kasam is 
always rife for treason. Why, he could not 
commit treason even if he wished, because he 
has no soul. I am quoting political philosophy .. 
And as for judgment, why, sir, Kasam has not 
the judgment of a malt horse. Sir, he has not 
so much as It a thought in his belly," so utterly, 
barren he is. He will chat and strut bravely~ 
I allow he will pluck the ~oon. out. of het 
sphere, ij'she let him. 

Perhaps the most popular, though certain.1y 
n.ot at all reputable, of Gujarat holidays, js th~ 

UNHOJ:.Y HQLI. 

Holi is not a holy institution wholly, but it is 
a jolly old holiday nevertheless. It is the. sea· 
son of free love and free l~nguage, not only 
among the Vaishnavas, but the lower castes 
of Gujarat; the saturnalia of indecent song, the 
carnival of mad carousal. It is the season of 
rang and rdg, which two innocent-looking 
monosyllables the High Court Translator may 
translate ~s " red ~aint and. music," but wh~ch; 
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in reality, ~ean the luxuries of love's embrace, 
the sporting of Kama* and Bati. t The origin 
of Holi has been a suhject of ardent speculation 
by Native philologists. It ought to be credit
ed with ,divine beginning, if Hindu antiquaries 
are to be believed. But as Hindu antiquaries 
are far too mystic and imaginative for this 
age, it would be better to be· content with a 
more rational genesis. I t is this: Once upon 
a time, when civilisation was not, there lived 
in a certain nagrit a great Bania sowcar-a 
merchant prince, opulent as Crmsus. This great 
sowcar,we are told, had an immense lot of 
goods and chattels, an immense lot of ser:vants 
and slaves, an immense lot of wives and hand
maids. But he had no heir to perpetuate his 
name. By dint of prayers and penances he, 
however, prevailed upon the gods to give 
him a child. This was promised. to be a son; 
but the sowcar happening to offend one of the 
deities, he got at last only a daughter. Still 
he was content. Why,he thought, the 'gods 
could have given me anything or nothing! 
Thei,' will be done. 

That brings me to the sowcar with an only 
daughter. She was a lovely thing, became 

. • Cupid. t His partner, : Town. 
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lovelier as she grew, and at the age of thirteen 
she was absolutely bewitching. She sat at 
the window every cool evening, dressed hand
somer than Cleopatra, chewing pan supan and 
slyly squirting the red nectar amongst the 
enthralled crowd below. The 'marble fore
head, the silken' tresses, the swan-like neck, 
those rainbow brows, and those corilJ. lips, 
set the gallants raving. But who could openly 
aspire to her hand? Every prodigal son of 
an impoverished race (and of such are your 
gallants) was the sowcar's debtor. With what 
face could he ask for the hand of the sowcar's 
only daughter, when he had not been able to 
return a paltry loan of money to the sowcar! 
Hulik£ (that was her name) grew in loveliness 
and loneliness, till one moonlit night she espied 
a lovable Rajput youth, deep in her father's 
debt. They looked at each other, their eyes 
met, their hearts went out to each other, &c., 
&c. Hulik' directly sent her daSJ'*, her 
"dearer than mother," after the youth. A 
meeting was arranged, and the outlook dis
cussed. Their troths were plighted on the spot. 
But it was hopeless to win the father over, 

, in whose iron safe was locked up the lover's 

• Female attendant. 
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destiny, in the shape of promissory ·notes and 
such other doeuments of high interest. Elope~ 
ment was. the only way, and that the lover 
proposed. At first Hulika shrank from the 
proposal; but,like a wise young woman she 
was, in less than five minutes .she succumbed 
to the arts of the sweet enchanter. Now 
Hulika was a virtuous Helen, look you; and 
she. therefore took the d&si (nurse) with 
them. She left a note for ~ear papa, stating 
she was carried away against her wishes, bu.t 
that she could not survive this vile treatment 
for a week; however, she had the old maid
servant with her, and. that she hoped she 
would shortly become. suttee if her honour 
were not saved. They took a good many 
valuable nicknacks 'with them~ and with rare 
temerity took lodgings in the s~me street. 
The town W8.$ in· an uproar in the morning, 
and the old sowcar instituted a rigorous search 
in the neighbouring cities. Hulika. ascer
tained that day'thatt in spite of the innocent 
little note she had left. behind, the women of 
the town took her to .be ~ . party to aJ.l 
elopement. Her virtuous instincts were 
outraged, and from the depths of her woman's 
resources she at once evolved a plan by which 
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her reputation should be saved~ She: got up 
at the dead of night, locked the old woman, 
who was asleep, in the room, locked all doors 
save one from inside, and coolly set fire to the 
house in various parts. When she saw no 
human efforts could save the house, she dressed 
herself as a Yogini,* getting her astonished 
lover to do likewise; And locking the remain
ing door from outside, this daughter of Gujar~t ' 
left the town. A few minutes later the house 
was found to be on fire. Efforts were made 
to save it'; but before daylight it was' all a 
wreck. 'In the morning they found the sowcar's, 
old ddsiburnt to death, but easy or recognition. 
Tht!n it was that the wise women of the town 
proclaimed that Hulika, the virtuous, had com
mitted suttee, and that the immortal gods had 
taken her up from the grasp of the cruel but 
baflled seducer. Hulika henceforwar'd came 
to be recognised as one of the saints; and 
there was no one, not even the old dasi; thanks 
to Hulika's precaution~ to contradict the gene
ral belief. This is one version of Holi, given 
by the blind bard of Gujarit, but which I, for 
my part" cannot quite accept., 

The Holi Of the day is supposed to b~ the 

• A 'female ascetic. 
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annual celebriil.tion of this suttee affair. It is a 
national holiday, and has a wonderful power 
for demoralisation over the infatuated Vaish
nava, the sturdy Mliratha. (the lower order 
only, I believe), and the stingy llirwari. You 
can, in Bombay, see Holi in full swing in two 
places, the Mahlir:1ja's Mandirand the M'rwari 
Bazar. In the·former could be witnessed, for 
days together, a promiscuous assemblage of 
worshippers, without distinction of age, sex or 
social position, revelling in orgies such as the 
Western reader could hardly realise. Modest 
young women are submitted to showers of 
coloured water and clouds of red paint. They 
are handled to a degree of familiaf'ity 
incredible to the outside public. At one ex
hibition like this hundreds 'of 'young women 
are liable to go astray from the inborn modesty 

- of their nature. It isa wonder how, with 
such social customs as these, the Vaishnavas 
lead' such happy, contented, and respectable 
lives. But these malign associations of Holi 
.are happily dying out. In the streets you 
may still encounter respectable Vaishnava mer
chants pelting each other with coloured curd, 
cow-4ung, mud, and such other delectable 
missiles. But to have a vivid idea of the 
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wild delirium. excited by this holiday one has 
(in Bombay) to stand for an hour in the Mar
w:1ri Bazar at MumMdevi. Re can there see 
what extraordinary social antics the usually 
sober, money-grubbing Marwari is capable of. 
Row a crowd of these bhdng*-intoxicated bac
chanals will besiege a ··neighbour's zenana, by 
way of a serenade, I suppose, and shout their 
rude amorous ditties with significant gestures 
and attitudes. The filthy epithets, the wan
ton glances, the obscene gestures, defy descrip
tion; but these are rewarded. on the part of 
the Marwaran, by equally shameless retorts 
and the squirting of red paint. This is the 
only holiday the stingy sojourner in Gujarat 
enjoys, according to his lights. Never is- the 
morose Marw:1ri more free, more frolicsome, 
more abandoned, than on this occasion. 

• Hemp-juice. 
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